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Fogelman Properties Buys
N.C. Apartment Community

All Juiced Up

Memphis-based Fogelman Properties has acquired a 328-unit multifamily
community in Raleigh, North Carolina, for
$43.4 million.
Built in 1988, Lake Cameron Apartments was 95 percent occupied at the time
of purchase and features one-, two-, and
three-bedroom units ranging from $848 to
$1,249 per month.
Fogelman acquired the property
through a joint venture with New Yorkbased DRA Advisors, which has resulted in
the acquisition of 26 multifamily communities containing more than 8,800 with an
aggregate value of more than $780 million
since 2003.
“We are thrilled to further expand our
longstanding partnership with DRA and
add this high-quality asset to our local Raleigh portfolio,” Fogelman Properties CEO
Rick Fogelman said. “As active investors
and seasoned property managers with 30plus years’ experience in the local market
and more than 4,000 apartment homes in
our DRA partnership, we look forward to
continued growth across the Raleigh-Durham region and within our longstanding
relationship with DRA Advisors.”
– Patrick Lantrip

Rebekah and Scott Tashie, owners of I Love Juice Bar, serve a platter of chocolate bowls for a smoothie tasting at their
Cooper Street location on Wednesday, March 28. Demand has them adding new smoothie bowl flavors. (Memphis News/Houston Cofield)

Caissa Public Strategy
Inks Deal in Clark Tower
Caissa Public Strategy has inked a new
deal to occupy 5,086 square feet on the 17th
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floor of the Clark Tower in East Memphis.
“As our team continues to expand, we
needed a space that could meet our growing needs,” said Brian Stephens, CEO of
Caissa. “Clark Tower was the right choice
for us because of the updated space and
central location. We look forward to the
continued growth of Caissa and our partnership with the Clark Tower team.”
The local marketing firm won’t be moving far, as it was previously located in the
neighboring i-Bank Tower, which shares
the same landlord, In-Rel Properties.
“When Caissa approached us with
their vision for growth and expansion, we
found a space that was a perfect fit at Clark
Tower,” said Dale Bowden, senior property
manager at In-Rel Properties. “Owning
both towers gives existing and prospective
tenants limitless options and flexibility.”
In addition to their Memphis headquarters, Caissa also operates an office in
Washington, D.C.
In early 2017, Colliers International
was awarded the leasing assignment for
In-Rel’s 1.25 million-square-foot office
portfolio, which includes Clark Tower,
i-bank Tower, Lynnfield Office Park and
2400 Poplar Avenue.
Ron Riley, Colliers’ senior vice president of Office, and Laura Taylor, vice
president of Office Leasing, serve as the
portfolio’s primary leasing contacts.
– Patrick Lantrip

Bite Squad Expands
Into Southaven
Restaurant delivery service Bite Squad
has expanded into Southaven with the acquisition of local restaurant delivery service
City-Spree.
Southaven marks the first city in Mississippi that Bite Squad will service, and
it will offer delivery from nearly 100 local
restaurants at its launch, including local
favorites such as Maria’s Cantina, Kublai
Khan, Akita Sushi & Hibachi Steakhouse,
Lost Pizza Co., Mister P’s Buffalo Wings and
Old Style Bar-B-Q.
Delivery is available within a 7-mile
radius of participating restaurant partners.
Bite Squad has been working with the
City-Spree team to transition their existing
local operations to the Bite Squad platform.
Enhancements to the new service include a consumer app with live order tracking to keep customers updated on where
their food is and when it will arrive; a live
chat support team for real-time help; and
fully uniformed, trained employee drivers.
The Southaven service will launch on
Monday, April 2. Customers in the area
can order Bite Squad seven days a week,
between the hours of 10:30 a.m. and 10 p.m.
Orders can be placed on the Bite Squad
app or website, bitesquad.com, and delivery fees will start at $2.99 in the Southaven
area.
To celebrate the launch, Bite Squad is
offering new customers in Southaven free
delivery to try out the service. Residents can
enter the code GREETINGSMS at checkout
to get the discount.
– Andy Meek

Farm-to-Table Dinner
To Benefit Farmers Market
Oxford Community Market, a nonprofit

weekly farmers market in Oxford, Mississippi, will host a community fundraiser
after it kicks off its 2018 season Tuesday,
April 17, from 3 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. at the
Old Armory Pavilion, 1801 University Ave.
Following the first market, six chefs
from some of Oxford’s best restaurants are
teaming up to host First Market Feast, a
farm-to-table fundraiser dinner to benefit
the market.
The mission of the 501(c)(3) organization is to improve access to fresh, healthy
local food for shoppers with limited incomes.
The team of chefs behind First Market
Feast includes Vishwesh Bhatt of Snackbar,
Corbin Evans of Oxford Canteen, Joel Miller
of Ravine, Nick Reppond and Heath Johnson of GRIT, and John Stokes of Tarasque
Cucina.
“Ever since I was a little boy, farmers
markets have played a huge role in discovering more about food and community,”
Evans said. “My cooking style has always
relied on the bounty of harvests at these
markets and the camaraderie of shoppers,
chefs and vendors has continued to inspire
me to cook locally, seasonally and with
pride for what our community produces.”
The event will feature local early spring
produce, eggs, honey, meats and baked
goods from Oxford Community Market
vendors and will be served family-style at
the market site.
Wine pairing for the dinner is provided
by event sponsor Kiamie’s Wine and Liquor.
A pre-dinner reception starting at 6:30
p.m. will feature Cathead Vodka seasonal
cocktails and appetizers. Tate Moore and
Dave Woolworth of Kudzu Kings will provide music.
Dinner tickets are $75 per person,
including wine. The meal begins at 7 p.m.
VIP tickets are $100 per person and
include one dinner ticket, access to the
VIP bar and live music pre-dinner, which
begins at 6:30 p.m.
For tickets to the dinner or more information about the market and its programs,
visit oxfordcommunitymarket.com or
contact Betsy Chapman at 662-816-7413.
– Daily News staff

In-State Immigrant Tuition
Bill Dead in Tennessee
A bill to offer in-state tuition for Tennessee public college students whose parents brought or kept them in the country
illegally has stalled because House leadership won’t let it go forward, the sponsor
said Wednesday.
Republican Sen. Todd Gardenhire
said the bill has become a “political hot
potato,” pointing out that the four major
GOP gubernatorial candidates have said
they oppose it, including House Speaker
Beth Harwell.
Gardenhire took offense when U.S. Rep.
Diane Black, another Republican candidate
for governor, blasted the bill. She said, “Too
many times, so-called conservatives get
elected promising to fight against liberal
policies, only to embrace them once in
office.”
“I’m not only offended, but I’m very
upset about that,” said Gardenhire, a
Chattanooga lawmaker. “So, her day of
reckoning will come when she comes to

Hamilton County.”
The tuition bill only applies to students
who spent at least three years in Tennessee
high schools or home schooling before
graduating or finishing GED testing.
A similar measure in 2015 passed the
Senate, but died by a single vote on the
House floor. The legislation died by one
vote in a House committee last year. Voters
have favored the change widely in polls.
In a contentious election year, the
bill’s fate was further complicated by federal inaction to extend a President Barack
Obama-era program offering a reprieve
from deportation to thousands of young
immigrants who were brought into the
country illegally as children.
President Donald Trump has proposed
a pathway to citizenship for 1.8 million
young immigrants who currently could
qualify for deportation protection, but in
exchange he wants new legal immigration restrictions and $25 billion for border
security. The plan has divided Congress.
The defeat of the Tennessee bill dealt
a blow to the affected students who have
frequented the Capitol complex, lobbying lawmakers and snapping photos with
Republican Gov. Bill Haslam, who has said
he supports the proposal because the state
needs a trained workforce.
They lined up outside legislative committee rooms Wednesday, holding signs
that read, “Give us a chance, give us a vote.
#LetUsLearn.”
– The Associated Press

FedEx Acquires UK-Based
E-Commerce Company
FedEx Corp. has acquired P2P Mailing
Limited, an e-commerce transportation
solutions provider based in the United
Kingdom, for $130 million.
Memphis-based FedEx said it was
interested in P2P to expand its portfolio of
e-commerce offerings.
“This acquisition is a further step in
achieving the global mission of the FedEx
Trade Networks group to provide specialized solutions to customers,” Richard W.
Smith, president and CEO of FedEx Trade
Networks Inc., said in a release.
Laindon, England-based P2P, which
specializes last-mile delivery options in
over 200 countries, will operate as a subsidiary of FedEx Cross Border within the
FedEx Trade Networks operating company.

EMPHASIS
ISSUES

“Global e-commerce continues to
grow at a rapid pace, and more and more
merchants, marketplaces, e-commerce and
social platforms are looking for innovative,
cost-effective ways to get merchandise
from distribution points in one country to
customers in another,” said Carl W. Asmus,
president and CEO of FedEx Cross Border.
“By adding P2P to the FedEx portfolio, we
will be able to effectively serve even more
elements of the e-commerce market.”
– Patrick Lantrip

Nickelberry to Transfer
From Univ. of Memphis
The first player to leave the University of Memphis basketball program under
coach Penny Hardaway is guard/forward
David Nickelberry, who averaged 2.8 points
and 1.7 rebounds as a freshman under
Tubby Smith.
Nickelberry announced his decision via
social media Tuesday, March 27. Hardaway
now has four open scholarships.
Earlier, Connor Vanover, who was
recruited by Smith and set to arrive next
season, was granted a release from his national letter of intent. Guard Myreon Jones,
another Smith recruit, de-committed after
Smith’s firing and the hiring of Hardaway.
– Don Wade

UT, Memphis to Renew
Basketball Rivalry
Tennessee and Memphis have agreed
to renew their basketball rivalry starting
next season.
The Volunteers and Tigers will play Dec.
15 at Memphis’ FedEx Forum in the first
meeting between the programs since the
2012-13 season.
They’ll meet again at Knoxville’s
Thompson-Boling Arena in the 2019-20
season and at Nashville’s Bridgestone
Arena in 2020-21. Exact dates for the Knoxville and Nashville games haven’t been set.
A contract obtained through a public
records request indicated the Nashville
game would occur either on Dec. 18, 2020,
or Dec. 20, 2020.
Tennessee coach Rick Barnes and new
Memphis coach Penny Hardaway had said
Monday that the Tennessee-Memphis
series would resume sometime during
the upcoming season. The games were officially announced Wednesday, March 28.
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Tennessee leads the series 14-11,
though Memphis has won the last three
matchups. The teams met annually from
2006-13.
– The Associated Press

Sedgwick Invests $1 Million
In River City Partnership
Sedgwick Claims Management Services
Inc. has made a $1 million commitment to
support the University of Memphis’ River
City Partnership, which engages talent
and scholarship from the U of M through
a partnership with Shelby County Schools
to improve the quality of urban education.
The partnership places a unique emphasis on recruiting and training local
teacher candidates, with a special focus
on identifying educators from underrepresented groups, including African-American
males and Latinos.
It addresses the entire teacher pipeline,
from introducing high school students to
teaching as a career, to preparing U of M
undergraduate and graduate students,
to induction as a Shelby County Schools
teacher to retention strategies for new and
existing SCS teachers.
The U of M has revamped its curricula
for undergraduate and graduate students
to prepare them to teach not only in an
urban setting, but specifically in the Shelby
County Schools system.
Cultural competence is a foundation of
the curriculum as well as a key factor in the
admission process, which uses a screening
system to predict successful long-term
retention.
The River City Partnership encourages
teacher candidates to intentionally select
the urban education pathway, creating a
deep partnership with local schools and
implementing high school teacher cadet
programs while building an early interest
in teaching as a career.
– Don Wade

Memphis Greenspace Plans
Spring Park Programming
The nonprofit Memphis Greenspace
has announced a first wave of activation in
its current park portfolio of Memphis Park
and Health Sciences Park.
In conjunction with the Downtown
Memphis Commission and UrbanArt Commission, Memphis Park will host the Truth
Booth – an interactive, transmedia global
project featuring an inflatable, portable
speech bubble recording booth – Tuesday,
April 3, from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
After the nonprofit’s involvement in
helping remove Confederate statues from
those parks, Memphis Greenspace president Van Turner said the idea behind the
new project is to “capture and celebrate”
diversity and give Memphis a forum to
“speak some inspirational truth about how
our city is looking forward and making
progress.”
The Truth Booth will also make an appearance at RedZone Ministries in Orange
Mound on Friday, April 6, from 3 p.m. to
6 p.m.
The DMC, meanwhile, is instituting a
weekly meditative arts series through September in both Memphis Park and Health
Sciences Park. And Downtown Yoga at
Memphis Park is back by popular demand
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on Tuesdays at 6 p.m.
In Health Sciences Park, the DMC has
organized free lunchtime programming for
medical students, employees and visitors.
These include Tuesday lunchtime tai chi,
Thursday lunchtime yoga and a Friday
lunchtime music series.
Visit Memphis Greenspace’s new
Facebook page, facebook.com/memphisgreenspace, for details on these and other
events.

The Smurfit board rejected the offer
March 5, and in a press release the next day
called the offer “highly opportunistic.” IP
submitted its second offer March 22 with
an invitation to meet. That was the offer
rejected Monday by the Smurfit board.

– Andy Meek

The head of the American Home Shield
division of Memphis-based ServiceMaster
Global Holdings has left the company as it
continues the process of spinning off from
ServiceMaster.
AHS president Tim Haynes is leaving as
the company searches for new leadership.
Steve Hochhauser becomes the interim
leader of the home warranty business. He
comes to the position from being CEO and
chairman of Johns Manville, a Denverbased corporation that makes insulation
and roofing materials.
AHS’ spinoff was one of the first moves
Nik Varty announced after becoming ServiceMaster’s CEO last August.
In announcing Haynes’ resignation
Monday, March 26, the company said it
remains on track to complete the spinoff
in the third quarter.
The spinoff is being overseen by Dion
Persson, senior vice president of business
development and a former Ingersoll Rand
executive. Hochhauser has held executive
positions at Ingersoll Rand as well as United
Technologies.

Hollywood Feed Expands
Into North Carolina
Memphis-based natural and holistic
pet food retailer Hollywood Feed has
opened its first North Carolina store in
Cary, a city in the Research Triangle area
between Raleigh, Durham and Chapel Hill.
“As our footprint has expanded across
the Southeast, North Carolina was a natural
choice for our company’s growth,” Hollywood Feed president Shawn McGhee said
in a statement.
With the opening of the 3,158-squarefoot location, the chain encompasses
nearly 70 stores across 10 states: Tennessee,
Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky,
Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
South Carolina and Texas.
McGhee recently told The Daily News
the retailer is on track to open 20 to 25
stores this year, including additional stores
in Oklahoma, Georgia, Mississippi and
South Carolina.
Hollywood Feed operates 13 stores
in the Memphis area, the newest being a
5,000-square-foot build-to-suit space at
Collins Street and Sam Cooper Boulevard
that replaces its flagship location on Broad
Avenue. The retailer soon plans to move its
corporate offices and warehouse from the
Broad Avenue space to a 180,000-squarefoot facility off Warford Street that will serve
as the distribution center for all Hollywood
Feed stores nationwide.
– Daily News staff

Smurfit Board Rejects
IP’s 2nd Takeover Bid
International Paper Co. of Memphis
said Monday, March 26, it wants to “engage” with the board of Smurfit Kappa
Group after the Irish cardboard box and
paper bag maker rejected IP’s second takeover bid in three weeks.
The latest bid was a cash and stock offer
that values Smurfit at $11 billion.
“We have approached Smurfit Kappa
because we believe that there is a compelling strategic and financial logic for a combination,” International Paper CEO and
chairman Mark Sutton said Monday in a
written statement. “We very much hope to
have a constructive dialogue with Smurfit
Kappa to help us to take this forward.”
Smurfit may have other corporate suitors as well, with the stakes being access to
the European market as e-commerce grows
the market for boxes and packaging.
The company originally responded to
IP’s overtures in February with a statement
from its CEO saying there was no need to
pursue discussions. About a week later, after IP continued to pursue the acquisition,
the leaders of the two corporations met and
IP delivered its first proposal.

– Bill Dries

American Home Shield CEO
Leaves As Spinoff Continues

– Bill Dries

Tigers' Softball Freshman
AAC Player of the Week
University of Memphis freshman designated player Kendall Lee has been named
the American Athletic Conference Player
of the Week after helping lead Memphis to
a 4-1 week, including a 2-1 mark to open
AAC play against Wichita State. This is the
first-ever conference honor for Lee and the
third time this season Memphis has had a
player earn the title of Player of the Week.
Lee started her week off with a pinch-hit
grand slam against Ole Miss last Tuesday,
March 20. It was Lee’s first collegiate home
run and it helped lift Memphis to a 9-3 victory. She backed up that pinch-hit homer
with another home run, a three-run shot,
in the win over UT Martin on March 21.
Against Wichita State, Lee earned a
spot in the starting line-up and continued
to produce for the Tigers. On Sunday,
Lee’s single up the middle in the top of the
eighth inning drove in what proved to be
the game-winning run to give Memphis the
series victory. Lee finished the week hitting
.400 and led Memphis with five runs scored
and eight RBIs.
– Don Wade

Riverfront Agency Names
Coletta President and CEO
The new president and CEO of the
Riverfront Development Corp. will
oversee changes in the organization that
runs the city riverfront under a contract
with the city. The changes include more
of an emphasis on raising private money
for the city’s riverfront plan as well as a
name change to be announced later.

Carol Coletta was approved by the
RDC board Monday, March 26, to succeed Benny Lendermon – the founding
president of the RDC who announced in
October that he would retire from the
post effective in April.
Coletta, a native Memphian active
in Downtown redevelopment since the
1980s, is a senior fellow with the Detroitbased Kresge Foundation.
The philanthropic organization has
been active in Memphis in recent years,
providing funding for, among other projects, the Fourth Bluff effort seeking to
activate two riverside parks, the Cossitt
Library and the bluff behind the University of Memphis Cecil C. Humphreys
School of Law.
She will retain her roles in the Fourth
Bluff effort and at Kresge while at the
helm of the RDC. Kresge will consider
Coletta a “loaned executive” to the RDC.
RDC board chairman John Farris,
in a written statement after Coletta’s
selection, said the organization’s focus
is now carrying out the riverfront plan
laid out last year by Memphis Mayor Jim
Strickland.
“This is our moment to create the
riverfront Memphis deserves, and we are
eager to make the Memphis Riverfront
Concept a reality,” Farris said.
For the RDC, that means more than
its original mission of maintaining the
city park land and other city-owned
amenities along the riverfront. The
organization is developing a new business
plan and plans to hire more staff toward
a goal of raising private money to finance
a good deal of the city’s plan.
The riverfront plan was developed by
Chicago-based planning group Studio
Gang. It got an immediate boost two
months after the concept was unveiled
when the Memphis Brooks Museum
of Art board voted to pursue moving
the Overton Park institution to the
riverfront. The Brooks picked the block
between Union and Monroe avenues that
the Studio Gang plan had indicated could
be a site for a “cultural asset.”
The Studio Gang plan revives and
adapts plans for an aquarium originally
proposed for the Pyramid that would
instead be on the south end of Mud Island
River Park with a pedestrian and bicycle
bridge connecting the south end to the
riverfront site of the Brooks Museum and
a renovated Cossitt Library.
“Our riverfront represents a tremendous opportunity to transform Memphis,” Coletta said. “And I cannot wait to
begin this important work.”
– Bill Dries

FedEx Freight Reserves
20 Tesla Electric Semis
FedEx Corp. has placed a reservation
with Tesla for 20 Tesla fully electric semitrucks, which are scheduled to begin production in 2019.
The Memphis-based shipping giant,
which announced the Tesla order Monday,
March 26, said the semis will be operated by
FedEx Freight, its less-than-truckload unit.
“FedEx has a long history of innovation
and incorporating sustainability efforts
throughout its global network,” FedEx
Freight president and CEO Mike Ducker
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said in a release. “Our investment in these
trucks is part of our commitment to improving road safety while also reducing our
environmental impact.”
Tesla claims its new electric semis will
deliver a better experience for truck drivers,
while increasing safety and significantly
reducing the cost of cargo transport.
Technologies such as surround cameras and onboard sensors help to aid object
detection while also enabling enhanced
autopilot for automatic emergency braking,
automatic lane keeping and lane departure
warning, according to FedEx.
Tesla also touts electric energy cost savings that are half that of diesel.
– Patrick Lantrip

Baseball Tigers to Retire
Ron McNeely’s Jersey
Continuing a tradition started by head
coach Daron Schoenrock in 2005, the University of Memphis baseball team will retire
the jersey of two-time All-American Ron
McNeely prior to the Saturday, March 31,
game against UCF at FedExPark.
The pregame ceremony will take place
approximately 20 minutes before the 11:30
a.m. scheduled start time.
McNeely enjoyed one of the most
decorated baseball careers in University
of Memphis history, playing from 1974
to 1976.
In addition to becoming a two-time
All-American, McNeely still holds the University of Memphis single-season record

for batting average, hitting .462 as a junior
in 1976.
Despite having his single-game records
broken, he is one of only 10 players in
program history to have five hits in a game
and one of nine players to steal four bases
in a game.
During his three years, the Tigers
posted records of 24-22, 30-8 and 32-11.
In 1975, with McNeely batting .411 with 29
RBI, Memphis won its first Metro Conference Championship behind a 5-for-5 performance from McNeely in the title game.
That same season, McNeely set school
records at the time for fewest strikeouts in
a season (1), most runs scored in a season
(43), and most stolen bases in a season (24).
In 1976, McNeely’s average was up to
.462, a school record that still stands, and
his 67 hits were also a school record at the
time as Memphis advanced to its first NCAA
Tournament. McNeely’s .395 career batting
average is third all-time for a Tiger.
Following McNeely’s playing career at
Memphis, he was drafted by the Oakland
A’s, and made it as high as AA in the Athletics organization. McNeely was inducted
into the University of Memphis M Club Hall
of Fame in 1990.
– Don Wade

Memphis Farmers Market
Names Executive Director
Rebecca Dull has joined the Memphis
Farmers Market as executive director. Dull,
who began her new role Monday, March 19,

Empower the Future

has experience working in various nonprofits, community markets and fundraising as
well as more than seven years of experience
in communications and marketing.
“I have a passion for sustainable food
systems and community development,”
Dull said in a statement to market leadership. “I believe farmers markets are vital not
only to the farmers but to the surrounding
neighborhoods.”
Most recently, she served as assistant
director at Carbondale Main Street in Carbondale, Illinois, where her duties included
event coordination, solicitation and community engagement.
Dull has extensive volunteer experience
spanning from employee mentoring to
community outreach and public relations.
MFM will begin its 2018 season April 7
with new hours. The market will be open
every Saturday through October from 8
a.m. to 1 p.m.
“Based on input we’ve received from
our vendors, the Memphis Farmers Market
will open one hour later each Saturday during the market season,” said Lisa Taylor,
2018 MFM board president.
The Memphis Farmers Market sits on
the corner of South Front Street and G.E.
Patterson Avenue in the footprint of the
soon-to-be-revitalized Central Station pavilion. As the Central Station development
continues, the market will be open and
accessible with plenty of parking.
Started in 2006, the Memphis Farmers
Market serves the city by providing access to local food and seeking to educate

TM
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the community about nutrition and good
health. It accepts SNAP benefits and is
a Pick Tennessee Farmers Market, supported by the Tennessee Department of
Agriculture.
– Daily News staff

Businesses to Add Retail
Presence in Binghampton
Two local businesses with family ties,
Green Goddess Gourmet Vegan Foods and
Angels and Tomboys, will be establishing a
joint retail presence in Binghampton.
Located at 3078 Summer Ave., the new
retail space will combine Green Goddess’
selection of vegan foods, and Angels and
Tomboys’ vegan-friendly handmade body
lotions and sprays for tweens, with a communal lounge that will offer community
classes and workshops focused on healthy
living.
Green Goddess was founded 10 years
ago by Omi Ogunwale El, and has had its
product sold at Whole Foods in Memphis,
Nashville, Chattanooga, Knoxville and Atlanta, and Cash Saver and Superlo in Memphis. Meanwhile, Angels and Tomboys was
launched in 2016 by Ogunwale El’s nieces,
Madison Star and Mallory Iyana, two sisters who gained national attention after
striking a deal with Marc Cuban on ABC’s
“Shark Tank.”
The two businesses will host a joint
grand opening of their retail location on
May 19.
– Patrick Lantrip
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Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s iconic speech
ending with the three words most often associated with him and the civil rights movement – “We Shall Overcome” – are now on
display inside the University of Memphis’
Ned R. McWherter Library.
The original copy of the speech, complete
with handwritten notes, was officially unveiled on Monday, March 26, in a ceremony
and it will remain on display through April
16 in recognition of the 50th anniversary of
King’s assassination.
King delivered the historic speech to the
General Synod of the United Church of Christ
in Chicago on July 6, 1965.
“He noted at the outset (of the speech)
that the nation had made tremendous strides
in technological and scientific advances,
including medical science, but when we
turn to the areas of progress in race relations, Dr. King said we face one of the most
shameful chapters of the American scene,”
said professor Otis Sanford, the university’s
Hardin Chair of Excellence in Economic
and Managerial Journalism. “We went on to
challenge the church to do more to promote
racial justice and noted that racism is not a
political issue but a moral issue.”
The speech became a rallying cry for the
civil rights movement.
“The last page on display is almost
entirely in his handwriting,” University of
Memphis Provost Dr. Karen Weddle-West
said. “It did give me chills to hold and see
and feel that important piece of work and
our history.”
Philanthropist Avron B. Fogelman purchased the 20-page speech at auction for
$382,000 and granted the University of
Memphis exclusive rights to display the one-

“

It did give me chills to
hold and see and feel that
important piece of work and
our history.”
–Dr. Karen Weddle-West,
Provost,
University of Memphis

of-a-kind artifact on campus.
“This exhibit and speech stands for a few
things that are very important for (my father):
civil rights, Dr. King and all of the work that
he did,” said Avron’s son, Hal Fogelman, who
was on hand for the event.
This is the first time the speech has been
shared with the public.
When U of M president M. David Rudd
found out Fogelman had purchased the
speech, he called him and asked if he would
be willing to lend it to the school for its
MLK50 events.
“His response was immediate and emphatic, and it was ‘Yes,’” Rudd said. “He
shared with me that he was especially interested in our students being able to view this
historically significant speech. We think this
is a unique opportunity to understand that
history and its intersection with some of the
issues that we struggle with today.”
He hopes to see community members
and students from other schools come out
to learn more about the documents.
“The hope is that we’ll have a broad array
speech continued on P37
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Data From RealPage Show Memphis
Apartment Market Remains Stable
PATRICK LANTRIP
plantrip@memphisdailynews.com

When it comes to the Memphis apartment market, it’s steady as she goes,
according to technology and analytics
company RealPage.
In 2017, the apartment housing market in Memphis experienced rent growth
of 2.3 percent, ranking 26th out of the top
50 metropolitan areas in the U.S., according to RealPage’s data.
“The word that we’re going to return to over and over again when we’re
describing the
Memphis market is going to be
‘stable,’” Greg
Willett, chief
economist for
RealPage, said.
“It’s not a stellar
performance,
GREG WILLETT
but we are in
a stage in the
market where a
lot of the money sources like that in-the
middle-of-the-road sort of performance
that you can just count on year after year.”
As chief economist, Willett works with
RealPage’s real estate industry research
and analysis team and its data science
group to track market fundamentals in the
U.S. on the national, metro and neighborhood level.
2017’s rent growth percentage of 2.3
is consistent with the city’s market average of 2.1 percent since 2010 and 2018’s
expected rent growth of 2.2 percent.
“It’s not necessarily a bad story to be
in the middle of the pack as long as it’s
consistent,” Willett said. “If you can count
on that revenue year after year, that’s to
some degree a compelling story.”
Willett likened the Memphis market
to other constantly steady performers
such as Philadelphia, Baltimore and San
Antonio.
“They’re never at the top of the list,
but at the same time they are not at the
bottom of the list,” he said. “They just
kind flutter along in that middle range for
performance.”
The top performing markets, according to RealPage’s data, were the Sacramento, Roseville, Arden-Arcade area in
California with 6.5 percent growth in 2017,
the Las Vegas, Henderson, Paradise area
in Nevada with 5.7 percent and Jacksonville, Florida’s 5.4 percent.
However, when it came to occupancy,
the Memphis metro didn’t fare as well.
The city’s occupancy rate of 93.1 percent
at the end of 2017 ranked 48th out of the
top 50 metros. RealPage attributed these
figures to a large stock of obsolete Class
C units that bring the overall numbers
down.
“What we really see on the rental

The Citizen apartments at Union Avenue and McLean Boulevard are among the projects underway in Midtown in the multifamily
sector, which is showing steady, but not dramatic growth, RealPage data show.
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)

“

There were roughly 800
units underway at the end of
2017. That represents about
80 percent of the metro's
total constuction volume.”
–Lindsey Allen, RealPage

housing side is that Memphis is a place
that does have a fairly sizable block of
somewhat obsolete product in not great
neighborhoods that really kind of holds
down the overall performance,” Willett
said. “But if you’re in the right niche, you
will outperform these overall kind of lackluster numbers for Memphis.”
He said areas such as Midtown, Downtown, East Memphis, Germantown and
Collierville all fall into the latter category.
The Providence/Warwick metropolitan area in Rhode Island and Massachusetts and the Minneapolis, St. Paul,
Bloomington area in Minnesota and Wisconsin tied for the top occupancy markets

Performing in the middle of U.S. markets, Memphis' multifamily sector attracts investors because of its consistency and predictability, RealPage says. (Memphis News/Houston Cofield)
in 2017 at 97 percent, while the Newark,
Jersey City area in New Jersey and Pennsylvania came in third with 96.8 percent.
RealPage found that Germantown and
Collierville not only outperformed in the
renal rate category, they were also responsible for a lion’s share of new construction
in the Memphis market.
“Though completion volumes fell in
Germantown/Collierville in 2017, there
were roughly 800 units underway at the
end of 2017,” RealPage’s Lindsey Allen

wrote in her market report. “That represents about 80 percent of the metro’s total
construction volume.”
As for the rest of 2018, Willett predicts
more of the same for the Memphis metro.
“We’ve got occupancy holding about
where it is right now as I look at our calendar year and forecast, and the forecast
overall rent growth number is 2.2 percent,
which is almost identical to where it is
right now, so no big change there,” Willett said.
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Strickland Says Challenges Remain
50 Years After Strike, Assassination
BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

Memphis Mayor Jim Strickland says the hardest part of
growing black-owned business,
and thereby black wealth in the
city, is increasing the number of
minority-owned firms in certain
sectors.
“That’s the biggest challenge.
We have to grow the number and
diversity of the firms,” Strickland
said. “I’m not sure any city has
done that real well.”
Strickland keeps a running list
of sectors that have no minorityowned businesses with whom city
government can contract.
“I’m many pages into that
list and it’s not even a year old,”
he said. “In construction we
do OK, in landscaping. … But a
smaller example is speed humps.
We do a lot of speed humps. We
contract out for that. There’s not
an African-American business

JIM STRICKLAND

that does that.”
Strickland commented in an
interview with The Daily News
about the city’s observance of
the 50th anniversary of the 1968
sanitation workers’ strike and the
assassination of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.
The events are expected to

draw large crowds next week as
the anniversary of King’s assassination is observed.
Strickland acknowledged
some criticism of his administration as part of the anniversary
but said he is proud of what his
administration has accomplished
in two years in office, including
increasing city contracting with
minority-owned businesses from
12 percent to 21 percent. He
also cited a retirement supplement for sanitation workers that
brings their total retirement plan
in line with the plans workers in
other divisions of city government
have had.
But he also said the anniversary is a reminder there is more
to accomplish.
“In the short term, I hope
everyone has a safe good week,”
he said. “In the long term, I hope
we’re inspired by Dr. King’s vision
and the example of those 1968
workers to make Memphis an
even better place.”

The city’s formal observances – still looks a lot like it did in 1968
of the strike and assassination an- when some of the drama of the
niversaries are an attempt to show strike played out there, though
ongoing progress. But asked if the the mayor’s office moved from
city will ever get past the stigma of the second floor to the seventh in
King’s assassination, Strickland the 1990s.
On April 7, a group of minissaid, “My first reaction is I hope
not. I think being challenged is a ters will march from St. Mary’s
Episcopal Church to
good thing – challenged
City Hall to meet with
to do better. If there are
lessons to learn from See page 20 Strickland. They will be
commemorating a simi1968 – which I think
for related
lar march that religious
there are – those are
story
leaders made the day after
timeless. … We’re not
King’s assassination to
there yet.”
Two members of King’s inner plead with then-Mayor Henry
circle who were in the city at the Loeb to end the strike.
“We have to have this contime of the assassination, Andrew
Young and Rev. Jesse Jackson, stant reminder that there is more
progress to be made,” Strickland
praised Strickland’s efforts.
“There’s a new spirit here,” said of King’s assassination and its
said Young, who is a former mayor commemoration. “Unfortunately,
of Atlanta, U.S. representative and I think it was that action that in
United Nations ambassador. “You fact did lead to a compromise
kind of feel good. You feel there is and settle the strike. But why did
it have to? Why did it take the asreal hope and opportunity.”
Memphis’ City Hall building – sassination of Dr. King to get City
particularly the council chambers Hall to compromise?”

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Pinnacle Continues Opening Offices
To Ramp Up Memphis Presence
ANDY MEEK
ameek@memphisdailynews.com

Pinnacle Bank is continuing to accelerate its growth in the Memphis banking
market, with the opening in recent days
of two new loan production offices, a new
mortgage office, plus another mortgage
office on the way soon in Southaven.
The Nashville-based bank also has
hired a new team of professionals for its
commercial banking group in Memphis,
plus new mortgage professionals, all while
continuing to work toward the opening of
a new Pinnacle branch on Union Avenue.
It’s reflective of what Pinnacle’s Memphis chairman, Kirk Bailey, was telling The
Daily News back in the fall about the bank’s
ambitions – to “serve more of our city and
do it better than ever before.”
That included opening a new Memphis
headquarters for Pinnacle Bank in the

Ridgeway Center at 949 S. Shady Grove
Road, which houses a full banking office
and drive through.
Among the rest of what just opened and
is still in the works:
Pinnacle in recent days opened two
new loan production offices, one in Whitehaven at 4403 Elvis Presley Blvd. and another at 2235 Whitten Road.
The Whitehaven office sits a little more
than a mile from Graceland. The team there
includes office leader Tracy Mitchell-Ellis
and a group of small business and mortgage advisers, and that office also includes
a learning center, a signature feature in
many Pinnacle offices which will be used
for workshops and seminars on financial
topics and is open for community use.
The Whitten Road office occupies space
in a shopping center just north of Interstate
40 in Memphis near the Bartlett city limits.
“These offices bring us closer to communities that previously didn’t have easy

access to Pinnacle services,” said Herman
Strickland, head of Pinnacle’s client advisory group in Memphis. “Our goal is to
support small businesses and home ownership from these offices and also to build
on the incredible momentum we have in
the market.”
Pinnacle also has a mortgage office
slated for Southaven the bank says is opening soon. And it just hired a new team and
installed them in a new mortgage office
near the Wolfchase area, at 2645 Appling
Road.
At the bank’s main office on Shady
Grove, Pinnacle just added three new
executives to its commercial estate group.
They include Lauren Owens, who joins
Pinnacle as senior vice president and credit
adviser; Ashley Garner, who joins as a financial adviser assistant; and Bill Cooley,
a commercial real estate assistant. He was
previously an investor accountant for Financial Federal Savings Bank in Memphis.

Owens came from First Tennessee
Bank, where she was manager of the
company’s commercial syndications loan
closing administration. Garner had been
at SunTrust Bank, where she was a client
support specialist and gave trust support
for the bank’s private wealth management
group.
Pinnacle has been investing heavily in
its Memphis presence in part to raise its
profile in the area since entering the market
via Pinnacle’s acquisition of Magna Bank
in 2015. In addition to growing the bank’s
footprint here, Pinnacle also has become
the official bank of the Memphis Grizzlies
and FedExForum and was named a “Top 10
Company to Watch in 2017” by the Greater
Memphis Chamber.
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County Commission Budget Talks
Include Proposed Contract Moratorium
BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

The subject of county government’s
$18 million to $25 million projected
revenue surplus didn’t surface once this
week as the Shelby County Commission’s
budget committee continues to prepare
for budget season.
The Wednesday, March 28, committee
session was the first since County Mayor
Mark Luttrell’s administration said it is
estimating the surplus for the current fiscal year, which ends June 30, because of
better-than-expected county property tax
collections and fewer appeals of property
tax reappraisals.
Past surpluses have led to debates
on the commission about whether the
surpluses are created by tax rates that are
too high, and Luttrell and some county
commissioners have differed about the
use of the extra revenue.
After the 2017 countywide property reappraisal, the state recertified the county
property tax rate at $4.13, down from the
previous $4.37. That figure was reached
by taking the new property values, which
rose for many residents, and calculating a
corresponding rate that would create the
same amount of revenue the county had
received under the old rate.
The commission then voted to reduce
the recertified rate by another 2 cents to
$4.11.
There were critics of the recertified rate
at the time, including county trustee David
Lenoir, who argued it was still too high.
Commissioner Terry Roland, who
proposed the 2-cent reduction, said he
wanted a bigger tax cut but didn’t have the
votes for anything beyond that amount.
Roland and Lenoir are both running in
this year’s Republican primary for Shelby
County mayor along with Juvenile Court
clerk Joy Touliatos.
Budget committee chairman Eddie
Jones said his priority is to deal with the
Shelby County Schools budget request in
hearings first, followed by any increases
requested by various divisions and offices of county government that are not
included in Luttrell’s budget proposal.
The administration’s budget proposal
includes its budget recommendations for
independent elected county officials.
“A lot of the budgets are flatlined,”
Jones said. “We want to be ready to flow.”
Commissioners also have said they are
seeking to make decisions in this year’s
budget season that will not commit commissioners elected in August to multiyear
expenditures.
In addition to electing a new county
mayor this year, voters will also be electing at least seven new members to the
13-member commission – replacing five
commissioners who are term-limited and
two others who have chosen not to seek

County Commissioner Eddie Jones says as budget committee chairman, his plan is to deal with the Shelby County Schools
system budget first, then address requests for funding from other county government departments.
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)

re-election after one term.
Along those lines, the commission
votes at its Monday, April 2, meeting on
a moratorium on county contracts over
$50,000 through the end of August, when
the current commission’s term of office
ends.
Commissioner Van Turner proposed
the moratorium Wednesday after he and
other commissioners complained that a
$20 million multiyear contract for inmate
medical services has no minority business bidders. The contract bidding terms
also include a specific exemption from
applying the county’s minority business
ordinance to the contract.
“Someone got included within the
actual ordinance an exception for inmate
medical services. So unbeknownst to us
when we were passing these ordinances
a year ago, some clever person knew that
this contract was coming up this year,”
Turner said. “And they intentionally
excluded the most lucrative contract we
would vote on this term as being an exception for our MWBE (minority and women
business enterprises) program.”
The resolution would allow exceptions
to the moratorium for “health, safety and
environmental” reasons. Any exception
must be approved by a commission vote.
“If we allow these items to move
forward, this-term commission locks in
the next-term commission completely,”
Turner said. “If we lock in three-, four-,
five-year multimillion-dollar contracts,

that essentially means that even if we are
allowed to come back … we can’t touch
these contracts.”
Turner is among the six county commissioners seeking re-election this year.
Meanwhile, the old Shelby Training
Center – a 200-bed youth facility closed
for nine years – could be the new detention center for Memphis-Shelby County
Juvenile Court.
County chief administrative officer
Harvey Kennedy told county commissioners Wednesday the administration is
talking with Core Civic, the private prison
company formerly known as Corrections
Corp. of America, that owns the training
center property at Old Getwell and Winchester roads, about a five-year lease.
The renovated facility would replace
the existing detention center at Juvenile
Court’s Jefferson Avenue site that is considered outdated.
Kennedy said the county and Core
Civic are still talking terms of a deal but
said it could be included in the administration’s budget proposal for the fiscal year
that starts July 1.
If the county leases the facility, Kennedy estimated it could be ready for use
in 120 days.
Memphis-Shelby County Juvenile
Court Judge Dan Michael has called for a
new detention center as well as an assessment center for juveniles brought to the
court to determine if there are measures
that can be taken short of taking them

into custody.
The call has prompted some debate
about whether there should be more
emphasis on detaining juveniles only as
a last resort.
At the budget committee session, Kennedy also said the administration is almost
ready to unveil its plan for helping finance
an expansion of prekindergarten in Shelby
County for which Memphis Mayor Jim
Strickland’s administration has proposed
$6 million in funding – of a total of $16 million in local government funding.
Memphis Mayor Jim Strickland has
proposed pre-K funding from a penny on
the existing city property tax rate, along
with revenue created when abatements
offered as economic development incentives expire and property owners begin
paying the full tax rate.
Those two sources are projected to
create $6 million in revenue toward a prekindergarten expansion over several fiscal
years. The city would put up $3 million
from the city reserve fund to make up the
shortfall until the revenue from the two
sources meets the $6 million mark.
The Memphis City Council has approved the ordinances for the funding on
the first of three readings.
Asked Wednesday if the county administration will propose including the
county property tax increment when
the same tax breaks expire, Kennedy
said the county has some other options it
is considering.
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EPE Expansion Project Remains in Limbo
PATRICK LANTRIP
plantrip@memphisdailynews.com

3734 ELVIS PRESLEY BLVD.
PROJECT COST: $22 MILLION
OWNER: Elvis Presley Enterprises
DETAILS: Elvis Presley Enterprises’
expansion plans have been put on hold
for the second straight month as the
Economic Development Growth Engine
for Memphis and Shelby County board
continues to sort out if any implications
will stem from approving bond financing for the Whitehaven project.
Last month, the project was delayed at
the behest of Marty Regan, an attorney
who spoke on behalf of the city administration, which wanted more time to
review the project’s specs.
On Wednesday, March 21, board
member Tom Dyer put forth a motion to delay the vote again to avoid a
possible lawsuit from either EPE or the
Memphis Grizzlies, which are currently
embroiled in a legal dispute over EPE’s
new venue.
The legal issues stem from EPE’s

original plan outlined last August that
called for a roughly $50 million, 6,000to 7,000-square-foot theater and event
center.
That idea drew opposition from the
Memphis Grizzlies’ ownership group,
Memphis Basketball LLC, which said
the proposed venue would violate the
FedExForum use and operating agreement.
Under the agreement, city and county
governments cannot offer financial incentives for an indoor venue with more
than 5,000 fixed seats.
EPE eventually withdrew that concept
and submitted new plans to the EDGE
board last month for 80,000 square feet
of exhibit and convention space with
restaurant and entertainment venues.
The modified plan carries a roughly $22
million price tag, and would create an
estimated 40 new permanent jobs along
with 100 construction jobs.
EPE attorney James McLaren asked the
board to advance the plans, but Dyer’s
request for another delay won the day.
Dyer, who said a special meeting could
be called before next month’s regularly
scheduled EDGE meeting to vote on the
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EPE Expansion

modified plan, indicated he wanted to
err on the side of caution.
6 COOPER ST.
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
TENANT: Hopdoddy Burger Bar
LANDLORD: Loeb Properties Inc.
LANDLORD REP: Aaron Petree, Loeb
Properties
DETAILS: Hopdoddy Burger Bar has announced it is opening its first Memphis
location on April 2 in Overton Square.
Hopdoddy works directly with farmers
and ranchers around the country to
source the best ingredients available.
In addition to favorites like the Buffalo
Bill – made with a bison patty, Frank’s
Hot Sauce, bacon, blue jack cheese and
“sassy sauce” – Hopdoddy will roll out
new food and drink items in Memphis.
New menu items include a quarterpound burger called The Lil’ Doddy,
available as a single or double burger, as
well as a Breakfast Burger, available all
day, made with an Angus beef, breakfast sausage and ham patty, American
cheese, fried egg, potato hay and Applewood smoked bacon on a brioche bun.
Behind the bar, Hopdoddy will roll out
new cocktails such as a three-whiskey
L.I.T. and the Pamplejousse. Local beers
from Ghost River, Wiseacre and other
local breweries will be on tap.
6100 E. HOLMES ROAD
MEMPHIS, TN 38141
PROJECT COST: $22.1 million
TENANT: Barrett Distribution Centers
TENANT REP: Jacque Beeson, CBRE
DETAILS: Barrett Distribution Centers
received an eight-year Jobs PILOT (payment in lieu of taxes) that will allow the
company to invest $22.1 million into an
existing 6100 East Holmes Road facility
creating 74 new jobs with an average
salary of $44,217 excluding benefits.
According to its application, the Franklin, Massachusetts-based third-party
warehouse and distribution center

operator would spend $1.2 million on
construction and site improvements,
$7.4 million on manufacturing machinery and is requesting a $13.4 million
Community Reinvestment Credit that
would bring the total investment to
$22.1 million.
EDGE estimates the project will generate $3.2 million in local tax revenues
during the life of the PILOT while saving Barrett about $2.9 million.
The 37.4-acre, southeast Memphis parcel currently houses an 823,212-squarefoot warehouse. Barrett will only be
occupying 414,500 square feet, meaning
only a little more than half of the property will be included in the PILOT.
1800 N. SHELBY OAKS DRIVE
MEMPHIS, TN 38134
PROJECT COST: $11 million
OWNER: Onyx Medical
DETAILS: Onyx Medical was granted a
nine-year Expansion PILOT by EDGE
to grow its 1800 N. Shelby Oaks Drive
facility, retaining 116 existing jobs and
creating 30 net new ones.
Onyx will spend $300,000 to purchase
additional land, $4.2 million on construction and site improvements, $2.5
million on manufacturing equipment
and is seeking a $3.9 million Community Reinvestment Credit that would
bring the total project investment to
just under $11 million, according to its
application.
To remain eligible for the PILOT, Onyx
must maintain 146 employees with
an average salary of $54,939 including
overtime pay and bonuses, but excluding benefits.
EDGE estimates the expansion will generate $6.4 million in local tax revenues
during the PILOT while saving Onyx
about $1.4 million.
Onyx’s 52,536-square-foot manufacturing facility in Shelby Oaks currently sits
on 4.5 acres, but would be expand by 2
acres and 27,000 square feet, according
to the submitted plans.
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SCS Moves Closer to Purchasing New
Headquarters Site on Jackson Avenue
BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

The Shelby County Schools
system is a step closer to moving its headquarters from the
Mid-South Fairgrounds area to
the former Bayer research and
development building at 3030
Jackson Ave.
SCS superintendent Dorsey
Hopson told school board members Tuesday, March 27, he will
sign a purchase-sales agreement
on the building, which previously
was occupied by Bayer Consumer
Health and is still owned by Bayer
Healthcare LLC.
“It just allows us to continue
our discussions as we try to reach
some kind of agreement,” Hopson
said later.

The board in January approved a resolution authorizing Hopson to negotiate for the
829,744-square-foot building for
a price not to exceed $6.6 million.
The purchase-sales agreement comes before due diligence,
and the school board approved
a resolution Tuesday saying it
would need 30 days to review any
terms and closing documents as
well as environmental assessments.
“We are also trying to figure
out what our costs will be to get
the building ready,” Hopson said.
“Also there are still environmental
issues that we are waiting on the
state to help us flesh out.”
He anticipates taking a recommendation, including terms
of the deal, to the board in about
two months.

In other action Tuesday, the
school board approved the sale of
3.68 acres of land on the southeast
corner of Norris and Hernando
roads to Aman Devji of Collierville for $165,000.
The land was
the site of the
school system’s
South Area office.
Hopson
said he is also
still in discussions with students who plan to
participate in April 20
protests against gun violence
across the nation. The high school
students, many affiliated with
Bridges USA, approached Hopson about how the school system
would view a local walkout on the

day of the national protest.
Hopson said a lot of details
need to be worked out but that the
school system is willing to work
with students who conduct
a walkout in “a responsible and organized
way.”
Hopson and
his staff are concerned about
what would
happen if some
students “act up,”
as well as respecting
the rights of students
who choose not to participate and whether the walkout
would include elementary school
students.
“We emphasized safety, safety, safety, safety,” he said.
Hopson said his plan to raise

the pay of 1,200 full-time school
system employees to a minimum
of $15 an hour will probably
take effect May 1, with a budget
amendment for the current fiscal
year coming to the board before
then.
Hopson announced last week
his intention to propose the $15
minimum wage increase for all
full-time workers, which would
mean raises for about 9 percent
of the system’s employees.
The raises would cost the
school system an estimated $2.4
million, with $900,000 of that
coming from the system’s general
fund and the rest coming from
federal and state funding.
Hopson said the district is able
to handle the raise because of efficiencies in the operation forced by
the school merger and demerger.
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CRIME

Memphis March for Our Lives Targets
Gun Violence Beyond Schools

Several thousand people marched Downtown Saturday, March 24,
in the local March for Our Lives effort calling for tighter gun control
laws. It featured student-led speeches. 
(Memphis News/Bill Dries)

BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

The Memphis “March for
Our Lives” that drew several
thousand people Downtown Saturday, March 24, focused on gun
violence beyond the Parkland,
Florida, school massacre that
prompted the national movement about a month ago.
At the end of the march from
Clayborn Temple to the National

Civil Rights Museum, Central
High School senior Hali Smith
went through a litany of shootings
that include Parkland, Columbine
High School almost 20 years ago,
Trayvon Martin’s death at the
hands of a neighbor, Michael
Brown’s death by police and
Memphis teenagers killed off
school property.
“We are not marching for gun
violence. We are marching to
mourn death. We are not marching for justice. We are marching

for our lives,” Smith said in the
NCRM plaza. “We want systemic
change and everlasting freedom.
The root of these issues comes
down to a lack of concern for the
students transformed into mass
murderers.”
She and other speakers linked
different instances of gun violence
with questions of law, crime, violence and mental health.
Political leaders were in the
crowd, but not at the microphone.
The Memphis protest was
one in a series across the country
and in other parts of the world
Saturday.
Among the victims of gun violence remembered were Nicholas Millican and Audrea Reed,
two students at Kingsbury High
School shot Feb. 9 on their way
to a school pep rally.
The 19-year old suspect
charged with two counts of first
degree murder allegedly followed
Millican, Reed and other students
on a bicycle before the shooting.
The massacre at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High school hat
killed 17 happened five days later.
Yeny Perez, one of the Kingsbury students still mourning the
loss of their classmates, ques-

tioned the nature of gun violence
after its aftermath.
“What are we doing? The
laws have become bystanders in
the deaths of innocent people,”
Perez said at the end of Saturday’s march. “What are we really
trying to accomplish? Many will
bring the argument that guns
equal safety. Yet, that definition
of safety puts the freedom from
fear at risk. … Gun violence can
only be controlled with stricter
gun laws that provide safety for
others. How many more teens,
students and teachers will have
to die for us to figure out we need
stricter gun laws.”
Aissata Bah, a student at
Whitehaven High School, was
the leader among the speakers
who kept reminding those at the
Memphis march to get text alerts
about the next event.
“Get outside of your comfort
zone and make some changes,”
she said in her appeal after the
other students spoke.
“Social media posts are not
enough,” she said to applause
from some of the older people
in the crowd at the NCRM plaza.
And she talked about ways to stay
connected for information on
social media.

“I think the future is in good
hands,” said former Atlanta mayor, U.S. representative and United
Nations ambassador Andrew
Young.
He and another veteran of
the civil rights movement, Rev.
Jesse Jackson, were in Memphis
Saturday evening for a ceremony
marking the 50th anniversary
of the 1968 sanitation workers’
strike and the assassination of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.
Young watched the Washington, D.C., demonstration
on television before coming to
Memphis.
“There were more young people than I had ever seen together
in Washington for any reason,” he
said. “When I heard those young
people, I realized that Martin
Luther King’s movement is still
very much alive.”
Jackson, who like Young was
among those in King’s inner circle
50 years ago, said those involved
in the marches across the nation
should register to vote in the upcoming midterm elections and
the 2020 presidential elections.
“If those politicians that get
NRA money are on their list, they
will get change substantially and
quick,” Jackson said.

H E A LT H CA R E

UTHSC Adding Infectious Disease Institute
ANDY MEEK
ameek@memphisdailynews.com

Dr. Colleen Jonsson, director of the Regional Biocontainment Laboratory at the University of Tennessee Health Science
Center, will be taking her work
in infectious disease research to
a new level as director of a new
institute at UTHSC.
The Institute for the Study
of Host-Pathogen Systems will
include collecting infectious disease research among a group of
faculty across several disciplines
when it opens at the university.
According to a concept plan
drawn up by Jonsson, who
joined UTHSC in late 2017, the
thing that will drive the institute
is an idea called “convergence

research.” The National Science Foundation defines such
research as being focused on a
“specific and compelling problem” and on deep integration
that crosses academic and scientific disciplines.
The institute at UTHSC,
specifically, will work to build
new relationships across departments and colleges focused on
pathogen research that’s key to
developing new treatments and
diagnostic tools.
Jonsson is hoping the institute will stir up enthusiasm
for drug discoveries and the
development of new drugs on
campus.
“A convergence approach in
infectious disease research will
not only augment publications,
funding and national recognition, but provide essential in-

teractions that will strengthen
the foundations of infectious
disease research for generations of faculty and students to
come,” Jonsson said in a statement about the new institute
being launched.
It’s a focus that is already
baked into UTHSC’s higherlevel strategic vision.
The university has a document called its “Operational
Strategic Plan for Research.”
Woven throughout it is a recommendation that infectious
diseases is one research area
that’s worth more investment.
Together with the unique capabilities of the Regional Biocontainment Laboratory, the
document reads, the university’s “institutional expertise
and resources provides a rich
environment for further growth

in anti-infective research, including drug discovery and
development.”
Jonsson, who is out of the
country this week, has already
spent a career that’s spanned
almost 30 years studying highly
pathogenic human viruses and
another eight years studying
plant infectious agents.
She came to UTHSC from
the University of TennesseeKnoxville, where she was the
director of the National Institute
for Mathematical and Biological Synthesis and the Beaman
Distinguished Professor of Microbiology. She’s also served
as the director of the Center for
Predictive Medicine for Biodefense and Emerging Infectious
Diseases, among other roles, at
the University of Louisville.
Her work has focused on

trying to answer questions that
include how diseases progress
and how they differ between
similar strains. At UTHSC, she’s
also serving as the endowed Van
Vleet Chair of Excellence in Virology and as a professor in the
Department of Microbiology,
Immunology and Biochemistry.
The 30,000-square-foot Regional Biocontainment Laboratory that she leads was built
in 2009. It is one of 13 Regional
Biocontainment Laboratories
in the country funded by the
National Institutes of Allergy
and Infectious Disease.
The main purpose of the
research conducted at the biocontainment lab is the development of new drugs, vaccines and
diagnostics to serve as a protection against infectious diseases
and bioterrorism.
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Harris, Chism Say PILOTs Not Effective
Way to Spur Economic Development
BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

The two Democratic contenders for
Shelby County mayor say they don’t think
tax abatement incentives, primarily payments in lieu of taxes – or PILOTs – are
working as an economic development tool
in Shelby County.
But former Shelby County commissioner Sidney Chism and state Sen. Lee
Harris differ on the likelihood that the
incentives could be done away with at
least in the short term.
The discussion at an NAACP-National
Civil Rights Museum political forum
Thursday, March 22, comes as City
Council members, county commissioners
and the Greater Memphis Chamber are
discussing changes to the local economic
development strategy.
“I don’t believe that works,” Harris
said of the incentives. “Am I going to
county government to upset that apple
cart completely? Probably not because
that horse has been out of the gate so long
that it’s engrained in every government
decision-maker that that is what they
need to be doing, is giving away money to
corporate interests. It’s hard to turn that
boat around at this point.”
Chism had much the same opinion
about the value of the tax incentives.
“I’ve never believed that PILOTs were
right for the city,” he said. “I think it’s too
much of a giveaway to major companies.”
Chism believes quality of life issues
like anti-crime measures and improving
infrastructure have more to do with economic development.
Harris said improving public transportation through more funding of the
Memphis Area Transit Authority would
be a more effective alternative.
“If you can get people to work reliably
so that they can interview for a job and
keep a job you can change the game for
many, many families much easier than
giving $100 million to Graceland or buying a baseball stadium or whatever the
issue of the day is for the insiders,” Harris
said. “MATA is one of the most impactful
organizations in our town – over 20,000
people take a bus every day, 7.5 million
people a year.”
Chism said the transit authority is a
city agency and not a county government
responsibility. He also said changing the
Economic Development Growth Engine
for Memphis and Shelby County – or
EDGE, the organization that approves
most of the tax incentives – could be done
by the county commission.
“It only takes seven votes, just seven,”
he said. “If you’ve got the seven votes, you
can change it overnight.”
Harris advocated some kind of restructuring of the EDGE board, which is
appointed by the city and county mayors.

“What if the appointments were
people who could not conceivably have
an interest in any of the contracts that
were coming to town?” he asked. “I’m
talking about citizen advocates that are
appointed to the EDGE board …. Then we
could at least have a little more credibility
about decisions. There’s not a lot of belief
that there’s anything meaningful for the
community going on there.”
The forum, which drew a crowd of
around 100, is the first featuring Harris
and Chism, who are running in the May 1
Democratic primary. The winner advances to the Aug. 2 county general election
to face the winner of the Republican primary among county trustee David Lenoir,
county commissioner Terry Roland and

juvenile court clerk Joy Touliatos.
Roland made a brief appearance at
the forum before leaving to attend a campaign fundraiser.
In his remarks, Roland added to comments he made at a forum last month
in Orange Mound about the Black Lives
Matter movement, responding to a question about the movement by saying, “All
lives matter.”
“I didn’t answer the question right,”
Roland said Thursday. “If black lives did
not matter to Terry Roland it wouldn’t
have been me as chairman that brought
in the disparity study and implemented
the MWBE program,” he said referring to
the efforts to improve the percentage of
county government contracts that go to

minority-owned businesses.
He also pointed to his support for the
renaming of the Shelby County Courthouse as the Judge D’Army Bailey Courthouse in honor of the late Circuit Court
judge and civil rights activist.
Republican contenders also have expressed different opinions on the issue of
tax incentives.
Roland has said he favors the use of
tax increment financing – or TIF – districts as a more efficient incentive than
PILOTs. Touliatos has said quality-of-life
issues are the most important factors in
economic development and Lenoir has
said he favors still using PILOTs, but with
adjustments that will make companies
more accountable.

POLITICS

August Election Ballot Starts Filling
Out Ahead of April 5 Filing Deadline
BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

With contenders in the May county
primaries now appearing at various campaign forums, holding their own events
and going door-to-door in search of votes,
there are still a few gaps to be filled on the
Aug. 2 state and federal primary ballot.
As of the end of last week, 48 candidates had filed their qualifying petitions
with the Shelby County Election Commission, not counting those running for positions on the state executive committees
of the state Republican and Democratic
parties.
In the state primaries, the 14 state
House seats and three of the five state
Senate seats representing Shelby County
are the main event. Nine of the 15 incumbents whose seats are on the ballot this
year had filed as of last week.
Legislative incumbents on both sides
of the aisle – Democratic and Republican
– are in part-time campaign mode with
the General Assembly still in session but
expected to adjourn in early April. The
remaining incumbents and any other
contenders have until April 5 to file.
All of the Shelby County incumbents
seeking re-election, except District 93
Democratic incumbent G.A. Hardaway,
have pulled their qualifying petitions for
a place on the ballot.
Brett N. Williams, a fencing contrac-

tor at Alliance Fencing, is the first of four
contenders with petitions out to file in
the August Democratic primary for state
House District 85, the seat incumbent
Democrat Johnnie Turner is giving up.
It is one of three open seats in the
Shelby County delegation to Nashville.
The others are the District 29 state Senate
seat Democratic incumbent Lee Harris
is giving up to run for Shelby County
mayor and the state House District 91 seat
Democrat Raumesh Akbari is giving up to
run for Harris’s state Senate seat.
Meanwhile, Republican state House
member Ron Lollar has a potential Democratic challenger in the District 99 general
election, but has no opposition so far in
the August primary. Dave Cambron, a
member of the state Democratic executive committee who played a key role in
the reformation of the Shelby County
Democratic Party last year, pulled a petition last week to run in the District 99
Democratic primary.
With Cambron pulling a petition,
Democrats have now lined up opposition
for the five Republican incumbents in the
Shelby delegation seeking re-election this
year – four state House members and one
state senator.
Democratic state House members Joe
Towns Jr., Karen Camper and Antonio
Parkinson each had no opposition, Republican or Democratic, going into the
last full week of the filing period.
The August ballot also features the
winners of the May county primaries in

the county general election contests. And
April 5 is the deadline for independent
candidates in those races to file with the
Shelby County Election Commission.
Katherine Culverhouse filed Friday as
an independent in the countywide race
for property assessor. Culverhouse, of
Bartlett, is revenue accounting clerk for
the city of Bartlett.
There are also nonpartisan races on
the August ballot for four of the nine seats
on the Shelby County Schools board. The
incumbents holding all four of those seats
are seeking re-election and all are facing
potential challengers.
Shelby County Schools board chairwoman Shante Avant filed last week for
re-election to her District 6 seat.
Kori Hamner, a former SCS teacher,
coach and district administrator, filed
Friday to run against District 9 incumbent
Mike Kernell.
There are also four special judicial
elections on the August ballot – two for divisions of Circuit Court, one for Criminal
Court and one for the division of General
Sessions Criminal Court designated as the
Environmental Court.
Attorney Joe Townsend joined the
field of contenders last week for Circuit
Court Judge Division 9.
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Curb Market Reconfigures Space, Giving
Cafe And Bakery Homes in Concourse

“

It's us believing in a vision
for what the space could
be and the leadership of
Crosstown believing in the
mission of our bakery.”
–Tracy Burgess, Co-founder, Lucy J's Bakery

Two new food concepts are coming to Crosstown Concourse's South Loading Dock
as Curb Market reconfigures its space. 
(Memphis News File/Houston Cofield)

ANDY MEEK
ameek@memphisdailynews.com

Crosstown Concourse is set to add a
pair of new food concepts to its tenant mix
this summer.
Global Cafe, an international food hall
where a mix of cuisines will be prepared
by three immigrant food entrepreneurs

and their staff, and Lucy J’s Bakery, which
specializes in custom event cakes and fresh
baked goods, will open in part of the space
now occupied by Curb Market.
Curb Market, meanwhile, is reconfiguring its space to make room for the pair
of new tenants, part of a rightsizing plan
that includes refining the market’s layout and inventory to maximize its focus
on locally sourced products and Curb’s

popular Hot Bar.
The reconfiguration will allow Global
Cafe and Lucy J’s to occupy space on the
South Loading Dock.
Curb Market owner Peter Schutt, who
also owns The Daily News Publishing Co.
Inc., said that even with a reduction in
space the market will still be carrying 99
percent of its existing inventory.
“Having moved from a small space on
Cooper, we knew it would take some time
to figure out what size space fits the needs
of our Crosstown customers,” Schutt said.
“It allowed us to really take note of what
people love about the Curb Market experience. We want to give people more of what
they want.”
Global Cafe, meanwhile, will be man-

aged by Juan Viramontes, a chef who immigrated to California from Mexico with
his family when he was a child and who’s
relocating to Memphis for the opportunity
with Global Cafe. Global Cafe owner Sabine
Langer said the cafe’s mission will be to
bring together guests from all walks of life
who want to learn about different cultures
and enjoy international cuisine.
Also this summer, Lucy J’s Bakery is
moving into space next to Global Cafe after
a few months at a temporary spot in Crosstown Concourse’s West Atrium.
Tracy Burgess, who co-founded the
bakery with her husband, Josh, said they’ve
had a kiosk set up there since January.
They were attracted ultimately to the idea
of a permanent space at Crosstown for a
combination of reasons.
“It’s us believing in a vision for what
the space could be and the leadership of
Crosstown believing in the mission of our
bakery,” Burgess said about the venture,
which offers full-time work at a living
wage to current and former residents of
the Dorothy Day House, a local nonprofit
that provides housing to homeless families.
The Burgesses have volunteered there
since 2012, and Tracy Burgess is the current director of development there. The
mission of the bakery they’re opening at
Crosstown: “Kneading hope for homeless
families, by providing employment with
living wages.”

H E A LT H CA R E

Memphis Genotyping Company Transnetyx Acquired
By Equity Firm Thompson Street Capital Partners
ANDY MEEK
ameek@memphisdailynews.com

Transnetyx, a Memphisbased automated genotyping
company that serves biomedical
researchers around the world,
has been acquired by a St. Louisbased private equity firm.
Thompson Street Capital
Partners has struck a deal to
acquire YX Genomics Holding
Corp., the holding company of
Transnetyx whose other wholly
owned subsidiaries include
YX Services and RobotYX. A
Transnetyx spokesman said
the purchase price is not being
disclosed.

Transnetyx was founded in
2000 in Memphis and launched
a fully automated genotyping
system for detecting a variety of
different mutations in animal
research models. To date, the
company has genotyped more
than 18 million samples worldwide, and its mission is to help
scientists accelerate their research by offering “fast, easy and
accurate” genotyping services.
Transnetyx co-founder and
president Bob Bean told The
Daily News the company is in
a position of growth thanks to
“the dedication and drive of our
incredible employees.”
"We’re excited about the
future of Transnetyx and are

100 companies across
honored to have the
several industries, inopportunity to concluding in health care
tinue being a steward
and life science servicof our customers’ gees, software and technotyping needs,” he
nology services, and
added. “With this acbusiness services and
quisition, our mission
engineering products.
is to continue providTransnetyx says it
ing the biomedical
looked for an ownerresearch community
ship group that would
with more solutionsupport its existing
based services that
culture. And the comare in line with our
mission of serving A lab tech views a tray of DNA samples at Memphis- pany’s current plans
based genotyping company Transnetyx. (Memphis News File) include investing in
research and saving
international growth,
time."
The company’s roots go nect the then-young company new services and software technology platforms while keeping
back years in Memphis, back to investors.
Thompson Street Capital the same focus on its mission of
when former Memphis Mayor
Dick Hackett once helped con- Partners has acquired more than serving researchers.
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Potter Says 100 North Main Building
Has Made Progress But Needs More

LARRY POTTER

BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

A month into his retirement, General
Sessions Environmental Court Judge Larry
Potter wishes he could have seen more
evidence of a turn-around at the city’s
tallest building.
“I wanted to resolve that case before I
retired. But I think that was a little bit too
much,” Potter said of the 100 North Main
building on the WKNO/Channel 10 program “Behind The Headlines.”
Potter said his concerns about public
safety from falling debris and debris piling

“

I do believe there has
been progress ... and that
eventually we will see that
building rehabilitated.”

–Larry Potter, Retired General Sessions
Environmental Court judge

up inside the 37-story skyscraper were only
heightened when he did his own tour of
the building.
“We had individuals that were getting
in the building and climbing to the top and
taking photographs… It was horrific,” he
said. “My concern was that someone was
going to get killed.”
Under new ownership, the building has
new plywood barriers, better lighting and
security guards on site.
“I do believe there has been progress …

and that eventually we will see that building rehabilitated,” Potter said. “A building
like that is not going to be here one day
and the next week it’s going to be new, in
a great state and people are moving in and
its beautiful and everything is done. It’s a
process and it takes a lot of time, plus it
takes a lot of money.”
“Behind The Headlines,” hosted by Eric
Barnes, publisher of The Daily News, can
be seen on The Daily News Video page,
video.memphisdailynews.com.
Potter is the founding judge of the
35-year-old Environmental Court. The
Shelby County Commission is expected to
appoint an interim judge in April and the
winner of a special election on the August
ballot will serve the rest of Potter’s term of
office through 2022.
“We’re in a much better circumstance
today than we were 35 years ago,” Potter
said. “Now you’ve got experts that will go
out to investigate those buildings to see if
those structures are safe. What they are
trying to do is intercede before those buildings get in a condition.”
That isn’t always possible.
Potter remembers being criticized
when he ordered the demolition of the
Arcade Hotel on what is now G.E. Patterson
east of Main Street in 1993.
The 39-room hotel built in 1914 had
been featured prominently a few years
earlier in the Jim Jarmusch film “Mystery
Train.”
“That building was of such a nature
that it was totally unsafe for the public. I
ordered the building to be demolished,”
Potter recalled. “Two days later the building collapsed. These are not easy cases to
deal with.”
When the court moved out of the city
court system and became a General Sessions Court division in 1991, Potter had
more power to deal with property owners
who would often declare they weren’t go-

ing to make any improvements.
“I loved those cases. Those cases were
fun to deal with,” he remembered. “When
we started this court back in 1982, we
didn’t really have the jurisdiction to deal
with a person like that. We could assess
fines and that sometimes deterred people.
But there were some people who just
wouldn’t do it.”
As a city court, the maximum penalty
for contempt of court was a $10 fine.
“Then the price to dance went up,”
Potter said of the conversion to General
Sessions Court, which gave him the ability
to jail someone for 10 days.
He said jailing someone was only a last
resort and even with the additional power,
the process of forcing improvements on
property is dangerous and moves very
slowly.
Potter says while the court is more accepted now that it was in the early 1980s,
he would like to see its work viewed as a
part of the city’s crime issue.
“What a lot of people don’t understand
is that blight and crime go hand in hand.

And if you reduce the blight, then you
reduce the crime,” he said. “That’s why
we are trying to focus on the blight within
various neighborhoods. … There are a lot
of people that would say this is only in the
inner city. No, it’s not.”
The court also has jurisdiction over
gang nuisance orders. In the last six years,
the court has barred identified gang members from congregating in certain areas for
any reason.
“I view it as a quality-of-life court dealing with, more often than not, substandard
homes, substandard accommodations for
people,” he said. “We deal with blight. We
deal with commercial buildings, residential buildings. We deal with vacant properties – basically anything and everything
that’s a violation of city code, county code
or state law.”
The next judge is not obligated to keep
the division as an environmental court. It is
the longest running specialty court locally.
“This court has a dramatic impact on
the well-being of our city and our county,”
Potter said.
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30 Years of Shangri-La: Record Store
Celebrates Milestone Few Can Boast
off any attempt to explain who wins and
loses in this line of work, or why.
“We just … persevered,” he says about
the anniversary. “It was hard. I don’t know
what we did, necessarily, that these other
stores didn’t do. But I will say, we did make
a decision maybe about 15 years ago where
we thought we were going to go broke if we
try to just sell CDs here and go up against
Best Buy or Walmart. We just can’t compete with them.
“Where we could compete is on vinyl,
and that’s what we focused on. Other than
that, I couldn’t really tell you why others
folded and we didn’t. I guess it’s just perse-

“

I don't know what we did,
necessarily, that these other
stores didn't do. ... Where
we could compete is on
vinyl, and that's what we
focused on.”
–Jared McStay, Co-owner, Shangri-La Records

NO ONE GETS
A DIPLOMA
ALONE.
If you’re thinking of finishing your high school diploma, you have more
support than you realize. Find free adult education classes near you
by texting FINISH to 97779 or by visiting FinishYourDiploma.org.

Message & Data Rates May Apply. Reply STOP to opt out. No purchase
necessary. Terms and Privacy: adcouncil.org/About-Us/Privacy-Policy.

labels run by current or
former employees,” Miller
says. “The store gets so
many visitors from around
Shangri-La Records, at 1916 Madison Ave., is celebrating its 30th
the globe, and we've always
anniversary this year. 
(Memphis News/Andrew J. Breig)
been here to help them find
the music they grew up
listening to as well as the
homage
to
that
anniversary.
ANDY MEEK
new sounds coming out
The
past
three
decades
ameek@memphisdailynews.com
of Memphis and the Midhave seen the rise and obsoSouth.”
lescence of CDs, MP3s and
The endurance of any
iPods;
radio
conglomerates
The sign propped up on the porch
kind of physical media in
beside the door announces a “huge sale” iHeartRadio and Cumulus
the present age is someand “free show” this Saturday, March 31, filing bankruptcy; physical
thing of a caper. Brickat Shangri-La Records – the music shop at media of all kinds finding
and-mortar record stores,
1916 Madison Ave. you might mistake for themselves relegated to
a house if you were driving by too fast and the status of artifact; the
The first event marking Shangri-La's anniversary is Saturday with themselves, indeed are
something even rarer than
shuttering of other record
not paying attention.
a multi-band show and all-day sale.
(Memphis News File/Lance Murphey)
endangered species.
Inside, the shop is packed with boxes stores, including MemNo wonder Shangri-La
of vinyl and arranged so that you actually phis’ Spin Street, which
have to slow down and thumb through closed its doors earlier this year – the list verance. And buying a lot of good records.” is celebrating. This Saturday, the store
Shangri-La co-owner John Miller will be open normal hours, and the sale
all those sleeves and all that plastic if you is expansive. And yet Shangri-La – which
want to get any kind of sense of the musical a 2014 Esquire magazine piece described agrees the store has survived by not trying will last all day.
A multi-band show will take place
as “everything you could ask for and more to be all things to all people. The key: an
treasure herein.
emphasis on Memphis and regional music, outside, in front of the store.
What that sign announcing the sale in a record shop” – endures.
“We’re kind of celebrating all year,”
Is it a reaction to something, a benefi- both new and old.
and show this weekend omits, though, is
“Where big-box stores generally chase McStay said. “This is the first big kind of
a strange and improbable milestone for ciary of some kind of resurgent nostalgia
a business such as this: Shangri-La has to own things again, things that you can popular titles, Shangri-La made its name event we’re doing. It’ll be a free show that
managed to hang on and stick around for actually hold in your hand instead of supporting local artists and labels, includ- starts at 2 p.m., a huge sale in the store,
30 years now, with this weekend’s events, storing on some far-off computer server? ing Shangri-La, Goner, Sugar Ditch, Elec- and we’ll be having other events this year.
“We’re in the mood to celebrate.”
plus more to come later this year, paying Shangri-La co-owner Jared McStay shrugs traphonic, Misspent and the many other
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Maclin, Loeb Collaborate on Mixed-Use
Apartment Project on Broad Avenue

“

Multifamily brings that last
piece that can really take
Broad Avenue to the next
level.”
–James Maclin, Owner, M&M Enterprises

According to the plans, the yet-to-be-named project will feature roughly 400 apartment units and about 10,000 square feet of ground-floor retail space.
(archimania)

PATRICK LANTRIP
plantrip@memphisdailynews.com

In many ways the Broad Avenue water
tower has become the defining emblem of
the iconic arts district, but the empty warehouse it sits on stands in stark contrast
from the vibrant shops, restaurants and
art galleries that line the more developed
south side of the street.
That could all soon change as James
Maclin, a former MAA executive and owner
of multifamily consulting business M&M
Enterprises, and Bob Loeb, owner of Loeb
Properties Inc., have teamed up to bring
what many people feel is the area’s last
missing piece.
“When I look at that area now, you
have great businesses and restaurants that
are already there, but after 9 p.m., there’s
limited activity and foot traffic, because
no one lives there on a large scale,” Maclin
said. “Multifamily brings that last piece
that can really take Broad Avenue to the
next level.”
Maclin and Loeb are hoping to parlay their respective areas of expertise
– multifamily and retail – into a massive
mixed-use project on the 8.5-acre parcel
where the water tower is attached to a
222,000-square-foot vacant World War
II-era warehouse.
“We think that there are a lot of good
things that are about to happen in Memphis, and we just want to be a part of
that,” Maclin said. “Hopefully we can add
something positive that will expedite that
situation.”
Since the parcel is currently zoned industrial, Loeb and Maclin’s new business
venture, 3D Realty, of which Maclin has
the controlling interest, will be seeking a
variance at the Board of Adjustment’s April
25 meeting.

“Right now, the base of the Broad Avenue water tower is not really activated because it is covered up by the warehouse,”
Maclin said. “With our plan, we’re hoping
to open that up and the entire tower will
be highly visible from the base to the top.
We’re going to work with the community
on a number of fronts, including how we
can activate the base of the tower.”
According to the plans, the yet-to-benamed project will feature roughly 400
apartment units and around 10,000 square
feet of ground-floor retail space.
“(Loeb) was looking for a developer to
possibly develop one parcel of land that
he owns on Broad,” Maclin said. “So we
started talking and realized that a lot of
our interests are aligned relative to, quite
frankly, loving Memphis, which is the basis
for why we get along so well.”
Maclin said that given the nature of
their areas of expertise, the ensuing business venture made perfect sense.
“We spoke to possible partners from
Memphis and Nashville, but James stood
out with his proven track record of successful multifamily projects, passion for
Memphis and engagement in the local
community,” Ciara Neill, director of
marketing for Loeb Properties said of the
partnership.
Maclin said this is only the first of many
projects in the pipeline for 3D Realty.
“Broad is a good place to start because
we have control of the land,” Maclin said.
“We wanted to do some nice things for
not only Memphis, but Binghampton and
Broad Avenue as well.”
Neill said that she believes this project
is a significant investment that will have
a rising-tides effect on development in
the area.
“We've been in communication with
the neighborhood with the surrounding
property for several months and are work-

ing on the best ways to make this a win-win
for everyone,” she said.
Lea Heilig, a multifamily housing specialist with Woodyard Realty, said a project such as this is appealing in Midtown,
because the supply of apartments has not
kept up with the demand for upscale 21stcentury living in the form of convenient
amenities and modern interior finishes.
“Midtown's rental housing stock is
an eclectic mix of 1900 to 1920 turn-ofthe-century buildings and 1950-’60s vin-

tage properties where occupancy levels
have consistently stayed at 95 percent or
higher,” Heilig said. “With exception of the
204-unit Bristol on Union, built in early
2000s, and more recently the Parcels at
Crosstown Concourse, there have been no
new deliveries in the Midtown submarket
in well over 20 years.”
She said an influx of high-paying jobs,
high occupancy among existing housing
stock, growing demand for luxury living in
urban settings and limited Class A competition has made Midtown a prime area for
multifamily development – a developer’s
paradise, if you will.
“Some industry players, however,
contend that it took the recently expanded
EDGE residential PILOT program to greenlight dormant multifamily starts from a
ROI (return on investment) perspective,”
she said. “Regardless, Midtown developers are taking their feasibility studies to
the banks and we should see Midtown's
apartment landscape transformed over
the next two to three years.”
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EMPHASIS: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Community LIFT Looking to Build
$5 Million Loan Pool Amid Growth
TONI LEPESKA
Special to The Memphis News

An organization that pursues sources
of financial, human and intellectual
capital to strategically revitalize neighborhoods wants to build a $5 million loan pool
for investing in Memphis communities
and leaders.
The ambitious three-year target laid
out recently by Eric Robertson, president
of Community LIFT – which stands for Leveraging Investments for Transformation
– appears within reach as LIFT’s lending
arm, River City Capital Investment, builds
momentum.
River City recently announced closing
on three loans totaling $195,000 to support
small businesses, and so far this year has
approved a total of $384,000 in loans.
Community LIFT, with offices Down-

town near Court Square, is an umbrella organization created in 2010. LIFT emerged
from a citywide planning process called
Greater Memphis Neighborhoods. Robertson, GMN’s project leader, is a native
Memphian who graduated from Hillcrest
High.
Robertson patterned the structure of
Community LIFT based on some of what
he saw at the Center City Commission
(now the Downtown Memphis Commission), where he previously was chief
administrative officer. He designed LIFT
to be a clearinghouse for sources that help
build sustainable, thriving communities.
Those sources are typically community
development corporations, grass roots
leaders and small businesses.
As a graduate of NeighborWorks
America and Harvard’s Kennedy School
of Excellence, Robertson has a head for

Cody Brock, top, and Emily Pacheco, bottom, lift a painted plywood board as they
board up a derelict home Thursday, March 22. The effort was brought forth by The
Heights CDC and supported by Community LIFT, a nonprofit organization dedicated
to economic and community development. 
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)

community revitalization, but he also has
a heart for it. He wants his native city to
flourish. The communities aren’t just ZIP
codes or masses on a map. He sees faces
and knows names.
At the same time, he’s impatient with
the conversations about how much potential Memphis has. “A huge swatch of
the population is not experiencing what
we all see to be as a progression of the
city,” he said.
While trying to make a substantial
change in Memphis, Community LIFT
works in targeted areas – Binghampton,
Highland Heights, Frayser, the Medical
District (Crosstown) and parts of South
Memphis. The loans through River City
are provided only to businesses in those
neighborhoods.
Shab Chic Marketplace received a
$60,000 seed loan recently to create a
marketplace formed by connected shipping containers in the Edge District. In
the Broad Avenue Arts District, The Liquor
Store restaurant received an $85,000 loan
partly to expand the diner’s footprint,
while an auto-repair business, Euro
Imports of Memphis, received a $50,000
loan to buy equipment that will help with
growth.
One of the organizations that received
a LIFT grant is JUICE Orange Mound. Created about a year ago, JUICE volunteers go
door-to-door four times a year to collect
spare change. The money is used for community projects. LIFT gave the nonprofit
$2,500 early in its inception, which in turn
helped set up a fall 5K fundraiser and a
community health fair.

“It was a strong start to help us,” said
JUICE founder Britney Thornton. “I’m
very grateful for LIFT.”
LIFT also helped Highland Heights
CDC create a revitalization program, and
because of its support, helps make its
“Spring Break Board Up” project possible,
said Jared Myers, the CDC’s executive
director.
In partnership with a church, two
nonprofits and Kingsbury and Douglass
high schools, the CDC boarded up eight
nuisance houses this month. Encouraging
partnership arrangements like that, LIFT
is helping create sustainable programs,
Myers said. “They’ve helped us build our
capacity,” he said.
Robertson identified LIFT’s primary,
general accomplishments:
• Attracted philanthropic and government dollars for the creation of the city’s
only dedicated funding source for CDCs,
thus building the capacity and ability of
the CDCs. In 2017, its first year to offer
grants, LIFT provided $325,000 to support CDCs.
• Deployed more than $1 million into
distressed neighborhoods through its
lending arm, River City Capital, which
is in its fourth year. The amount had an
estimated $9 million in economic impact
in targeted neighborhoods, Robertson
said, considering the return on investment
through metrics such as job creation.
• Championed the cause of neighborhood improvement as a critical issue
among civic leaders and key institutions.
lift continued on P32
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Stock Market Grocery Spurs Interest
In Lakeland’s Lake District Project

“

I have had a desire for this a
long time. It is a project I’ve
actually worked with other
groups on. It is going to be
a store unlike anything in
Memphis.”
–Jeff Burkhead, owner, The Stock Market

C. RICHARD COTTON
Special to The Memphis News

After more than a decade of preparation, The Lake District multiuse development in Lakeland is seeing some concrete
progress. In fact, the developer, Los
Angeles-based Gilad Development Inc.,
has signed its first tenant to the location
on the southeast corner of the intersection
of I-40 and Canada Road.
The Stock Market grocery store will
anchor the multimillion-dollar undertaking. Construction is slated to begin
in coming months on the site where Old
Time Pottery, part of the Lakeland Factory Outlet Mall, stood until it was razed
earlier this year.
Design and details are still being hammered out, but the general concept is in
place, according to owner Jeff Burkhead,
who bought the Cash Saver grocery store
at 729 N. White Station Road in Memphis
in 2010. Burkhead was employed many
years by the old Seessel’s chain and transferred over to Bruno’s when the Birmingham, Alabama-based chain purchased the
Seessel’s stores in 1997.
“I have a pretty long history in the
grocery business,” said the 57-year-old
Burkhead. “I worked for Seessel’s until it
was sold to (the Bruno’s chain) and then
transferred to Birmingham. I stayed in
Birmingham 17 years.”
He eventually became a district manager for Bruno’s before returning to Memphis. Family issues were among his main
reasons for returning; his father, who lives
in Burkhead’s hometown of Henderson,
Tennessee, and who he visits most every
weekend, was a prime motivator for the
return.
Founded in 1932, Bruno’s closed its
last location in 2012. It boasted 300 stores
in the southeastern United States during

Jeff Burkhead, owner and CEO of Cash Saver in East Memphis, plans to open a grocery store called The Stock Market in Gilad
Development's multimillion-dollar Lake District project in Lakeland.
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)

its heyday.
Burkhead is not predicting building
such a grocery empire but is looking to
The Stock Market to be a great start for
something good. For one thing, Lakeland
is a growing community that has only two
other grocery stores, Sprouts Farmers
Market and a Kroger location. (Lakeland’s population in 2000 was 7,228; its
estimated population in 2016 was 12,494.)
“I believe a grocery store will definitely
be a draw,” Burkhead said of the project.
The Lake District is planned to be a
sprawling, 160-acre development that
includes a commercial district of about
30 acres, which includes parking areas.
Residences ranging from manor
homes to town homes and assisted living
also are planned. Several lakes circled by
walking paths, paddle boat activities and
footbridges are planned for the center of
the development, as well as restaurants,
shops, a performing arts center, two hotels and a farmers market in the northern
portion.
While the nuts and bolts of The Stock
Market are still being worked out, Burkhead said some amenities will definitely
be included in the store.
“I have had a desire for this a long
time,” he said. “It is a project I’ve actually

worked with other groups on. It is going to
be a store unlike anything in Memphis.”
The Stock Market will comprise about
35,000 square feet and employ 75 to 100
workers. According to Burkhead, it will
offer all the usual products and services,
with some attractive, innovative inclusions.
“Extraordinary customer service” will
be one of them, Burkhead said. The usual
includes produce, meat, delicatessen and
bakery. The deli will have specialty meats
and cheeses, while the bakery will offer a
“variety of cakes, pastries and breads,” all
prepared and baked onsite.
Besides a “traditional” meat section,
where precut and packaged meats will
be available, butchers will be on hand to
provide specialty cuts according to customers’ wishes. Fresh and frozen seafood
also will be part of the mix.
Burkhead said he doesn’t anticipate
making The Stock Market a 24-hour
operation.
“This level of customer service has
not been seen since the Seessel’s days,”
Yehuda Netanel, president of Gilad Development, said of The Stock Market.
Netanel bought the initial 30 acres,
where the old mall was located, 13 years
ago and has been putting the deal togeth-

er since then. It has been through some
turbulent times, sometimes drawing the
ire of Lakeland officials impatient with a
seeming lack of progress, but now seems
to be on track to become a reality.
Netanel estimates the entire project
will run around $300 million. Demolition of the old mall was completed in late
February; dirt moving – an estimated halfmillion cubic yards or more – has begun
but will ramp up this summer after spring
rains have abated. Netanel and Burkhead
expect The Stock Market to open in the
fall of 2019.
“Grocery stores are great anchors,”
Lakeland Mayor Wyatt Bunker said of
The Stock Market signing onto The Lake
District. “People have to go to grocery
stores to eat.”
Bunker said he has seen “an increase
in interest” in the project in the last couple
months, with both potential business
investors and homebuyers contacting
City Hall about The Lake District’s opportunities.
He said Lakeland and Tennessee
secured a $35 million tax increment financing package to assist with the project;
projected sales and property tax revenues
of about $4 million per year will go to
retire that debt.
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The names of the 1,300 city sanitation workers who went on strike
in 1968 are engraved on a wall that is part of the new I Am A
Man Plaza by Clayborn Temple.
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)

MLK
5

0 Years Later

Why the spring of 1968 in Memphis remains relevant

BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

help when he realized his grandmother lived above the store.
“I didn’t think he would die,” Lafayette said of King.
With a phone in each ear, he was having Associated Press and United Press
International editors read the latest dispatches from Memphis to him. When the
UPI editor broke down in tears, Lafayette knew King was dead.
“He was an ordinary citizen,” Lafayette said 50 years later. “Martin
Luther King only worked in the movement for 12 years. He wasn’t
Part of King’s inner circle with experience as a Freedom Rider
around that long.”
and co-founder of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating CommitFive decades can do a lot to heal wounds. That’s not been the
tee, Lafayette recalled during a speech at Lindenwood Christian
case 50 years beyond the 64-day sanitation workers’ strike that
Church almost 50 years later how revived King was when he repreceded the mountaintop speech and King’s assassination.
turned from what became known as the “Mountaintop Speech.”
Cleophus Smith remembers the 50-gallon drum-like tubs
“He was euphoric when he got back,” Lafayette recalled.
that would hold the garbage of four or five houses on his route
The next afternoon, Lafayette was on a plane bound for
in Parkway Village, if he used cardboard to make the tub taller.
Washington, D.C., where he was tending to the duties of the
With no fences between most of the houses in those days, he
Poor People’s Campaign – a protest occupation of the Capitol
–Traci Blackmon
could hit four to five houses and emerge from the last backyard
that was to follow the Memphis sojourn.
United Church of Christ
ahead of the garbage truck. Just enough time to see all of the streets
Lafayette remembers King telling him, “Lafayette, we need to
minister
and backyards ahead of him.
internationalize and institutionalize nonviolence.”
“He said, ‘We will make it to the promised land,’” Smith recalled 50
His last words were, “I’ll be along later.”
years later of King’s last speech at Mason Temple. “Me, as a young man, I
Lafayette’s flight to Washington descended into a world reacting to
didn’t understand what he was saying.”
King’s assassination.
Smith says despite the pay raise and union recognition by the city at the strike’s
“It was crazy,” he said of the scene as he made his way from the airport in Washend, conditions were not much better. And the strikers remained wary that the city
ington to his hotel. He recalled seeing a man firebomb a business and then call for

Bernard Lafayette remembers being in Memphis April
3, 1968, and a dejected Martin Luther King Jr. being
roused from his room at the Lorraine Motel to speak
at Mason Temple on a rainy night.

“We have
been around the
mountain too long.
We make ourselves
content to show up for
proclamations.”
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“We have been around the mountain
might concede the battle that was the strike, black city employees was not one of those to dodge being the dateline for one of the
too long,” said Traci Blackmon, the United
decade’s civil rights showdowns.
things left to do.
but not the war.
“For white Memphians to say in 1968, Church of Christ minister who has been
The strike was a surprise to white civic
There was “still a small voice in our
heads” of distrust, Smith said at the Decem- leaders, despite the sanitation workers at- prior to the strike, that ‘we are not like in Memphis several times this winter and
ber 2017 groundbreaking for I Am A Man tempting a strike two years earlier. The Birmingham’ or ‘we’re not like Albany’ spoke here in March as part of the Moral
possibility of that same blindness gives or other places of racial conflagration at Mondays interfaith effort that includes
Plaza south of FedExForum.
Since February, the dates on the calen- pause to a more diverse group of civic that point is to obscure the day-to-day Rev. Barber’s Poor People’s Campaign.
realities of Jim Crow – the day-to-day real- “We make ourselves content to show up
dar corresponding to the 64 days in 1968 leaders today.
Lewis Donelson, a force behind the ties of segregation,” said Rhodes College for proclamations, to celebrate the oration,
that changed the city’s history have been
counted down. There have been events charter group that drafted the city’s conver- Africana Studies department chairman but far too often we absent ourselves from
to commemorate some events from 50 sion to the mayor-council form of governyears ago. On March 22, when in 1968 it ment, starting with those taking office in
snowed 16.1 inches, canceling what was 1968, was among the first 13 City Council
to be the follow-up march to the one that members.
“The strike and its bitter fruit exposed
ended in violence and brought King back to
Memphis in April, a crane lowered the large the depth and breadth of white racism in
metal centerpiece into the newly created I Memphis,” Donelson wrote in his 2012
Am A Man plaza. The area was the staging autobiography, “Lewie.”
Former Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young,
ground in 1968 for daily marches by the
strikers, and Clayborn Temple next door who was part of King’s inner circle in 1968,
was where strike leaders coordinated and noted that after the Memphis strike was
settled and the Poor People’s Campaign
planned the marches.
The gleaming, square-block metal ended with police tear-gassing those in
letters are a formal recognition – an insti- its encampment in Washington, Atlanta’s
tutionalization – of the simple black-and- sanitation workers also went on strike.
The difference, Young said, was Mayor
white signs 1,300 black men carried into
Loeb had been unwilling to bargain, but
history – “I Am A Man.”
“They are four words that reflected ac- Atlanta Mayor Sam Massell was.
“It changed our city,” Young said of
curately the struggle,” said Bill Lucy, who
stood at the head of a march from Clayborn Atlanta. “Atlanta and Memphis were the
Temple to City Hall, 50 years to the day the same size in 1960. I think the responses of
strike began. Many of the marchers around the business community and the political
him weren’t alive in 1968. There were “I Am leadership and the fact that we decided to
A Man” signs, but also “I Am A Woman” and work black and white together and we decided that rich and poor had to be partners
“I Am A Person” signs.
Lucy was the first union official from the in development – we learned a lot and it has
American Federation of State, County and made a difference.”
Memphis Mayor Jim Strickland agrees.
Municipal Employees in Memphis follow“One lesson at least politically that you
ing the wildcat strike, a strike the union’s
can learn from the 1968 events was a little
national office originally tried to stop.
“These were men
who wanted to be respected and wanted
to be treated with
dignity,” Lucy said as
organizers with the
present-day Fight for
$15 minimum-wage
campaign and a 21stcentury Poor People’s
Campaign led by Rev.
Baxter Leach, left, a striking sanitation worker in 1968; Bill
William Barber began
Lucy, center, the first AFSCME union official on the ground
filling in the ranks of
in Memphis after the strike; and U.S. Rep. Steve Cohen, right,
the march.
were at the front of the Feb. 12 march that marked 50 years
“Rev. Barber is
since the start of the 1968 strike.
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)
having a poor people’s
campaign because
Charles McKin- the work.”
we’ve still got poor
National AFSCME leaders dominated
ney. “Memphis
people,” Lucy said.
was exactly like the April 4 anniversary marches and pro“If we had a situation
Birmingham or grams at the Lorraine Motel in the 1970s
where workers had
Atlanta or New and 1980s, before the Lorraine became the
the right to organize
Fight for $15 activists and those promoting a new Poor People’s Campaign organized
York or other National Civil Rights Museum. Every year
and bargain colleca march from Clayborn Temple to City Hall 50 years to the day that sanitation workp l a c e s . T h a t through the Reagan and Bush administratively, they could earn
ers went on strike.
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)
they managed tions, one union leader would make the
wages and benefits
to avoid any same repetitive speech from the balcony
that would meet their
basic needs.”
bit of compromise could have avoided a sort of confrontation was not necessarily – “We need jobs, Mr. President” over and
tragedy,” he said. “Mayor Loeb would not a testament to good race relations. It was over again as loud as he could into the
compromise, would not compromise on good luck on the part of pro-segregationist microphone that spread the call west into
Memphis injustices
many different points – recognizing the forces that it didn’t happen here rather than a dormant South Main area.
unveiled
Blackmon is part of a new generation
Looking back at 1968 in Memphis, those union, negotiating in good faith, a pay simply in 1968.”
We have never gotten over King’s death. with a nuanced message.
were simpler times in the starkest of terms. increase, working conditions. And there
“Nobody every closed the gap with a
City Hall’s position, straight from Mayor were some on the council who attempted And according to at least one activist, neither Memphis nor America at large has job. It’s about a living wage,” she told the
Henry Loeb, was that there wasn’t much to compromise.”
There was a feeling in 1968 among awakened from his dream – we've never
left to do by city government for a better
Memphis. Recognizing a labor union for white leaders that Memphis had managed left the mountaintop.
mlk continued on P32
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Explore Bike Share Reveals Station
Locations as Service Launch Nears
DON WADE
dwade@memphisdailynews.com

The launch of Explore Bike Share is
getting closer with the nonprofit revealing
Wednesday, March 28, the locations of the
stations for the 600-bike system.
Explore Bike Share’s 60 stations span
from Downtown, South Memphis and
Cooper-Young to Orange Mound, Overton
Square and Crosstown. The stations and
bikes are being funded through a combination of donations from foundations
and individuals, plus a $2.2 million federal
Congestion Mitigation Air Quality grant,
said Explore Bike Share executive director
Trey Moore.
Locations have been determined based
on multiple criteria, including solar power
accessibility, density and proximity to other
transit options, plus neighborhood usage
and ongoing community engagement efforts. Moore says Explore Bike Share had no
issues with placing stations on either public
or private land and were not assessed a fee.
About 40 percent of Memphians, the

The BCycle bikes available for rent at 60 stations around Memphis have eight speeds,
are easy to maneuver and adjustable for any size rider.
(Memphis News File/Houston Cofield)
vast majority of them within the Explore
Bike Share (EBS) service area, do not have
access to a personal car, said Sara Studdard,
EBS community engagement and market-

ing director. That research helped drive the
community conversations.
“Explore Bike Share doesn’t solve all the
(transportation) problems,” Studdard said,
but she added that it can provide another
pathway for someone living in one neighborhood in the service area to reach a job
in another part of the service area.
The locations were determined following neighborhood conversations, as well as
a digital effort in late 2017 to capture pins on
an interactive map of Memphis. More than
3,500 “pins” were submitted by citizens for
potential station locations.
Moore says EBS was committed to the
idea that the system be “affordable, available and sustainable.” Flexibility is a key
component, too. The system allows for the
shifting of stations within neighborhoods
as usage data is accumulated.
“We know the system will move and
breathe,” Studdard said.
The system is the first and largest of its
kind in the nation, as Explore Bike Share’s
manufacturing partner BCycle was selected
by a community board of advisers in Memphis to launch the biggest Dash system yet,
fueled by solar power with forward-facing
touch screens and using technology to
capture data related to miles ridden, calories burned and popular routes. The new
technology allows for malleability both
physically and geographically.
The bikes themselves were built to accommodate riders of all sizes and skills.
“The seat’s adjustable to any height of
rider,” Moore said. “They’re eight speeds,
so pedaling is no problem. You don’t have
to have a lot of experience. They’re easy to
maneuver.”
Another first for the bike share industry
is Explore Bike Share’s two stations in West
Memphis, Arkansas, making Explore Bike
Share the first two-state Dash system in
the country.
Jim Jackson, executive director of the
West Memphis Convention & Visitors

Bureau, says being part of this startup was
just logical.
“We’ve felt the impact of bike traffic
into West Memphis due to the connectivity of Big River Crossing,” he said. “So we
knew we needed to invest in this bike share
system.”
Advance Memphis was involved in
unloading the bikes upon arrival and one
employee was even hired to be a bike technician. EBS will have a team of technicians
to keep the bikes rolling and the system up
and working.
“It will be a large daily challenge for us,”
Moore said.
The EBS operating budget of $1.3 million annually, Moore says, is based on
the “conservative assumption” of 100,000
unique trips during the first year. The trips
will be taken by a projected 1,200 members
and additional single-ride and short-term
users. The service capacity, he says, also
takes into account an estimated 11 million
visitors to Memphis each year.
Single rides will cost $5. Weekly memberships run $12; monthly memberships,
$15; and annual memberships, $120.
Weekly, monthly and annual memberships
offer users unlimited 60-minute rides from
one station to another. If more than 60
minutes pass before the user docks their
bike at a station, overtime usage fees will
apply. More details on usage and more
creative membership options, including
bike sponsorship, can be found at explorebikeshare.com.
“We’ve said from day one that every
Memphian deserves access to quality transportation options,” said Roshun Austin, an
Explore Bike Share board member and executive director of The Works CDC in South
Memphis. “We’re all paying it forward with
Explore Bike Share, whether through a ‘Give
Your Neighbor a Lift’ donation, a new bike
programming series around town, or simply advocacy for our organization.”
Explore Bike Share, Studdard reminds,
started three years ago as a community
conversation that would both play a part
in addressing the city’s transportation
needs, but also in increasing community
connectivity and offering a new health and
wellness option.
System sponsors’ brands will impact
Explore Bike Share’s bike baskets, payment
kiosks, and other physical and digital elements based on level of investment.
“While bike share is an incredible marketing tool recognized by leading national
companies, it’s new to Memphis,” Moore
said.
A specific launch date has not been
determined, but Moore said EBS definitely
will launch this spring. By 2019 or 2020,
EBS aims to grow to 900 bikes across an expanded 90-station system that will include
the Shelby Farms Park Greenline, more of
North Memphis, the Highland Strip, and
the main and south campuses of the University of Memphis.
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Davy Crockett’s Fine, But Let’s
Not Get Carried Away

SAM STOCKARD

VIEW FROM THE HILL

The Tennessee General Assembly is
making some monumental decisions these
days – literally.
Not only is the Legislature prepared to
put a statue of Tennessee folk hero Davy
Crockett in front of the State Capitol,
replacing obscure Nashville politician
Edward Carmack, it’s also likely to erect a
monument, or memorial, to unborn children in the ongoing battle against abortion.
At the same time, Republican legislators continue pushing legislation designed
to retaliate against Memphis for the removal of Confederate statues from former
city parks, including President Jefferson
Davis and Nathan Bedford Forrest.
Politicians used to go to Nashville
promising to balance budgets, create jobs
and bolster education. Having apparently
accomplished all three – they’re required
by law to balance the budget – they are now
free to spend most of their energy fighting
over social issues.
One of the newest topics this session is
the movement for a Tennessee Monument
to Unborn Children, asking the State Capitol Commission to put such a memorial on
the historical grounds that sit high above
Nashville. The initial press release also
included miscarriages, though that isn’t in
the resolution coming from East Tennessee Republican Rep. Jerry Sexton, sponsor
of the defunct measure to make the Bible
Tennessee’s official book.
In introducing the measure, state Rep.
Bill Dunn points toward a monument to
African slaves on the Capitol’s southwest
side, millions brought to America centuries
ago, many of whom died in the passage. He
also references a monument surrounded
by cedar trees on the southeast side of the
Capitol to the millions of people who died
in the German Holocaust.
“Both of these monuments that are
already here recognize the atrocities occurred because human beings were treated
as less than human,” says Dunn, a Knoxville Republican who spoke for Sexton at a
press conference introducing the bill.
“In both cases, the vulnerable and
defenseless were subjected to the will of
the powerful. The taking of life of the baby
in the womb is related to this brand of
inhumanity.
“While the baby can be seen as the
obvious victim, this memorial will also be
for other victims, the women coerced into
abortion, the fathers who can’t protect their
unborn child, the brothers and sisters who
lose a sibling and the society as a whole
who becomes coarsened because life is
cheapened.”
No doubt, the people who go through
abortions need prayer and support. But
asked if he is comparing women who
have voluntary abortions to Adolf Hitler or

American slave traders, Dunn points out
slavery and Jewish persecution were legal,
as well, when they took place.
“I’m saying the common thread that
goes through all three of those is that it was
a time that society said some human beings
are less human than others, that some human beings can be subjected to inhuman
treatment for it,” Dunn adds.
The measure passed the House State
Government on Tuesday with only minor
changes. And if it’s like most abortionrelated bills it will keep moving until it
reaches the floor and receives overwhelming support by Republican supermajorities
– around 28-5 in the Senate and 74-25 in
the House.
Democrats are responding to such a bill
with predictable disgust.
“What about a monument to the children that come into state custody that
(Republicans) don’t help and that they
send back to people who abuse them constantly. Maybe that’s where they need to
go,” says state Rep. Sherry Jones, a Nashville Democrat.
Says Rep. Darren Jernigan, a Democrat from Old Hickory, “We could put an
amendment on there to put a monument
up for the children that die in schools. That
would certainly be a friendly amendment.”
And Nashville Democratic Rep. Bo
Mitchell chimes in, saying action is needed
to toughen gun laws instead of weakening
them in light of the slaying of 17 students
in Parkland, Florida.
“Maybe we’ll take care of the kids that
are alive in our schools,” he adds.
None of them mention the monument
to slaves shipped to America sits a few
yards – below, of course – the statue of Sam
Davis, boyhood hero of the Confederacy, a
Southern spy who said he would rather die
than betray a friend after being caught with
sensitive information during the Civil War.
The Smyrna native was subsequently
hanged to death in Pulaski, future home of
the Ku Klux Klan. His story is still celebrated
in Smyrna, but the home place is not doing
well financially.

Speaking of the KKK
The celebrated organization’s first
grand wizard has a bust inside the State
Capitol, even if he no longer parades at
Health Sciences Park in Memphis after the
city sold the property to nonprofit Memphis Greenspace, which promptly removed
the statues of Forrest and Davis, igniting a
legal argument that remains in limbo.
More than likely, it will be easier to persuade the Capitol Commission to put up a
memorial to thousands of abortion victims,
including the men and women still living
with the pain of the decision, than it will be
to remove the monument to Forrest, who
reportedly found redemption after making
a pre-Civil War fortune buying and selling
slaves and working them to death in the
Memphis delta heat.
Don’t forget, the Legislature – unknowingly – passed a resolution in 2017 honoring
an obscure Louisiana author who wrote
about Forrest’s redemption. Rep. Mike
Sparks, the Smyrna Republican who spon-

sored the resolution, didn’t bother telling
anyone what the resolution said after he
promised to drop a measure recognizing
the lives of Forrest and Sampson Keeble,
the first black Tennessee legislator during
Reconstruction. Members of the Black
Caucus felt betrayed.
Meanwhile, a raft of bills slapping
Memphis for its statue sleight of hand
continues moving. One that would have
enabled the state to charge local lawmakers
with a felony and fine them for violating
state laws dealing with immigration and
monuments died because it’s likely unconstitutional. But don’t be surprised to see the
others survive in some form.
One would allow the state to take properties by eminent domain if it decides a
local entity, such as Memphis, violated the
Tennessee Heritage Protection Act, and it
would be retroactive.

COMPELLING COLUMNS.
BREAKING NEWS. 24/7.
MEMPHISDAILYNEWS.COM
The Memphis News features columns
from guest contributors writing about
a variety of topics, ranging from
small-business strategies to personal
finance advice to effective marketing
tips. To read these columns as well
as up-to-the-minute news coverage,
please visit memphisdailynews.com.

RAY & DANA BRANDON

RAYS OF WISDOM

It took years to build your current credit
score, and repairing it won’t happen overnight either. Ray and Dana Brandon share
simple strategies for improving your score
while learning to borrow less and save more.

Gaining momentum
While those types of legislation – to preserve the Old South’s heritage – gain traction in the Republican-controlled houses,
a measure denouncing white nationalists
and neo-Nazis can’t even come to a vote.
State Rep. John Ray Clemmons and
Memphis state Sen. Lee Harris sponsored
the legislation in the wake of the Charlottesville, Virginia, white supremacists’
march in which a counter-protester was
killed last summer.
Clemmons, a Nashville Democrat,
brought his resolution to the State Government Subcommittee in early March, and it
was quickly relegated to a pauper’s grave.
Rep. Jernigan made a motion for it to be
heard, but none of the Republicans on the
five-person committee would second the
motion, killing it.
Memphis Democratic Rep. Joe Towns
points out some House members wanted
to attribute the Florida slaughter to mental
illness rather than hate. He reminds people
of the bombing concocted in Oklahoma
City more than 20 years ago by Timothy
McVeigh, one of the first U.S. incidents
considered “domestic terrorism.”
“We’re not looking at our own people.
This is the reason this is very critical, to
figure out who creates detriment, who’s
on the inside and creates harm to our land,
and it’s going to be those neo-Nazi groups,
those hate groups, and we’re not looking at
them like we should,” Towns points out.
“We’ve gotta really look at them because they’re armed, they’re trained. ...
And they don’t need a passport, they’re
not immigrants.”
Rep. Antonio Parkinson, another Memphis Democrat, adds, “They just refuse to
acknowledge and put the label on these
individuals as domestic terrorists.
Sam Stockard is a Nashville-based
reporter covering the Legislature for the
Nashville Ledger, Memphis Daily News,
Knoxville Ledger and Hamilton County
Herald. He can be reached at sstockard44@
gmail.com.

For complete story, visit
www.memphisdailynews.com

MICHAEL GRABER

LET’S GROW

Strategic human resources can bring out
the best in high-potential employees, says
Michael Graber. This week, he shares how
to empower your company’s HR with human-centered innovation methods.

LANCE WIEDOWER

THE DAILY TRAVELER

Six months after hurricanes devastated Puerto Rico and the Southern Caribbean, some
areas are back in business while others are
still recovering. Lance Wiedower discusses
whether tourists should head to the islands
or stay away.

MEL & PEARL SHAW

FUNDRAISING GOOD TIMES

Nonprofits may be reluctant to take fundraising risks, particularly when resources are
tight. Mel and Pearl Shaw outline why it’s important to try new things and embrace “the
right to be wrong.”

LORI TURNER- WILSON

GUERRILLA SALES & MARKETING
Most small and mid-sized businesses are
only reaching current clients and partners
with their email list, says Lori Turner-Wilson,
who outlines five steps for growing your
company’s email database.
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ANGELA COPELAND
CAREER CORNER

When to Ask
Your Boss For
More Money
Who wouldn’t like to make more money?
If you’ve read my column before, you probably know that I’m an advocate of changing
companies every three to five years (for many
industries). On top of gaining extra experience, switching has the potential to bump
up your pay considerably. But often there are
times when you need a raise at your current
employer.
So where do you start? If you want the best
chance of landing a raise of more than 2 or
3 percent, do it at a time when your role has
evolved quite a bit. This would be the case if
your work has grown into a new area, expanded
significantly in scope or added management
responsibilities. For example, if you were
hired as an individual contributor and are now
managing a team of seven, the scope of your
job has changed.
It’s easier to ask for more money if your job
has changed significantly, because you aren’t
asking for more money for your existing job.
That may sound silly, especially if you’re doing
more than your peers. You may be smarter, saving more money or getting more done. But it’s
hard for a manager to justify paying you much
more for any of these things.
When your job has changed, you’re essentially asking for a fair amount of money for a
new job. While you’re making the case, it may
also be a good time to request a new title and
an updated job description. This way, you are
officially taking your current position to the
next level.
Once you’ve decided you’re ready to make
a case for more, you’ll want to find the perfect
time. It may be during your annual performance evaluation. Or you may want to lobby
for more money at another time, in hopes that
your manager won’t be restricted by a certain
pool of money.
Whenever you decide to do it, plan ahead.
Request a meeting in advance so your boss
won’t be caught off guard. Prepare your case
in such a way that your manager can easily
advocate for you. In other words, don’t make
it hard for your boss to give you more money.
Do as much of the work for them as you can.
Consider preparing a presentation that
shows how your job has changed. Highlight
your accomplishments. Include any numeric
results you can show, including how much
you beat your goals and how much revenue
you saved the company. You put this much
work into everything else you do at work. Why
wouldn’t you take the time to put it into your
own presentation?
Remember this: Your boss may say no. It
may be out of their control. Be careful not to
come across in a way that may jeopardize your
current job. And if your company isn’t willing to
value you, be ready to begin looking for another
one that will.
Angela Copeland, a career coach and
founder of Copeland Coaching, can be
reached at copelandcoaching.com.

McCann Launches Nonprofit
Eating Disorders Association
KATE SIMONE
ksimone@memphisdailynews.com

Editor’s note: Read our full Q&A with Teri McCann at memphisdailynews.com.

Teri Hardister McCann, founder and executive director of Fairhaven
Treatment Center for Eating Disorders, has launched the Mid-South
Eating Disorders Association, a nonprofit organization for treatment
providers seeking to build community, access educational opportunities,
and build awareness of treatment options for eating disorders. McCann
serves as the founding president of MSEDA.

Hometown: Cordova (but I
live in Germantown)
Experience: McCann earned
her Ph.D. in social psychology from Kansas State University and master’s in counseling from Mississippi State
University. McCann’s work
experience includes private
practice work with adolescent and adult populations
with eating disorder diagnoses, emotional trauma and
related comorbidities. She
has served as a director of
eating disorder programs,
ultimately leading to founding her own treatment facility dedicated to women with
symptoms of eating disorders
and complex trauma. In 2014,
McCann opened Fairhaven
Treatment Center for Eating
Disorders, the Mid-South’s
only residential and outpatient treatment facility specializing in the treatment of
eating disorders.
What is the purpose of the
Mid-South Eating Disorders
Association? The MSEDA
mission is to empower the

treatment community of
the Mid-South by providing
networking opportunities,
education, awareness and
access to resources to address
the needs of patients, clients,
students and families struggling with eating disorders
and related conditions.
What was the impetus for
starting the organization?
Eating disorders are underdiagnosed and undertreated in
most communities, including
the Mid-South. Many people
– including treatment professionals – often consider
an eating disorder to be a
lifestyle decision or a relatively benign condition that
can be managed with a low
level of intervention. Those
treatment professionals that
take on the treatment of this
complex, chronic and deadly
disease often feel alone in the
treatment community, due
to the lack of resources that
are available or knowledge of
other treatment professionals
that can collaborate to build
an adequate treatment approach.

The Mid-South Eating Disorders Association has also named its board of directors. McCann is founding president.
Dr. Michelle Bowden, an adolescent
medicine physician at Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital and assistant professor
at the University of Tennessee Health
Science Center, is vice president. Angie Wallick, a registered dietician and a
nutrition therapist with Memphis Nutrition Group, is secretary. And Kristen
Hoover, program manager at Fairhaven
Treatment Center for Eating Disorders
and a national certified counselor, is
treasurer.

TERI HARDISTER MCCANN

MSEDA is intended to be
that organization that treatment professionals – doctors,
nurses, dietitians, behavioral
health professionals, school
counselors, dentists, physical therapists and more – can
network to build collaborative treatment approaches
for a disease that requires a
multidisciplinary treatment
approach.
What’s one thing you wish
the public better understood about eating disorders? Many people consider
an eating disorder to be a
lifestyle decision or a choice.
While there can be those
that have symptoms of “disordered eating,” and these
symptoms should be addressed, a true eating disorder is a very serious behavioral and medical condition
that can have long-term implications that can include
irreversible end-organ damage and complications that
can lead to premature death.
What do you most enjoy
about your work? I love

my clients. Every day I look
forward to interacting with
them, seeing their recovery
and helping them face their
challenges. The more tedious
part of my role is the administrative duties and the responsibility of owning and running a business. But group
therapy and individual time
with my clients is truly my
life’s purpose and the place
where I feel most connected
to my best self.
If you could give one piece
of advice to young people,
what would it be? My own
children would tell you that
I could never limit myself to
one piece of advice. That being said, I encourage young
people to celebrate being
their own unique self. Young
people have worth for who
they are as individuals, not
what they accomplish or
how they perform, but for
the unique characteristics
only they possess. That fact
is important to remember in
a world filled with pressure
to conform to others’ expectations.

Ben Still has joined The Barnett Group
as a financial adviser. Still will be responsible for overseeing financial planning
and wealth management for clients of
the Memphis-based employee benefits
and financial services firm. Prior to joining TBG, he served as a financial adviser
at Capital Financial Group.

works, teaching and leadership within
the field, along with contributions and
involvement within society. Prajapati is
an interventional radiologist at St. Jude
Children’s Research Hospital and Le
Bonheur Children’s Hospital, and an
assistant professor in UTHSC's Department of Radiology.

Dr. Hasmukh J. Prajapati has been
inducted as a fellow in the Society of
Interventional Radiology. The honor,
is bestowed to those who have demonstrated excellence in interventional radiology through research and published

Jeffrey McDermott, a Summit Truck
Group lease account executive from
Memphis, has been named Summit’s
2017 Lease & Rental Employee of the
Year and the No. 1 Idealease Salesperson
in the United States for 2017.
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Jack Daniel’s Hit By Tax Assessment
On Barrels, Seeks Legislative Assistance
SAM STOCKARD
Nashville Correspondent

NASHVILLE – Jack Daniel’s is over a
barrel – literally – regarding a tax assessment, an attorney general’s opinion and
the potential impact of President Donald
Trump’s trade tariff.
The whiskey distiller’s ownership,
Brown-Forman, is concerned the tariffs
could lead to retaliation by the European
Union, forcing the company to pay higher
taxes abroad as it expands American manufacturing and sells whiskey brands in 165
countries.
But foremost, Tennessee’s most famous whiskey distiller finds itself facing a
$2.78 million tax assessment on 2 million
white oak barrels and, as a result, is pushing
for a state law exempting it from taxation
on those barrels it uses in the aging process
for sipping whiskey.
Technically, the legislation sponsored
by Rep. David Alexander, a Tullahoma
Republican, would affect about 40 whiskey
distillers in Tennessee. But the bill stems
directly from a first-time assessment on the
aging barrels at Jack Daniel’s in Lynchburg,
a tiny town in rural Moore County about 80
miles southeast of Nashville.
“It’s based on a misunderstanding of
the whiskey-making process. The whiskey
in the barrels transformed the barrels. It
gets soaked into the barrel, the charcoal
barrel, and then it comes back out,” Alexander says. “Half of the flavor and all of
the color of a whiskey is as a result of that
barrel. It is as much a part of the whiskeymaking process as the corn mash is.”
Alexander amended his legislation at
least three times to start moving it through
the House, saying this week he worked
with the Comptroller’s Office because of
concerns raised in an attorney general’s
opinion to take the aged barrels “out of the
equation.” It is to be heard in the House
Finance, Ways & Means Subcommittee
Tuesday.
The House Local Government Committee approved an amended version of the
bill that simply states all barrels comprised
of timber from any state in the country
used to age whiskey shall be exempt from
ad valorem taxation when the barrels are
used and owned by a person producing or
manufacturing whiskey in them.
Jack Daniel’s Assistant Master Distiller
Chris Fletcher points out the distillery has
been making whiskey for more than 150
years and never had to pay the tax. He isn’t
even certain where it originated.
“But we do certainly view it as unconstitutional and as a new tax on our industry,”
Fletcher says.
Fletcher contends the tax targets Tennessee whiskey making and would put a
new “burden” on one of the state’s top exports. He also notes Jack Daniel’s “respectfully disagrees” with the attorney general’s

opinion and furthers the argument, saying
the company sells the used barrels to companies in Europe that use them for different
types of whiskeys, Scotch, tequila and even
the aging of hot sauce.
Issued March 5 by Attorney General
Herbert Slatery, the opinion says under
state law and “relevant” case law, “an article being used to manufacture another
product – such as a barrel being used by
a whiskey maker to age whiskey – is not
entitled to an exemption from taxation.”
The exemption would have applied
“during the time in which the barrels are so
used and owned by a person that produces
or manufactures whiskey in such barrels,”
according to the opinion’s analysis. The
legislation’s initial premise was that the
barrels were a “manufactured article” and
shouldn’t fall under taxation for personal
property, in part, because they transform
as an integral part of the whiskey-making
process and are sold to other companies
for aging alcoholic beverages.
Exemptions designed to encourage domestic manufacturing, for instance, barrels
made by a cooper would apply in this case
but only a whiskey maker starts to hold and
age whiskey in the barrel.
“The whiskey maker is not converting
the barrel into an article different from
the barrel that the whiskey maker bought;
thus the barrel in the hands of the whiskey
maker is not a ‘manufactured article’ within
the scope of section 30 (of state law) as construed by the Tennessee Supreme Court,”
the opinion states. “The whiskey maker
may sell used whiskey barrels to a third
party after the whiskey has been emptied
from it, but that does not change the fact
that a whiskey maker is a manufacturer or
whiskey, not a manufacturer of barrels.”
The barrels are by-products of the
whiskey-aging process, just as sawdust
and tree bark are by-products of a miller’s
process involving finished wood products
in another legal case, it says.
ASSESSORS’ VIEW
The assessment on Jack Daniel’s comes
is the result of a random audit conducted
by a third-party company that determined
the distiller should pay the taxes on the
barrels because they are considered equipment used in the manufacturing process.
Information provided to the Comptroller’s Office shows Gibson, Madison, Montgomery, Moore and Williamson counties
are assessing taxation on liquor barrels. Exempting distillers in those counties would
cause a loss of $200,000, in addition to $2.9
million for Moore County, all of which is
consider forgone local revenue.
Will Denami, executive director of
the Tennessee Association of Assessing
Officers, told House Local Government
Committee members the legislation would
set a dangerous precedent by creating a
category of “aged manufacturing equipment” exempt from taxes.
Companies across the state, such as

The state attorney general’s opinion is that barrels are taxable equipment used in
making whiskey.
(Tennessee Department of Tourist Development)
Nissan, purchase equipment that gets old
and could wind up seeking an exemption
for it.
“The assessors of property have asked
that everybody be treated the same, regardless of whether you’re a modest homeowner or a very large corporation,” says
Denami, noting counties have appeals processes for people to contest assessments.
“That appeals process is very taxpayer
friendly in so far as you do not have to pay
tax on the amount that’s in dispute” until
an administrative law judge or Chancery
Court determines it should be paid.
Personal property taxes also are based
on self-reporting, and property assessors
rely on property owners “to be forthcoming in listing what property they have,”
Denami says.
House Local Government Committee
Chairman Tim Wirgau, however, says he
is “baffled” by the estimated fiscal impact
of the bill.
“How can we mandate they use a new
product” each time whiskey is aged and
then tax that product, asks Wirgau, a Republican from rural Buchanan.
Rep. Jerry Sexton, a Bean Station Republican, agrees, saying, “If we start taxing
things like this, we open up the door for a
whole lot of other things.”
On the other hand, Rep. Antonio
Parkinson, a Memphis Democrat, points
out the typical Tennessee property owner
wouldn’t have the resources to seek a state
law exempting them from taxation.
“I think I support Jack Daniel’s more
than anybody in here,” Parkinson says with
a laugh. But he points out, “The door we
have opened says a large corporation can
come here and push to get a law changed”
rather than going through the appeals
process.
Alexander disagrees with such a contention, arguing the other distillers in the
state are small businesses, “and to say that
they can’t come up here and do battle …

is ridiculous. That’s what we’re here for, is
for them to give us a concern and for us to
get together and do something about it.”
INTERNATIONAL CONCERNS
In light of President Trump’s steep new
tariffs on imported steel and aluminum,
Brown-Forman CEO Paul Varga recently
said during a company conference call
he would be monitoring the potential for
retaliatory tariffs.
The company “could be an unfortunate
and unintended victim of a policy which,
in part, is aimed at promoting something
which Brown-Forman is a stellar example
of – a committed long-term American
manufacturing company,” Varga said on
the call.
He hoped to make an argument “compelling enough to influence” alternatives
action and pointed out the global economy
is improving. But the president moved
ahead with his tariffs anyway.
Brown-Forman reported net sales decreased 3 percent to $2.99 billion in fiscal
2017. In the third quarter of fiscal 2018,
though, the company reported net sales
increased 9 percent to $878 million, and for
the first nine months of the fiscal year, its
net sales increased 9 percent to $2.5 billion
compared to the previous year
Varga pointed out in the conference call
Brown-Forman is accustomed to dealing
with these types of situations.
“A few years ago when the U.S. and
Russia were having some spats back and
forth, our Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Honey
got caught up in, for a short period of time,
in Russia over that topic. So we are fairly
well schools at knowing how to deal with
this stuff,” he said.
Nevertheless, he is concerned the tariff
would be a “negative thing for our particular company.”
But while Brown-Forman and Jack
Daniel’s could face a difficult international
jack daniel’s continued on P37
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MEMPHIS SOCCER

USL Memphis Makes 'Huge Get'
In Hiring Soccer Exec Andrew Bell
Bell brings
almost 20 years
of experience
with USL’s
Charleston
Battery
DON WADE
dwade@memphisdailynews.com

Andrew Bell had come to Memphis in
January to discuss the possibility of becoming the first sporting director for the
new USL (United Soccer League) franchise
that will begin play here in 2019. And Bell
was blown away by AutoZone Park, which
will be the team’s home; the venue reminded him of the stadium where the Portland
Timbers of Major League Soccer play.
Later, after touring the National Civil
Rights Museum, Bell was just walking
around Downtown, and trying to get a
feel for this place that would become his
new city if he decided to leave his job as
president of the USL’s Charleston Battery.
“I’d never been to Memphis before,”
said Bell, 45. “I came to look at the stadium,
meet the guys, have a look at the city. It’s
kind of an intangible thing, but when I look
at the people in Memphis on the street,
they look like soccer fans to me. And I know
what a soccer fan looks like.”
Best of all for the USL Memphis franchise, which is so far without a name, Bell
looks like a seasoned professional soccer
executive.
“In the soccer world, this was a huge
get,” said Craig Unger, who is team president of the USL franchise and the Memphis
Redbirds, both of which have Peter Freund
as principal owner. “This was big. Charleston is a very storied franchise.”
A native of Wokingham, Berkshire,
England, Bell began working for the Battery
as its radio play-by-play announcer in 1999
after moving to the United States in 1995.
He later worked as director of marketing,

During Andrew Bell's tenure as president of the Charleston Battery, the club won two United Soccer League championships in 2010 and 2012. 
(Submitted)

sales director, and president, which was
the role he held most recently from 2008
until moving to USL Memphis.
During his tenure as the Battery’s
president, the club won two USL championships in 2010 and 2012. Off the pitch,
Bell was instrumental in a revitalized fan
experience at Charleston’s MUSC Health
Stadium, including significant investments in stadium infrastructure such
as a 3,000-square-foot videoboard, an
English-styled pub called The Three Lions
Club, sky boxes, and state-of-the-art media
capabilities.
“He has this knowledge not only of
the soccer side, but on the business side.
He’s sold tickets and run an organization,”
Unger said. “And knows operations.”
Said Bell: “This is very exciting because
it’s a blank slate. This is an opportunity for
us to do something special here in the city
of Memphis and build a club the right way
from the ground up.”
When Freund made the move to
acquire a USL franchise, Bell was not
surprised. Freund owns a minor league
baseball team in Charleston and Bell had

come to know him over the last few years.
“I knew he’d do this at some point,”
Bell said, adding that he reached out to
Freund about having a role in a start-up
franchise. “I didn’t know he’d do it in
Memphis.”
Bell points to the strong youth and collegiate programs in the Memphis area as a
reason to believe the USL will be successful
here, along with an already established
Memphis Outlaws chapter of soccer fans.
Unger and Bell have started searching
for the team’s first coach. And then will
come the long and challenging process of
acquiring players.
“There’s no expansion draft,” Unger
said. “We’re thrown into the pool of free
agents.”
The first game is almost a year away.
But Bell knows too well all that has to be
accomplished before then.
“It seems like a long time, but I’ve been
waking up in the middle of the night going,
`Oh, I forgot to do that today,’” he said.
“We’ve had a bunch of in-bound inquiries
from potential coaches, agents.”
So, the excitement is building. The
clean slate will be filled in.
And although a USL Memphis player

“

The noise level is going to be
unprecedented and I think
the team is going to be able
to feed on that. This is going
to be a difficult place for
teams to try and come and
win a match.”
–Andrew Bell, Sporting director,
Memphis USL franchise

has yet to suit up and set foot on the pitch,
Bell says he can feel what the environment
at AutoZone Park will be like for a match
when all those folks who look like soccer
fans come out to support their club.
“When we fill this stadium with soccer
fans it’s going to be an absolute cauldron,”
he said. “The noise level is going to be unprecedented and I think the team is going
to be able to feed on that. This is going to be
a difficult place for teams to try and come
and win a match.”
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MEMPHIS HUSTLE

G League Memphis Hustle Finish First Season
DON WADE
dwade@memphisdailynews.com

How successful was the first
year of the Memphis Grizzlies’
G League team, the Memphis
Hustle? Truth is, it may be a
while before that judgment can
be made.
By record, the Hustle went
21-29. They finished strong,
though, winning four of their last
five games.
But development is the name
of the game in the G League and
what rookies Kobi Simmons, Ivan
Rabb and other players become
will ultimately be the measurement of the team’s first season at
the Landers Center in Southaven.
Hustle head coach Glynn
Cyprien also points out that the
Hustle were the youngest team in
the G League.
“Kobi had a good year for
us, averaged 15 points a game,”
Cyprien said. “Ivan played 18
games with us, he averaged 15

(points) and nine (rebounds).
So he was very productive …
Austin (Nichols) was seventh
in the league in blocked shots,
playing limited games because
of his injuries, but showed he’s
a potential NBA talent. We were
able to get Marquis Teague called
up, which is a big deal.”
Teague, in fact, signed a 10day contract with the Grizzlies a
few days ago. Since then, Cyprien
said guard J.J. Frazier had agreed
to a contract to play in Italy and
guard Mark Tyndale was going
to go play in Mexico. Meaning,
the G League experience had
enabled still more players to get
opportunities to play for more
money.
“(Center) Chance Comanche
made the biggest jump from
beginning of the year to the end
of the year,” Cyprien said. “He’s
made himself a potential NBA
player, got all kinds of teams calling about him. Omari Johnson,
spectacular shooter.”
Teague and Johnson were

Cyprien’s captains. Johnson said
having access to FedExForum
and all that comes with the NBA
gave the Hustle an advantage.
“Other teams don’t have
quite the facilities we do,” Johnson said. “Having access – we
live like five minutes walking
distance (from FedExForum) –
we can come in here anytime,
work out, cold tub, hot tub, get
treatment.”
Nichols was one of several
players that said they were happy
to see Teague get the call-up: “He
deserved it so much. It was only
a matter of time.”
After transferring from the
University of Memphis to Virginia and getting dismissed from
the team there, Nichols found a
new basketball life playing for the
Hustle this season.
Asked if he had a sense of
how close or far he might be from
becoming an NBA player, Nichols
said he had a lot to work on, adding, “I really haven’t any gauge of
that. Just continue to space out

Memphis Grizzlies guard Kobi Simmons (2) attempts a layup as
Dallas Mavericks guard J.J. Barea (5) defends. 
(AP Photo/Brandon Wade)
my threes, getting stronger of
course, ball-handling …”
Injuries to the Grizzlies kept
the Hustle’s roster fluid and
Cyprien said that’s why it took
until late in the season for the
team to find some consistency.
“That’s the toughest part of it,
not knowing from game to game
who you’re going to have on your

roster,” he said. “It was tough on
these guys at times, practicing
with the Grizz in the morning
and playing with us at night. Or
vice-versa.”
Johnson says players noticed
fan support picking up as the
season progressed: “They started
to realize this is a good brand of
basketball.”

His Phone Rings in China and MarShon Brooks
Answers with 21 Points and a Grizzlies Win
DON WADE

THE PRESS BOX
Every day at Camp Grizzlies, school is
in session. So many young players. And
many of them are now getting minutes in
NBA games that they haven’t earned so
much as had handed to them in the name
of development in an otherwise lost season.
And then along comes 6-5 guard MarShon Brooks. He was the 25th overall pick
in the 2011 NBA Draft. Grizzlies rookie Kobi
Simmons was 14 years old on that draft
night, just to remind you how long ago
that was. Brooks would make the NBA’s
All-Rookie second team with the New
Jersey Nets.
A potential rising star then, the NBA
game he played for the Los Angeles Lakers on April 16, 2014, would be his last for
four years.
Or until the Grizzlies signed him to a 10day contract and he bounced off the bench

to score 21 points, 14 of them in the fourth
quarter, as the Grizzlies beat the Portland
Trail Blazers 108-103 on Wednesday, March
28, at FedExForum for their second consecutive win – the first time they had won
back-to-back games since mid-January.
“I didn’t know that,” Brooks said.
And why should he? He has spent the
last four years of his basketball life overseas, one in Italy and three playing for the
Jiangsu Dragons of the Chinese Basketball
Association.
Memphis general manager Chris Wallace called him a few days ago and soon
Brooks was on an 18-hour flight back to the
USA and the NBA.
“I’m 29 years old now,” Brooks said.
“My last NBA game I was 25, so that’s a big
difference. You just look at things a little
different. I understand exactly what’s going
on now. At 25, I took it serious but maybe
not as serious as I should. It’s a testament
to hard work.”
And the nightly opportunity afforded
the two American players allowed per team:
“One thing I can say is, playing in China I’ve
had the ball and I’ve shot a lot.”
He laughs at that now. He averaged
more than 35 points per game all three

years in China. But until this year, his phone
never rang when the NBA started handing
out 10-day contracts.
“I was a little hurt,” he said.
Before you feel too bad for him, know
that he was paid well. And that the CBA, by
his judgment, was a solid pro league. He
could have done worse.
Still, it’s not playing for the Celtics or
Lakers. Or even the New Jersey/Brooklyn
Nets or the Golden State Warriors before
they were, well, the Golden State Warriors.
So, no, he couldn’t be sure he would be
in the NBA again and he definitely could
not have counted on such a triumphant
return. He hit all five threes he took against
Portland and went 4-of-4 from downtown
in the fourth quarter.
“If you look back, he’s a bucket-getter,”
said Memphis interim head coach J.B. Bickerstaff, referring to his early NBA days and
his work overseas. “That’s what he does – he
scores the ball. You don’t have to run plays
for him. The ball finds him in one-on-one
situations, and you see he’s hard to guard.”
Even Marc Gasol was impressed, albeit in his classic Marc Gasol way: “A lot of
confidence, he shot the ball extremely well,
created his own shot, great poise. Have to

work on that D a little bit, but offensively
he’s real talented.”
Make no mistake, MarShon Brooks’ 21
points were the primary reason the Grizzlies earned their 21st win of the season.
Whether he’s still here when his 10-day
contract is up, who can say?
A story like this tends to be like Snapchat: Now you see it, now you don’t.
And MarShon Brooks wasn’t the only
reason the Grizzlies won on this night
– rookie Dillon Brooks scored 18 points
and veteran Chandler Parsons had a mild
flashback with 15 points – but Bickerstaff
captured the theme perfectly.
“We had a bunch of guys who came out
of nowhere,” he said.
“This is a good feeling, I can’t lie,”
said the man with the 10-day contract
and an undefeated record as a Grizzly. “It
wouldn’t have been as good if we didn’t
get the win. We’re streaking. Let’s keep it
going.”
Don Wade’s column appears weekly in
The Daily News and The Memphis News.
Listen to Wade on “Middays with Greg &
Eli” every Tuesday at noon on Sports 56
AM and 87.7 FM.
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T E N N ESS E E VO L S

Spring Practice Reminds Vol Fans
Football Can’t Arrive Soon Enough

Rising sophomore Ty Chandler is the Vols’ top rusher. He ran for 305 yards and two touchdowns in
12 games last season, including 120 against Kentucky.
(Austin Perryman/Tennessee Athletics/UTSports.com)

DAVE LINK
Knoxville Sports Correspondent

Thank goodness Tennessee
spring football is here. Vol Nation
needs a diversion with all that’s
happened the past couple of
weeks, like the men’s basketball
team losing to Loyola-Chicago in
the NCAA Tournament’s second
round, and Loyola advancing to
the Final Four.
And the Lady Vols’ basketball
team losing an NCAA home game
for the first time ever, also in the
second round.
And former football coach
Butch Jones taking an off-field
job under Alabama coach Nick
Saban, who called Jones “an intern, an analyst.”
And former athletic director
John Currie, who was relieved of
his duties at Tennessee last Dec.
1, settling with the university last
week for $2.5 million.
Yes, football can’t get here
soon enough. Even if it’s spring
football.
New head coach Jeremy Pruitt
and his entirely new staff have
plenty of work to do this spring
since Jones, fired with two games
left in the 2017 season, didn’t ex-

actly leave the cupboard stocked.
Pruitt must rebuild a team
coming off a historically bad season – losing eight games for the
first time in program history and
going winless in the SEC for the
first time ever.
Spring practices started for
the Vols on March 20 and are
scheduled to conclude with the
April 21 DISH Orange and White
Game at Neyland Stadium.
Pruitt says the Orange and
White Game will be an actual
scrimmage instead of a controlled
workout like Jones had during his
five-year tenure.
“There’s something about
going out in the stadium and
playing the game,” Pruitt adds.
“One thing that we want to do,
from the coaches to the trainers
and managers, and everyone in
the entire organization, we want
to approach the spring game and
actually play a game.”
Pruitt is replacing Jones’
spread offense with more of a prostyle offense and switching from
Jones’ 4-3 and 4-2-5 defenses to a
3-4 defensive alignment. Notice a
pattern? Pruitt, who spent seven
seasons under Saban at Alabama,
is moving toward a Crimson Tide
system in Big Orange Country.

As the Vols conclude their
second week of spring practices,
here’s a look at position groups
on the offense, with a look at
defensive position groups the
following week.
QUARTERBACKS
Redshirt sophomore Jarrett Guarantano is the Vols’ top
quarterback this spring, but that
doesn’t mean he can secure the
starter’s job going into fall camp.
Pruitt is bringing in graduate transfer Keller Chryst from
Stanford to compete for the quarterback’s job in 2018 along with
Guarantano, sophomore Will
McBride and incoming freshman
J.T. Shrout. Chryst and Shrout arrive in the summer.
Quinten Dormady, who would
have been a senior for the Vols this
year, announced in January he
planned to complete his degree
and transfer to another program
as a graduate transfer to play his
final season.
Chryst was 11-2 as Stanford’s
starting quarterback, going 6-0 in
2016 and 5-2 in ’17. As a junior,
Chryst was the backup to Ryan
Burns for the first seven games
before moving into the starter’s
role. Last season, Chryst lost the
starting job midway through the

season to K.J. Costello.
Chryst threw for 1,926 yards
and 19 touchdowns with six
interceptions at Stanford while
completing 55.3 percent of his
passes.
Guarantano has a chance for a
fresh start this spring under Pruitt
and new offensive coordinator
Tyson Helton, but he’s got much
to prove on the field and in the
locker room.
When Dormady secured the
starter’s job in 2017 fall camp,
Guarantano sulked and sat alone
for much of the season opening win over Georgia Tech, then
struggled in spot duty against
UMass and Georgia.
Dormady was benched during
the Sept. 30 loss to Georgia and
replaced by Guarantano. Coming
out of an open date with the Vols
3-2 overall and 0-2 in the SEC,
Jones announced Guarantano as
the starter for South Carolina on
Oct. 14. Dormady played briefly
against the Gamecocks before
opting to have season-ending
shoulder surgery later in October.
Guarantano, a dual-threat
quarterback from Lodi, New
Jersey, was thrust into a difficult
situation – behind a poor offensive line and a receiving corps
depleted by injuries – and went
1-5 as the starter. He started
four consecutive games before
suffering an ankle injury against
Southern Miss, and McBride, who
was on track to redshirt, finished
the Southern Miss game and
started the next week in the loss
to Missouri.
In nine games, Guarantano
completed 86 of 139 passes (61.8
percent; 7.2 yards per attempt) for
997 yards with four touchdowns
and two interceptions.
McBride, a dual-threat quarterback from League City, Texas, completed one pass against
Southern Miss, and in his start
against Missouri, threw for 139
yards and a touchdown on 16-of32 passing with two interceptions;
he also rushed for the team-high
63 yards, but lost a fumble.
Shrout, a pro-style quarterback from Newhall, California,
was a longtime California commitment who flipped to Tennessee on the first day of the

December signing period. As a
senior at William S. Hart Senior
High, Shrout threw for more than
3,000 yards with 27 touchdowns
and 25 interceptions.
Tennessee’s move from the
spread to a pro-style offense
shouldn’t affect Guarantano’s
chances of winning the starting job because he’s displayed
enough passing abilities to go
with his adequate running skills. It
depends what he did in the offseason, what he does in the spring,
and then fall camp. Perhaps
Chryst comes in and wins the job,
but it appears to be Guarantano’s
job to lose.
RUNNING BACKS
John Kelly opted to forgo his
senior season at UT and enter the
NFL draft after leading the Vols in
rushing last season (778 yards, 4.1
average, nine rushing TDs) and
catching 37 passes for 299 yards.
There’s an opening for a running back or two this fall.
Sophomore Ty Chandler of
Nashville’s Montgomery Bell
Academy appears to be the No.
1 back after a solid freshman
year behind Kelly. The consensus four-star prospect was UT’s
second-leading rusher with 305
yards with two touchdowns on 71
carries (4.3-yard average).
Tennessee’s other returning
backs are sophomores Tim Jordan
and Trey Coleman and redshirt
freshman Princeton Fant, while
junior Carlin Fils-aime moved
from running back to cornerback
for the start of spring.
Jordan, meanwhile, had his
appendix removed earlier in
March and could return near the
end of spring practices, according
to Pruitt.
Fant, who played at LaVergne
High, signed with the Vols as a
wide receiver and moved to tight
end in 2017.
Fils-aime was the Vols’ thirdleading rusher last year with 215
yards, two TDs, 31 carries, 6.9
average.
Dave Link is a freelance journalist living in Knoxville.

For complete story, visit
www.memphisdailynews.com
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Akbari’s Expungement Bill Moves Toward Passage
SAM STOCKARD
Nashville Correspondent

NASHVILLE – Buoyed by the support
of Gov. Bill Haslam, legislation making it
less expensive for non-violent felons to
clear their records is rolling through the
General Assembly.
House bill 1862, sponsored by Rep.
Raumesh Akbari, is set to be heard April
2 in the full House after clearing the Finance, Ways & Means Committee this
week with no debate or opposition.
The measure by Akbari, a Memphis
Democrat, would lower the expungement
fee to $180 from $350 for defendants
whose charge is dismissed after they complete a pretrial diversion program.
“We want our justice system not just
to punish people but also to rehabilitate
people so they can re-enter society,”
Akbari said.
Reducing the expungement fee removes a barrier allowing people to wipe
their record clean so they can return to
work and “engage in society,” she said.
Too often, people with a felony on their
record have trouble finding a good job,
obtaining financial aid and even moving
into housing, she said.
The cases primarily would involve
cases such as theft, fraud or minor drug
charges, and as long as people have paid
restitution and fees and haven’t committed another crime for five or 10 years, they
would be eligible for expungement.
The state is expected to lose an estimated $144,000 because of the legislation.
But Haslam placed funding in the supplement to his $37.5 billion budget plan to
cover that loss, according to Akbari.

On the other hand, the fee reduction
would bring an estimated $267,700 for
county court clerk offices statewide because more people are expected to apply
for expungement once the fee is more
affordable.
“I’m so happy the governor prioritized
this in his budget. I think it’s a big deal to
truly help people get their lives back on
track,” said Akbari, a Memphis attorney.
Akbari’s legislation passed the House
Finance, Ways & Means Committee
without any fuss, but during an earlier
Criminal Justice Committee meeting it
ran into opposition from the Tennessee
District Attorneys General Conference
as spokesman Stephen Crump warned
lawmakers such a change is another in a
line of efforts to water down the criminal
justice system’s efforts dealing with fraud
and forgery cases, among other offenses.
“Actions in life have consequences,”
Crump said, noting some system of deterrence is needed to keep people from
breaking laws.
The legislation would create another
set of victims for people who fall back into
their criminal habits, Crump contended.
“We think the ability of an employer
to know who they’re hiring and the ability of the public to feel safe with who’s
servicing them or working for them is an
important function of the criminal justice
system,” he said.
But Josh Spickler, executive director of
the Memphis nonprofit Just City, said his
organization doesn’t see people re-offend
after they’ve gone through diversion and
then expungement, especially since a 10year waiting period can be required before
people qualify to clear their record.
“We get a lot of positive response from
the expungement work we do,” Spickler

said. “These (legislators) understand that
people have to eventually move out from
encumbrance of contact with the criminal
justice system that goes with people for
the rest of their lives.”
Just City, since 2015, has helped more
than 200 people pay the fee and clean
up their record. The group is made up of
activists, attorneys and civic leaders in
Shelby County and statewide who want
to ensure people get their right to legal
counsel and help limit damage to families
and neighborhoods from encounters with
the criminal justice system.
Convicted felons eligible for expungement are typically non-violent offenders
who committed low-level thefts or drug
offenses, according to Spickler. Yet they
are barred from certain housing applications, student loan applications and job
applications, making it exceedingly difficult to start over.
Rep. William Lamberth, a former assistant district attorney, gave strong voice
to Akbari’s legislation as chairman of the
House Criminal Justice Committee, saying
people who’ve completed their sentences
and are eligible for expungement should
not hit a wall in the form of high fees.
“If they have a right to expungement
legally, then lowering that fee down so it’s
a more affordable fee for somebody trying
to get their record clear, I think it’s good
public policy. I think that’s something
we should all be in favor of, and I hope
it passes the House and Senate floor and
becomes law,” said Lamberth, a Sumner
County Republican.
Akbari also received the backing of
state Rep. Antonio Parkinson, who serves
on the Criminal Justice Committee.
“When you come up in communities
like I’ve come up in, the only difference
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between my friends ending up in the
penal system and myself, they got caught
and I didn’t,” he said.
People shouldn’t be punished for their
entire lives because of one small mistake,
he said, adding Tennessee’s criminal justice system is harsh enough already.
“At some point we have to give people
the opportunity to get back to life,” Parkinson said.
State Rep. Jim Coley, a Bartlett Republican, also gave his support to Akbari’s
legislation.
“I think there has to be some redemption because if there’s not some redemption we’re setting people up for failure,”
Coley said.
Crump countered, saying, “The system is replete with opportunities for
redemption.” But Akbari’s legislation
passed the Criminal Justice Committee
with a 10-1 vote.
The Senate version of the bill, sponsored by Senate Majority Leader Mark
Norris, a Collierville Republican, was
passed by the Senate Judiciary Committee this week and referred to the Senate
Finance, Ways & Means Committee.
Memphis Mayor Jim Strickland previously said, “I believe wholeheartedly in
removing barriers that keep non-violent
offenders from re-entering the workforce,
which is why we raised more than $55,000
in private donations to pay for expungements here in Memphis. So yes, I’m also
in favor of decreasing the fees so that expungement can be even more accessible
to those who could benefit from it.”
Sam Stockard is a Nashville-based
reporter covering the Legislature for the
Memphis Daily News and Nashville Ledger. He can be reached at sstockard44@
gmail.com.
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H E A LT H CA R E

Local Experts to Discuss
Changing Health Care
At Seminar on April 12

TIM FINNELL

ANDY MEEK
ameek@memphisdailynews.com

Eight years after the Affordable Care Act
was signed into law, the cost of health insurance premiums bought in marketplace
exchanges locally has seen a big spike so
far in 2018.
That’s according to a new report out
from the Urban Institute, which notes
among other things an average 32 percent
jump nationwide between 2017 and 2018
for the exchanges’ lowest-priced “silver”
plans.
Across Tennessee – where participants
can use the website healthcare.gov to sign
up – as well as in Memphis, the increases in
monthly premiums have been even more
pronounced.
The impact of such cost increases,
along with the influence of politics and
other key points related to the state of
health care in the years since the ACA’s passage will be the theme of the next seminar
in The Daily News’ 2018 Seminar Series,
set for April 12 at the Memphis Brooks
Museum of Art.
The Status of Health Care seminar
will get started at 3:30 p.m. and feature a
panel of local experts that includes Michael
Ugwueke, president and CEO of Methodist Le Bonheur Healthcare; Tim Finnell,
managing partner of Group Benefits LLC;
and Katy Laster, an attorney with Evans
Petree PC.
They’ll discuss changes made to the Affordable Care Act since the Trump administration has taken office and the impact of
those changes on organizations, hospitals
and patients. In addition to prepared comments, the panel will take questions from
the audience.
Seminar sponsors include Commercial
Bank & Trust, RJ Young, Southern College

of Optometry and Evans Petree.
Recent headlines show how much is
available to discuss when it comes to the
current health care landscape. The massive tax bill enacted at the end of 2017, for
example, eliminated the penalty for the
ACA’s controversial individual mandate.
The Urban Institute report also makes
it clear how much of an impact cost continues to have.
“The virtual elimination of advertising
funds, the large reduction in enrollment
assistance funds, the shortened open
enrollment period in the federally facilitated marketplaces and some state-based
marketplaces, and reduced hours of access
to the healthcare.gov enrollment platform
all further increased the uncertainty in the
market,” the report, published this month,
notes. “Insurers feared that these changes
would reduce enrollment, leave a less
healthy risk pool, increase average claims
costs per enrollee, and provide insurers
strong incentives to increase premiums at
all coverage levels.”
For a look at how some of those premiums are going up at the state and local level, the report shows that monthly
premiums for the lowest-priced “silver”
marketplace exchange plan that would be
available to a 40-year-old nonsmoker in
Memphis rose about 51 percent year over
year – from $398 in 2017 to $601 in 2018.
Statewide, the cheapest silver plan saw
its premium grow 29.8 percent over the
same period, from $342 to $444.
Finnell acknowledges that much of the
legislative work around health care is only
addressing things in a patchwork fashion.
But he distinguishes between insurance
and the delivery of care itself.
“The American health care system is
good,” he says. “I don’t think it’s the best
in the world. But it delivers good outcomes
– for people who have coverage.”
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EPE Releases Statement Regarding Recent Suits
PATRICK LANTRIP
plantrip@memphisdailynews.com

Elvis Presley Enterprises plans to build
a 5,000- to 6,000-seat arena with no incentives from the city of Memphis, but it’s
seeking an increase in the percentage of
tax increment financing from the Graceland TIF District for its other expansion
plans.
The $50 million arena plan submitted
last August sought a payment-in-lieu-oftaxes incentive to help finance it, but it
was withdrawn by EPE after the Memphis Grizzlies notified the city that such a
deal would violate its contract to operate
FedExForum. That contract has a noncompete clause that forbids any public
financing help for a performance arena of
5,000 seats or more than might compete
with FedExForum for shows and concerts.
EPE came back in February with new
plans that has no arena, but 80,000 square
feet of exhibit space. It asked the Economic Development Growth Engine for Memphis and Shelby County to increase EPE’s

share of tax increment financing from 50
percent to 65 percent to help finance the
$22 million exhibit space project.
EDGE has twice delayed voting on
EPE’s exhibit project.
On Tuesday, March 27, EPE issued a
public statement expressing disappointment with the city of Memphis as the
ongoing back-and-forth public dispute
with the city continues.
EPE’s statement reads in part:
“Elvis Presley Enterprises, Inc. (EPE) is
extremely disappointed that the City of
Memphis has not taken its March 23rd
settlement proposal seriously (a copy of
which follows). Based on recent press
reports and quotes from City Attorney
Bruce McMullen, EPE believes it necessary to provide clarification on its
settlement proposal. We strongly urge the
City and the Grizzlies to either join with
EPE in its request to have the Chancery
Court interpret the FedexForum use
and operating agreement and advise
all of the parties as to what is permitted
under that agreement, or agree to EPE’s
settlement proposal.”

If the city were to violate the operational noncompete agreement the Grizzlies have with the city for FedExForum,
it could cost the city $90 million.
Though the series of lawsuits, legal
interpretations, and amended expansion plans have been circling around the
project since it was first announced last
summer, the latest litigious chapter began
last Friday when EPE filed a lawsuit in
Chancery Court against EDGE for delaying
a vote on the exhibit project a second time.
With the public statement, EPE attorney James McLaren also released a copy of
a March 22 letter outlining its settlement
terms to the attorneys for EDGE and the
city of Memphis, which included the following provisions:
•
The arena construction would be
funded without any TDZ, Surcharge or TIF
revenues being used to pay for the arena.
•
Both Mayors will support, and
EDGE will approve, the financing for the
80,000‐square‐foot exhibition facility.
•
Both Mayors will support, and
EDGE will approve, the increase in the TIF
Increment from 50% to 65% in support of
the 80,000‐square‐foot exhibit facility and

future additional, non‐arena type development on the Graceland campus.
•
Approval by the Mayors of a PILOT and support from the Mayors for State
incentives for the 1,000 jobs in Whitehaven
with construction of a new manufacturing
facility.
•
Approval of an amendment to the
TDZ application expanding the Graceland
Project to include up to 250,000 square
feet of new, non‐arena development on
the Graceland campus. Both Mayors will
support any rezoning required for the additional development on the Graceland
campus.
•
The City and County shall assist
in providing adequate electrical power to
the Graceland campus.
•
Upon all required approvals of
the 80,000‐square‐foot facility, the increase
in the TIF and any required PUD (planned
unit development) for the additional development, the lawsuits will be dismissed
and all parties will agree to not pursue
claims against the others.
A request for an interview with McMullen was unreturned by press time. The
Grizzlies legal team declined to comment.

G OV E R N M E N T

Increased Defense Spending Turned
Cohen From Supporting Spending Bill
BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

Democratic U.S. Rep. Steve
Cohen of Memphis almost voted
for the Republic omnibus appropriations bill that recently passed
Congress, averting a government
shutdown.
But Cohen said this week he
ultimately couldn’t do it because
of the increase in defense spending that he fears makes President
Donald Trump more likely to go
to war, especially with Trump’s
replacement of national security
advisor H.R. McMaster with John
Bolton, who is to take office next
month.
“I thought about supporting
it. It gives Memphis a lot of help
from the federal government,”
Cohen told the Memphis Rotary Club Tuesday, March 27. “I
think there’s too much money
in defense already. … I’m fearful
that when you give that kind of

defense spending to a president
who is that enamored with the
military … that he would use that
to go to war.”
Cohen also said Republicans
pushing the bill through failed
to give the three days’ notice
they promised for review of the
2,200-page bill.
“That’s not the way government business should be done.
Part of the hurry was that we had
a Friday night date that the government might shut down,” he
told the crowd of 140 at Clayborn
Temple. “We could have gone
24 hours extra if needed. But the
real reason I think they rushed
it through is they didn’t want to
be around when the kids came
marching in Washington.”
Cohen was referring to the
March For Our Lives protest
against gun violence that drew
a large crowd to the Capitol last
weekend.
Meanwhile, Cohen doubts
Congress will pass a transporta-

tion and infrastructure bill but
said he favors the 25-cents-pergallon increase in the federal gas
tax to fund such a bill.
“I support the president’s
proposal,” said Cohen, who has
been one of Trump’s most vocal
critics in Congress and has called
for Trump’s impeachment. “A
couple of people told me not to
mention him. I try to put country
ahead of party.”
But Cohen remains a critic
and is currently rounding up
support for a measure that attempts to block Trump from
firing special prosecutor Robert
Mueller, who is investigating
Trump’s ties to Russia. It calls
for a review by a panel of federal
judges for any move to fire Mueller without cause.
Cohen said his measure has
166 sponsors.
“We’re still short. … We need
some Republicans,” he said. “I
don’t know why Republicans
wouldn’t want to get on it. This

STEVE COHEN
gives due process.”
In private conversations with
a retiring Republican House
member whom Cohen didn’t
name, Cohen said the lawmaker
told him he favors the measure
but won’t sponsor or vote for it
because he fears his staffers in
Washington would be “blackballed” after he leaves. Cohen

said another House Republican
said he feared favoring such a
measure would draw a challenge
from Trump supporters in the
August midterm congressional
primaries.
“There are a lot of Republicans that agree that there is a
problem with this president,”
Cohen said.
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lift continued from P18

LIFT’s impact included several
recommendations adopted by
EDGE’s Community Builder
payment-in-lieu-of-taxes (PILOT) program, Robertson said.
In addition to growing its
pool of loan money in the next
three years, LIFT wants to bring
more CDCs up to a high level of
functioning to adequately serve
their populations. LIFT officials
also want to support a network of
resident leaders who will begin to
collectively address shared goals
on such issues as transportation
and code enforcement.
Robertson won’t be satisfied
with any accomplishments until

a “sizeable number of people”
who make up the bottom or top
of negative lists see a huge difference in their quality of life in
Memphis.
“There’s a lot of work to be
done,” Robertson said. “I’m hard
on myself for what we are accomplishing. In my lifetime, I want us
to move the needle.”

(From left to right) Nada Shaaban, Emily Pacheco, Talonda
Marie and Cody Brock all volunteered their time through
Serve901 and Streets Ministries
to partner with Community LIFT
for the "Board Up" event on
March 22.
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)

(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)

The city’s “I Am A Man” Plaza by Clayborn Temple identifies the area that was the
starting point for daily marches to City Hall in 1968 by striking sanitation workers
and a growing group of supporters over the 64 days of the strike.
mlk continued from P21

Memphis group of several hundred gathered at Temple Israel. “And if you work 40
hours a week, do what you are supposed to
do, why should you not – in a country that
has more than enough – receive what you
need to care for your family?”
That is the standard those who question the city’s $70,000 grants to each of the
30 surviving 1968 sanitation strikers come
back to.
And since CNN and NPR commentator Angela Rye took Mayor Jim Strickland
to task and praised several local activists
at odds with Strickland – all at the city’s
formal commemoration of the strike Feb.
24 – Strickland’s administration has been
eager to respond to the criticism.

If progress is graded
by numbers
The average salary of a sanitation crew
member today is $32,790. That includes
health and other benefits, including a
$10,000 free life insurance policy. Sanitation
workers are not on the city’s pension plan.
They have Social Security and a 457(b) plan
to which the city contributes 2.53 percent.
It’s what the union picked in 1968
shortly after the strike was settled – choosing to go off the city pension plan in an
irreversible decision.
Along with the grants to the 1968 strikers, the city introduced a 401(a) matching
contribution program for all sanitation
workers on Social Security. It took effect last
August and ranges from 1.5 percent to 4.5
percent of salary, depending on how long

the employee has been with the city – a
higher percentage for more service.
Earle Fisher, pastor of Abyssinian
Baptist Church in Whitehaven, is one of
the critics of the administration who got
a shout-out from Rye at her speech at the
Orpheum Theatre.
His criticism is “the desire for us to do
the surface and superficial form of reconciliation without ever demanding through
policy and other types of corporate practices that we do some transformation and
some liberation.”
“Until these things are done substantively, we are going to continue to see
ourselves in these cycles, which is why 50
years after the assassination of Dr. King,
you still have us on the front lines trying
to fight for livable wages, putting more in
education instead of incarceration, asking
questions about health care and equitable
contracting.”
It’s also a challenge to those who want
to support change but want to be comfortable too.
“Of course, faith is a wonderful unifying
principle,” Fisher said. “But I think it also
demands a certain level of authenticity so
that when we do come together – whether
it be Sunday or Saturday or … whenever
we do come together – people are able to
be their full selves and their best selves.”
Even when the 1,300 men who went
on strike and carried “I Am A Man” signs
are judged the winners by the mayor of the
city and their names are etched in stone
near where they once marched, Rhodes
College’s McKinney said pushing for
change remains difficult and not a majority

proposition.
“There is no point in time where social
action is seen as mainstream or not extreme
by a majority of people,” McKinney said.
“Are the schools in Memphis rigidly segregated by race and class? Yes. Are AfricanAmericans still overwhelmingly shut out of
opportunities to do business with the city?
Yes. Are people still working full-time jobs
and battling poverty in Memphis? Yes.”
Strickland points to increasing the
amount of city contracts going to blackowned businesses from 12 percent when
he took office to 21 percent currently with a
goal of going higher as part of the “brilliant
at the basics” approach to city government.
Meanwhile, the report on poverty in
Memphis since 1968 by the National Civil
Rights Museum and the University of Memphis shows 48 percent of black children in
Shelby County live in poverty. And income
gaps between black and white have endured since 1968, seemingly impervious to
economic changes, cycles and factors over
that long period of time.
The report prompted Shelby County
Schools superintendent Dorsey Hopson
to propose raising the minimum wage for
SCS employees to $15 an hour, which would
affect about 1,200 employees making less
than that now.
Strickland said a retirement supplement for all active sanitation workers with
the bonuses for the 1968 strikers give public
works division employees a retirement
benefit comparable to other city employees
for the first time.
He estimates 5 percent of full-time city
employees make $15 or less an hour and
changing that is goal of his administration.
“We do know that some of our employees are below market. … We are making
strides bringing them up to par,” Strickland
said. “We’re not going to be able to rectify
that over one budget, maybe not even over
two. But we are working on that.”
Strickland has also said criticism of
the city’s recognition of the strike and assassination anniversary is coming from
critics who don’t reflect the views of most
Memphians.
“I’m not going to tell anybody they can’t
criticize me. It’s certainly their right,” he
said. “They are sort of engaged in a oneway fight because I have nothing against
them. I’ll let our actions speak for us. There
is more to be done. I’m very proud of our
record.”
Young, who has been in Memphis
several times in the last year, says there is
a stark difference between Strickland and

Loeb, and the city now versus in 1968.
“The atmosphere was one of fear and
hostility on the part of the mayor,” Young
said of Loeb. “I’m glad we have the mayor
here as a friend. I think there was tension
in the entire Memphis community over
Dr. King’s presence and our coming here.
But one of the things we’ve noticed on this
trip and the last few times I’ve been here
is there’s new spirit here. You kind of feel
good. You feel there is real hope and opportunity.”
Rev. Jesse Jackson gave Strickland credit
“for being sensitive enough to be a part of
the right side of history.”
McKinney sees a community “still battling with the reality of segregation in 2018.”
“The question,” he said, “is why aren’t
we doing more as a community – as a
city – to engage, substantively engage the
inequalities that we know persist in our
community?”

(Paul Schutzer)

APRIL 4: The National Civil
Rights Museum will host
a MLK50 Day of Remembrance and Commemorative Ceremony from 10 a.m.
to 6:15 p.m. in the museum
courtyard. The day will feature various performances,
programs and presentations, including a moment
of reflection and the
tolling of church bells at
6:01 p.m. The museum
itself will be open from 8
a.m. to 7 p.m. Visit mlk50.
civilrightsmuseum.org.

View an extended list
of MLK50 events with
this story online at
memphisdailynews.com.
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public notices
Foreclosure Notices
Fayette County
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated May 9, 2008, and
the Deed of Trust of even date securing
the same, recorded May 13, 2008,
Document No. 08003643, and modified on June 8, 2016, Document No.
16003362 in Office of the Register of
Deeds for Fayette County, Tennessee,
executed by Margaret Bells and Eric
D. Bells, conveying certain property
therein described to Southern Trust
Title Company as Trustee for Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc.,
as nominee for Avelo Mortgage, LLC
dba Senderra Funding, its successors
and assigns; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee by
Wells Fargo Bank, NA.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee, by Wells Fargo
Bank, NA, will, on May 15, 2018 on
or about 1:00 PM, at the Fayette
County Courthouse, Somerville, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR certified funds paid at the
conclusion of the sale, or credit bid
from a bank or other lending entity
pre-approved by the successor trustee.
The sale is free from all exemptions,
which are expressly waived in the Deed
of Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Fayette County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Beginning at an iron pin set in
the Southeast corner of the herein
described tract, being North 01
degrees 16 minutes 46 seconds
East 548.77 feet from an iron pin
set in the North line of Mt. Moriah
Church; thence with a new line of
Kilby South 89 degrees 01 minutes
31 seconds West 760.92 feet to
a p.k. set in the centerline of Ina
Road, being the Southwest corner of
the herein described tract; thence
with said road the following calls;
North 13 degrees 30 minutes 35
seconds East 94.70 feet; North 12
degrees 47 minutes 32 seconds
East 161.01
feet; North 11 degrees 32 minutes
29 seconds East 297.95 feet;
North 14 degrees 45 minutes 36
seconds East 46.34 feet to a p.k.
set in the Northwest corner of the
herein described tract; thence with
new lines of Kilby the following
calls: South 78 degrees 21 minutes
07 seconds East 654.94 feet to an
iron pin set in the Northeast corner of the herein described tract;
South 01 degree 16 minutes 46
seconds West 440.76 feet to the
point of beginning and containing
8.33 acres (gross) - .23 acres (row)
8.10 acres (net).
ALSO KNOWN AS: 2600 Ina Road,
Whiteville, TN 38075-7124
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded
plat; any unpaid taxes; any restrictive
covenants, easements, or setback
lines that may be applicable; any
statutory rights of redemption of any
governmental agency, state or federal;
any prior liens or encumbrances as
well as any priority created by a fixture
filing; and to any matter that an accurate survey of the premises might
disclose. In addition, the following
parties may claim an interest in the
above-referenced property:
MARGARET BELLS
ERIC D. BELLS
SECRETARY OF HOUSING & URBAN
DEVELOPMENT
The sale held pursuant to this Notice may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and

place for the sale set forth above. In
the event of inclement weather, the
trustee hereby announces that the sale
will be postponed for a period of two
weeks. In such situations, notices
will be mailed to interested parties
of record. W&A No. 232520
DATED March 13, 2018
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
Mar. 16, 23, 30, 2018 Fnn13721
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of Trust
Note dated December 1, 2006, and the
Deed of Trust of even date securing the
same, recorded December 19, 2006,
Document No. 06011188, in Office
of the Register of Deeds for Fayette
County, Tennessee, executed by Frank
Hartmann and Gail Hartman, conveying
certain property therein described to
Robert M. Wilson, Jr as Trustee for
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc., as nominee for Countrywide
Home Loans, Inc., its successors and
assigns; and the undersigned, Wilson
& Associates, P.L.L.C., having been
appointed Successor Trustee by M &
T Bank.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee, by M
& T Bank, will, on April 17, 2018 on
or about 1:00 PM, at the Fayette
County Courthouse, Somerville,
Tennessee, offer for sale certain
property hereinafter described to the
highest bidder FOR certified funds paid
at the conclusion of the sale, or credit
bid from a bank or other lending entity
pre-approved by the successor trustee.
The sale is free from all exemptions,
which are expressly waived in the
Deed of Trust, said property being
real estate situated in Fayette County,
Tennessee, and being more particularly
described as follows:
The following described real estate
located in, County of Shelby, State
of Tennessee, to wit: Lot no. 2, beginning at an iron stake in the east
margin of Hiawatha Street, this point
of being the southwest corner of lot
no. 1 of bond Subdivision; from said
point of beginning east 101.09 feet
to a stake. The southeast corner of
said lot no. 1; thence south, along
fencerow, 90.0 feet to a stake, the
northeast corner of lot no. 3 of said
Bond Subdivision; thence west 101.0
feet to an iron stake in the east
margin of said Hiawatha Street,
the northwest corner of said lot
no. 3, thence along margin of said
Hiawatha Street, 90.0 feet to the
beginning. Address: 418 S Hiawatha
St.; Somerville, TN 38068 tax map
or parcel ID No. : 090C-00101-000,
Tax map or parcel ID No.: 090C00101-000
ALSO KNOWN AS: 418 South
Hiawatha Street, Somerville, TN
38068
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
FRANK HARTMANN
GAIL HARTMAN
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above. In
the event of inclement weather, the
trustee hereby announces that the sale
will be postponed for a period of two
weeks. In such situations, notices
will be mailed to interested parties

of record. W&A No. 146529
DATED March 19, 2018
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
Mar. 23, 30, Apr. 6, 2018 Fnn13726
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Sale at public auction will be on
April 30, 2018 at 1:00PM local time,
at the south door, Fayette County
Courthouse, 16755 Highway 64,
Somerville, Tennessee pursuant to
Deed of Trust executed by Terrance
A. Henson and Jacquelyn Henson, to
Sam P. McClatchy, Jr., Trustee, as
trustee for Trustmark National Bank
on January 29, 2004 at Book D711,
Page 776, Instrument No. 04000990;
conducted by Shapiro & Ingle, LLP,
having been appointed Substitute or
Successor Trustee, all of record in the
Fayette County Register’s Office. Default has occurred in the performance
of the covenants, terms, and conditions
of said Deed of Trust and the entire
indebtedness has been declared due
and payable.
Party Entitled to Enforce the Debt:
Trustmark National Bank, its successors and assigns.
The following real estate located
in Fayette County, Tennessee, will be
sold to the highest call bidder:
Described property located at Fayette
County, Tennessee, to wit:
Lot 58, Phase IV, Timberlane
Subdivision, as shown on plat of
record in Plat Book 5, Page 70,
in the Register’s Office of Fayette
County, Tennessee, to which plat
reference is hereby made for a more
particular description of said property.
Being the same property conveyed to
Grantor(s) herein as shown in Warranty Deed of record in Book 432,
Page 568, in said Register’s Office.
Street Address: 50 Walnut Bend Cv,
Arlington, Tennessee 38002
Parcel Number: 039 114.00
Current Owner(s) of Property: Terrance A. Henson and Jacquelyn
Henson
The street address of the above
described property is believed to be
50 Walnut Bend Cv, Arlington, Tennessee 38002, but such address is
not part of the legal description of the
property sold herein and in the event of
any discrepancy, the legal description
herein shall control.
This sale is subject to, without limitation, all matters shown on any applicable recorded plat; any unpaid taxes;
any restrictive covenants, easements,
or setback lines that may be applicable;
any statutory right of redemption of
any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior liens or encumbrances
including those created by a fixture
filing or any applicable homeowners’
association dues or assessments; all
claims or other matters, whether of
record or not, which may encumber the
purchaser’s title and any matter that
an accurate survey of the premises
might disclose.
The following parties may claim an
interest in the above-referenced property to be affected by the foreclosure:
any judgment creditor or lien holder
with an interest subordinate to the said
Deed of Trust or any party claiming by,
through, or under any of the foregoing.
Such parties known to the Substitute
Trustee may include: None.
Terms of Sale will be public auction,
for cash, free and clear of rights of
homestead, redemption and dower to
the extent disclaimed or inapplicable,
and the rights of Terrance A. Henson
and Jacquelyn Henson, and those
claiming through him/her/it/them.
Any right of equity of redemption,
statutory and otherwise, and homestead are waived in accord with the
terms of said Deed of Trust, and the
title is believed to be good, but the
undersigned will sell and convey only
as Substitute Trustee.
The right is reserved to adjourn
the day of the sale to another day,
time, and place certain without further
publication, upon announcement at the
time and place for the sale set forth
above. If you purchase a property
at the foreclosure sale, the entire
purchase price is due and payable at
the conclusion of the auction in the
form of a certified/bank check made
payable to or endorsed to Shapiro &

Ingle, LLP. No personal checks will be
accepted. To this end, you must bring
sufficient funds to outbid the lender
and any other bidders. Insufficient
funds will not be accepted. Amounts
received in excess of the winning bid
will be refunded to the successful
purchaser at the time the foreclosure
deed is delivered.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender
or trustee. This sale may be rescinded
only by the Substitute Trustee at any
time. If the Substitute Trustee rescinds
the sale, the purchaser shall only be
entitled to a return of any money paid
towards the purchase price and shall
have no other recourse. Once the
purchaser tenders the purchase price,
the Substitute Trustee may deem the
sale final in which case the purchaser
shall have no remedy. The real property
will be sold AS IS, WHERE IS, with no
warranties or representations of any
kind, express or implied, including
without limitation, warranties regarding
condition of the property or marketability of title.
This office may be a debt collector.
This may be an attempt to collect a debt
and any information obtained may be
used for that purpose.
Shapiro & Ingle, LLP
Substitute Trustee
10130 Perimeter Parkway, Suite 400
Charlotte, NC 28216
Phone: (704) 333-8107
Fax: (704) 333-8156
www.auction.com
File No. 18-115114
Mar. 23, 30, Apr. 6, 2018 Fnn13730
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Sale at public auction will be on
April 30, 2018 at 1:00PM local time,
at the south door, Fayette County Courthouse, 16755 Highway 64, Somerville,
Tennessee pursuant to Deed of Trust
executed by Steve Stanley, to Arnold
M Weiss, Esq., Trustee, as trustee for
Wells Fargo Home Mortgage, Inc. on
November 29, 2002 at Book D648,
Page 50; and modified by agreement
recorded on September 8,2016 in Instrument number 16005386; conducted
by Shapiro & Ingle, LLP, having been
appointed Substitute or Successor
Trustee, all of record in the Fayette
County Register’s Office. Default has
occurred in the performance of the
covenants, terms, and conditions
of said Deed of Trust and the entire
indebtedness has been declared due
and payable.
Party Entitled to Enforce the Debt:
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., its successors
and assigns.
The following real estate located
in Fayette County, Tennessee, will be
sold to the highest call bidder:
Described property located at Fayette
County, Tennessee, to wit:
Lot 202, Section B, Terra Alta Lake
Subdivision, Plat Book 4, Page 10, in
the Registers Office for FAYETTE County, Tennessee which plat reference
is hereby made for a more particular
description of said property.
Being the same property conveyed to
Steve Stanley by deed from William
B. Dwyer and wife Carolyn L. Dwyer
filed for record in Book 563, Page 35,
Registers Office for FAYETTE County,
Tennessee, dated 10/13/00.
Property address known as: 875
Heaven Hill, Somerville, Tennessee
38068
Street Address: 875 Heaven Hill Dr,
Somerville, Tennessee 38068
Parcel Number: 094H A 048.00
Current Owner(s) of Property: Steve
Stanley
The street address of the above
described property is believed to be
875 Heaven Hill Dr, Somerville, Tennessee 38068, but such address is
not part of the legal description of the
property sold herein and in the event of
any discrepancy, the legal description
herein shall control.
This sale is subject to, without limitation, all matters shown on any applicable recorded plat; any unpaid taxes;
any restrictive covenants, easements,
or setback lines that may be applicable;
any statutory right of redemption of
any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior liens or encumbrances
including those created by a fixture

filing or any applicable homeowners’
association dues or assessments; all
claims or other matters, whether of
record or not, which may encumber the
purchaser’s title and any matter that
an accurate survey of the premises
might disclose.
The following parties may claim an
interest in the above-referenced property to be affected by the foreclosure:
any judgment creditor or lien holder
with an interest subordinate to the said
Deed of Trust or any party claiming by,
through, or under any of the foregoing.
Such parties known to the Substitute
Trustee may include: None.
Terms of Sale will be public auction,
for cash, free and clear of rights of
homestead, redemption and dower to
the extent disclaimed or inapplicable,
and the rights of Steve Stanley, and
those claiming through him/her/it/
them.
Any right of equity of redemption,
statutory and otherwise, and homestead are waived in accord with the
terms of said Deed of Trust, and the
title is believed to be good, but the
undersigned will sell and convey only
as Substitute Trustee.
The right is reserved to adjourn
the day of the sale to another day,
time, and place certain without further
publication, upon announcement at the
time and place for the sale set forth
above. If you purchase a property
at the foreclosure sale, the entire
purchase price is due and payable at
the conclusion of the auction in the
form of a certified/bank check made
payable to or endorsed to Shapiro &
Ingle, LLP. No personal checks will be
accepted. To this end, you must bring
sufficient funds to outbid the lender
and any other bidders. Insufficient
funds will not be accepted. Amounts
received in excess of the winning bid
will be refunded to the successful
purchaser at the time the foreclosure
deed is delivered.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender
or trustee. This sale may be rescinded
only by the Substitute Trustee at any
time. If the Substitute Trustee rescinds
the sale, the purchaser shall only be
entitled to a return of any money paid
towards the purchase price and shall
have no other recourse. Once the
purchaser tenders the purchase price,
the Substitute Trustee may deem the
sale final in which case the purchaser
shall have no remedy. The real property
will be sold AS IS, WHERE IS, with no
warranties or representations of any
kind, express or implied, including
without limitation, warranties regarding
condition of the property or marketability of title.
This office may be a debt collector.
This may be an attempt to collect a debt
and any information obtained may be
used for that purpose.
Shapiro & Ingle, LLP
Substitute Trustee
10130 Perimeter Parkway, Suite 400
Charlotte, NC 28216
Phone: (704) 333-8107
Fax: (704) 333-8156
www.auction.com
File No. 18-115059
Mar. 30, Apr. 6, 13, 2018 Fnn13729

Foreclosure Notices
Madison County
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of Trust
Note dated July 9, 2010, and the Deed
of Trust of even date securing the same,
recorded July 14, 2010, in Book No.
T1885, at Page 902, in Office of the
Register of Deeds for Madison County,
Tennessee, executed by Jack F. Keller,
III, conveying certain property therein
described to Arnold M. Weiss, Esq.
as Trustee for Wells Fargo Bank,
N.A.; and the undersigned, Wilson
& Associates, P.L.L.C., having been
appointed Successor Trustee by Wells
Fargo Bank, NA.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
Continued on Page 34
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Foreclosure Notices
Continued from Page 33
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee, by Wells Fargo
Bank, NA, will, on May 17, 2018 on
or about 10:00 AM, at the Madison
County Courthouse, Jackson, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR certified funds paid at the
conclusion of the sale, or credit bid
from a bank or other lending entity
pre-approved by the successor trustee.
The sale is free from all exemptions,
which are expressly waived in the
Deed of Trust, said property being
real estate situated in Madison County,
Tennessee, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning at an iron pin set in the
East margin of Potts Chapel Road,
which point is the Southwest corner

of the herein described tract, at the
art, North 84 degrees 52 minutes
Northwest corner of Larry Stewart
45 seconds West
(Deed Book 501, Page 39); thence
1933.56 feet to the point of beginfrom the point of beginning with the
ning, containing 6.74 acres.
East margin of Potts Chapel Road,
ALSO KNOWN AS: 496 Potts Chapel
North 11 degrees 11 minutes 15
Road, Jackson, TN 38305-9374
seconds East 50.00 feet to the
This sale is subject to all matters
Western most Northwest corner of shown on any applicable recorded plat;
the herein described tract; thence any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
on new lines through Keller, the
following calls: South 84 degrees that may be applicable; any statutory
52 minutes 45 seconds East rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
625.79 feet; North 11 degrees 11
minutes 15 seconds East 301.30 liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
feet to the South line of William
to any matter that an accurate survey
Nichols as recorded in Deed Book
503, Page 786, Register’s Office of of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
Madison County, Tennessee; thence
with the South line of Nichols, South an interest in the above- referenced
84 degrees 56 minutes 18 seconds property:
East 642.22 feet to an iron pin set JACK F. KELLER, III
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
at the Northeast corner of the herein
may be rescinded at the Successor
described tract; thence South 04
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
degrees 55 minutes 34 seconds
B:8.125”
West 350.00 feet to an iron pin set is reserved to adjourn the day of the
T:7.875”
at the Northeast corner of Stewart;
sale to another day, time, and place
thence with the North line of Stew-S:7” certain without further publication,

upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above. In
the event of inclement weather, the
trustee hereby announces that the sale
will be postponed for a period of two
weeks. In such situations, notices
will be mailed to interested parties
of record. W&A No. 247887
DATED March 12, 2018
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
Mar. 16, 23, 30, 2018 Fnn13720
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated March 25, 2009,
and the Deed of Trust of even date
securing the same, recorded March
27, 2009, in Book No. T1854, at
Page 518, in Office of the Register of
Deeds for Madison County, Tennessee,
executed by William K. Diffee and Jennifer L. Hutcherson, conveying certain
property therein described to Matt
B. Murfree as Trustee for Mortgage

T:10.5”

IWitnessBullying.org

B:10.75”

S:10”

Electronic Registration Systems,
Inc., as nominee for Guaranty Trust
Company, its successors and assigns;
and the undersigned, Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having been appointed
Successor Trustee by JPMorgan Chase
Bank, National Association.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee, by JPMorgan Chase
Bank, National Association, will, on
April 5, 2018 on or about 10:00 AM, at
the Madison County Courthouse, Jackson, Tennessee, offer for sale certain
property hereinafter described to the
highest bidder FOR certified funds paid
at the conclusion of the sale, or credit
bid from a bank or other lending entity
pre-approved by the successor trustee.
The sale is free from all exemptions,
which are expressly waived in the
Deed of Trust, said property being
real estate situated in Madison County,
Tennessee, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning at a point on the South
margin of Gobelet Road (30 feet at
right angles from centerline) at the
Northeast corner of Lot No. 6, Gobelet
Acres, as recorded in Plat Book No.
6, Page No. 90, in the Register’s
Office of Madison County, Tennessee; thence with the South margin
of Gobelet Road, North 71 degrees
16 minutes 29 seconds East a
distance of 100 feet to a point at
the Northwest corner of Lot No. 8;
thence with the West line of Lot No.
8, South 18 degrees 43 minutes 31
seconds East a distance of 435.60
feet to a point; thence South 71 degrees 16 minutes 29 seconds West
a distance of 100 feet to a point at
the Southeast corner of Lot No. 6;
thence with the East line of Lot No.
6, North 18 degrees 43 minutes 31
seconds West a distance of 435.60
feet to the point of beginning. Being
Lot No. 7, Gobelet Acres, platted as
aforesaid. This conveyance is subject to all restrictions, easements,
setback lines, and encumbrances
of record in the register’s office for
the aforesaid County.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 610 Gobelet Road,
Medon, TN 38356
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
WILLIAM K. DIFFEE
JENNIFER L. HUTCHERSON
CAVALRY SPV I, LLC
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above. In
the event of inclement weather, the
trustee hereby announces that the sale
will be postponed for a period of two
weeks. In such situations, notices
will be mailed to interested parties
of record. W&A No. 311053
DATED March 14, 2018
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
Mar. 16, 23, 30, 2018 Fnn13724
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Sale at public auction will be on
April 19, 2018 at 10:00AM local time,
at the north door, Madison County
Courthouse, 100 East Main Street,
Jackson, Tennessee pursuant to Deed
of Trust executed by Ignacio M. Arias,
to Holmes, Rich & Sigler, Trustee, as
trustee for Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. as nominee for
American Brokers Conduit on August
28, 2006 at Book T1770, Page 1828;
conducted by Shapiro & Ingle, LLP,
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public notices
having been appointed Substitute or
Successor Trustee, all of record in the
Madison County Register’s Office. Default has occurred in the performance
of the covenants, terms, and conditions
of said Deed of Trust and the entire
indebtedness has been declared due
and payable.
Party Entitled to Enforce the Debt:
U.S. Bank National Association, as
Trustee for Credit Suisse First Boston
Mortgage Securities Corp., CSAB
Mortgage-Backed Pass-Through Certificates, Series 2006-4, its successors
and assigns.
The following real estate located in
Madison County, Tennessee, will be
sold to the highest call bidder:
Described property located at Madison County, Tennessee, to wit:
BEING Lots 193 and 194 of Northfield
Estates, Section XV, a plat of which
appears of record in Plat Book 4, page
8, in the Register’s Office of Madison
County, Tennessee.
Being the same property conveyed
to grantor herein by deed recorded
in Deed Book 683, page 273 in the
Register’s Office of Madison County,
Tennessee.
Street Address: 45 Rossfield Cv,
Jackson, Tennessee 38305
Parcel Number: 055L C 021.00
Current Owner(s) of Property: Ignacio
M. Arias
The street address of the above
described property is believed to be
45 Rossfield Cv, Jackson, Tennessee
38305, but such address is not part
of the legal description of the property
sold herein and in the event of any discrepancy, the legal description herein
shall control.
This sale is subject to, without limitation, all matters shown on any applicable recorded plat; any unpaid taxes;
any restrictive covenants, easements,
or setback lines that may be applicable;
any statutory right of redemption of
any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior liens or encumbrances
including those created by a fixture
filing or any applicable homeowners’
association dues or assessments; all
claims or other matters, whether of
record or not, which may encumber the
purchaser’s title and any matter that
an accurate survey of the premises
might disclose.
The following parties may claim an
interest in the above-referenced property to be affected by the foreclosure:
any judgment creditor or lien holder
with an interest subordinate to the said
Deed of Trust or any party claiming by,
through, or under any of the foregoing.
Such parties known to the Substitute
Trustee may include: None.
Terms of Sale will be public auction,
for cash, free and clear of rights of
homestead, redemption and dower to
the extent disclaimed or inapplicable,
and the rights of Ignacio M. Arias,
and those claiming through him/her/
it/them.
Any right of equity of redemption,
statutory and otherwise, and homestead are waived in accord with the
terms of said Deed of Trust, and the
title is believed to be good, but the
undersigned will sell and convey only
as Substitute Trustee.
The right is reserved to adjourn
the day of the sale to another day,
time, and place certain without further
publication, upon announcement at the
time and place for the sale set forth
above. If you purchase a property
at the foreclosure sale, the entire
purchase price is due and payable at
the conclusion of the auction in the
form of a certified/bank check made
payable to or endorsed to Shapiro &
Ingle, LLP. No personal checks will be
accepted. To this end, you must bring
sufficient funds to outbid the lender
and any other bidders. Insufficient
funds will not be accepted. Amounts
received in excess of the winning bid
will be refunded to the successful
purchaser at the time the foreclosure
deed is delivered.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender
or trustee. This sale may be rescinded
only by the Substitute Trustee at any
time. If the Substitute Trustee rescinds
the sale, the purchaser shall only be
entitled to a return of any money paid

towards the purchase price and shall
have no other recourse. Once the
purchaser tenders the purchase price,
the Substitute Trustee may deem the
sale final in which case the purchaser
shall have no remedy. The real property
will be sold AS IS, WHERE IS, with no
warranties or representations of any
kind, express or implied, including
without limitation, warranties regarding
condition of the property or marketability of title.
This office may be a debt collector.
This may be an attempt to collect a debt
and any information obtained may be
used for that purpose.
Shapiro & Ingle, LLP
Substitute Trustee
10130 Perimeter Parkway, Suite 400
Charlotte, NC 28216
Phone: (704) 333-8107
Fax: (704) 333-8156
www.auction.com
File No. 18-115084
Mar. 23, 30, Apr. 6, 2018 Fnn13725
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated July 30, 2004, and
the Deed of Trust of even date securing the same, recorded August 2,
2004, in Book No. T1602, at Page 120,
and modified on February 21, 2014,
In Book No. T1972, At Page 832 in
Office of the Register of Deeds for
Madison County, Tennessee, executed
by Cynthia J. Tims, conveying certain
property therein described to Andrew
Valentine, Esq as Trustee for American
Home Mortgage; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee by
MidFirst Bank.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee, by MidFirst Bank,
will, on April 19, 2018 on or about
10:00 AM, at the Madison County
Courthouse, Jackson, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property hereinafter
described to the highest bidder FOR
certified funds paid at the conclusion
of the sale, or credit bid from a bank
or other lending entity pre-approved
by the successor trustee. The sale is
free from all exemptions, which are
expressly waived in the Deed of Trust,
said property being real estate situated in Madison County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Lying and being in Madison County,
Tennessee and more particularly
described as follows: Lot No. 119,
Section IX, Lake DeForest Estates,
a plat of which appears of record in
Plat Book 4 page 123, Register’s
Office of Madison County, Tennessee, reference to which plat is
hereby made for a more particular
description of said lot showing
its location and the length and
direction of its boundaries.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 17 Bermuda Drive,
Jackson, TN 38305-9500
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
CYNTHIA J. TIMS
TENNESSEE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
AGENCY B&H INVESTMENTS
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above. In
the event of inclement weather, the
trustee hereby announces that the sale
will be postponed for a period of two

weeks. In such situations, notices
will be mailed to interested parties
of record. W&A No. 328922
DATED March 22, 2018
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
Mar. 23, 30, Apr. 6, 2018 Fnn13732
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Sale at public auction will be on
May 3, 2018 at 10:00AM local time,
at the north door, Madison County
Courthouse, 100 East Main Street,
Jackson, Tennessee pursuant to Deed
of Trust executed by Henry Lee Holloman and Clarice Holloman, to Arnold
M. Weiss, Esq, Trustee, as trustee for
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A on December
29, 2005 at Book T1729, Page 696;
conducted by Shapiro & Ingle, LLP,
having been appointed Substitute or
Successor Trustee, all of record in the
Madison County Register’s Office. Default has occurred in the performance
of the covenants, terms, and conditions
of said Deed of Trust and the entire
indebtedness has been declared due
and payable.
Party Entitled to Enforce the Debt:
U.S. Bank National Association, as
Trustee for Citigroup Mortgage Loan
Trust Inc., Mortgage Pass-Through
Certificates, Series 2006-WF1, its
successors and assigns.
The following real estate located in
Madison County, Tennessee, will be
sold to the highest call bidder:
Described property located at Madison County, Tennessee, to wit:
BEGINNING at a stake in the south
east corner of Lot No. 7, Block 18
of the Thompson Fort Hill Place
Subdivision, a plat of which appears
of record in Plat Book 1 at page 98
in the Register’s Office of Madison
County, Tennessee; runs thence
North 128 feet to the south margin of
a ten-foot alley; thence East with said
alley 50 feet to the northwest corner
of Lot No. 11B; thence South 128
feet to the north margin of Fairmont
Avenue; thence west with the north
margin of Fairmont Avenue 5 feet to
the beginning. Being Lot No. 9, Block
18 of the Thompson Fort Hill Place
Subdivision, platted as aforesaid.
Being that property known as 423
Fairmont Avenue. (Legal description
taken from prior deed).
Being the real estate conveyed to
Henry Lee Holloman and wife, Clarice
Holloman by deed dated February 20,
1996 and filed for record February 26,
1996 in Deed Book 560, page 782,
in the Register’s Office of Madison
County, Tennessee.
Street Address: 423 Fairmont Ave,
Jackson, Tennessee 38301
Parcel Number: 65O-E-015.00
Current Owner(s) of Property: Henry
Lee Holloman
The street address of the above
described property is believed to be
423 Fairmont Ave, Jackson, Tennessee
38301, but such address is not part
of the legal description of the property
sold herein and in the event of any discrepancy, the legal description herein
shall control.
This sale is subject to, without limitation, all matters shown on any applicable recorded plat; any unpaid taxes;
any restrictive covenants, easements,
or setback lines that may be applicable;
any statutory right of redemption of
any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior liens or encumbrances
including those created by a fixture
filing or any applicable homeowners’
association dues or assessments; all
claims or other matters, whether of
record or not, which may encumber the
purchaser’s title and any matter that
an accurate survey of the premises
might disclose.
The following parties may claim an
interest in the above-referenced property to be affected by the foreclosure:
any judgment creditor or lien holder
with an interest subordinate to the said
Deed of Trust or any party claiming by,
through, or under any of the foregoing.
Such parties known to the Substitute
Trustee may include: Citibank South
Dakota, N.A. c/o John M. Richardson,
Jr. P.C.; Discover Bank c/o John M.
Richardson, Jr., P.C..
Terms of Sale will be public auction,
for cash, free and clear of rights of
homestead, redemption and dower to

the extent disclaimed or inapplicable,
and the rights of Henry Lee Holloman
and Clarice Holloman, and those claiming through him/her/it/them.
Any right of equity of redemption,
statutory and otherwise, and homestead are waived in accord with the
terms of said Deed of Trust, and the
title is believed to be good, but the
undersigned will sell and convey only
as Substitute Trustee.
The right is reserved to adjourn
the day of the sale to another day,
time, and place certain without further
publication, upon announcement at the
time and place for the sale set forth
above. If you purchase a property
at the foreclosure sale, the entire
purchase price is due and payable at
the conclusion of the auction in the
form of a certified/bank check made
payable to or endorsed to Shapiro &
Ingle, LLP. No personal checks will be
accepted. To this end, you must bring
sufficient funds to outbid the lender
and any other bidders. Insufficient
funds will not be accepted. Amounts
received in excess of the winning bid
will be refunded to the successful
purchaser at the time the foreclosure
deed is delivered.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender
or trustee. This sale may be rescinded
only by the Substitute Trustee at any
time. If the Substitute Trustee rescinds
the sale, the purchaser shall only be
entitled to a return of any money paid
towards the purchase price and shall
have no other recourse. Once the
purchaser tenders the purchase price,
the Substitute Trustee may deem the
sale final in which case the purchaser
shall have no remedy. The real property
will be sold AS IS, WHERE IS, with no
warranties or representations of any
kind, express or implied, including
without limitation, warranties regarding
condition of the property or marketability of title.
This office may be a debt collector.
This may be an attempt to collect a debt
and any information obtained may be
used for that purpose.
Shapiro & Ingle, LLP
Substitute Trustee
10130 Perimeter Parkway, Suite
400
Charlotte, NC 28216
Phone: (704) 333-8107
Fax: (704) 333-8156
www.auction.com
File No. 18-115080
Mar. 30, Apr. 6, 13, 2018 Fnn13728
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated March 25, 2002,
and the Deed of Trust of even date
securing the same, recorded April 8,
2002, in Book No. T1371, at Page 661,
in Office of the Register of Deeds for
Madison County, Tennessee, executed
by James D. Dennison and Deborah
J. Dennison, conveying certain property therein described to First Title as
Trustee for First Horizon Home Loan
Corporation; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee by
MidFirst Bank.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee, by MidFirst Bank,
will, on April 19, 2018 on or about
10:00 AM, at the Madison County
Courthouse, Jackson, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property hereinafter
described to the highest bidder FOR
certified funds paid at the conclusion
of the sale, or credit bid from a bank
or other lending entity pre-approved
by the successor trustee. The sale is
free from all exemptions, which are
expressly waived in the Deed of Trust,
said property being real estate situated in Madison County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
All that certain lot or parcel of land
lying and being in the 3rd Civil District
of Madison County, Tennessee,

being more particularly described
as follows: Beginning at an iron
pin on the east margin of Oldham
Drive (25 feet from right angles
from centerline) at the northwest
corner of Lot 54, Section IV, Revised
Northmeade Woods Subdivision, as
recorded in Plat Book 4. page 359,
in the Register’s Office of Madison
County, Tennessee; thence with the
east margin of Oldham Drive North
22 degrees 30 minutes 34 seconds
West a distance of 7.26 feet to a
point at the beginning of a curve:
thence with said curve (Radius
235.42 feet) at the right a distance
of 92.45 feet to a point; thence North
0 degrees 00 minutes 34 seconds
West a distance of 3.20 feet to an
iron pin at the southwest comer of
Lot 56, Section IV as recorded in Plat
Book 4, Page 329, in said Register’s
Once; thence with the south line of
Lot 56 North 89 degrees 59 minutes
28 seconds East a distance of 235
feet to a point in the centerline of a
ditch; thence with said ditch South
0 degrees 00 minutes 34 seconds
East a distance of 100 feet to a point
at the northeast corner of Lot 54:
thence with the north line of Lot 54
South 89 degrees 59 seconds 26
minutes West a distance of 21030
feet to the point of beginning. Being
Lot 55, Section IV, Revised, Northmeade Woods Subdivision, platted as
aforesaid, as surveyed by David Hall
Land Surveying Company RLS #943,
on September 21.1994. (Legal
description revised pursuant to an
Attorney’s Affidavit to be recorded
prior to foreclosure).
ALSO KNOWN AS: 140 Oldham Drive,
Jackson, TN 38305
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
JAMES D. DENNISON
DEBORAH J. DENNISON
JUDY DENNISON
SARA MICHELLE DENNISON
MICHAEL BRANDON DENNISON
JON CHESLEY DENNISON
ESTATE OF JAMES D. DENNISON
HEIRS OF JAMES D. DENNISON
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above. In
the event of inclement weather, the
trustee hereby announces that the sale
will be postponed for a period of two
weeks. In such situations, notices
will be mailed to interested parties
of record. W&A No. 328984
DATED March 23, 2018
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
Mar. 30, Apr. 6, 13, 2018 Fnn13734
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated May 24, 2006,
and the Deed of Trust of even date
securing the same, recorded May 31,
2006, in Book No. T1759, at Page
1160, in Office of the Register of
Deeds for Madison County, Tennessee,
executed by Cindy B. Holt and Myron
S. Holt, conveying certain property
therein described to NLC, INC as
Trustee for Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc., as nominee
for First NLC Financial Services, LLC,
its successors and assigns; and the
undersigned, Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., having been appointed Successor Trustee by Deutsche Bank
National Trust Company, as Trustee for
Ixis Real Estate Capital Trust 2006-HE3
Mortgage Pass Through Certificates,
Series 2006-HE3.
Continued on Page 36
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Continued from Page 35
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee, by Deutsche Bank
National Trust Company, as Trustee for
Ixis Real Estate Capital Trust 2006-HE3
Mortgage Pass Through Certificates,
Series 2006-HE3, will, on April 25,
2018 on or about 1:00 PM, at the
Madison County Courthouse, Jackson, Tennessee, offer for sale certain
property hereinafter described to the
highest bidder FOR certified funds paid
at the conclusion of the sale, or credit
bid from a bank or other lending entity
pre-approved by the successor trustee.
The sale is free from all exemptions,
which are expressly waived in the Deed
of Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Madison County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
BEGINNING at a stake in the south
margin of Fox Ridge Road at the
northwest corner of the lot herein
conveyed and the northeast corner
of Lot No. 17, Section 1, Fox Ridge
Subdivision, a plat of which appears
of record in Plat Book 3, at page
82, in the Register’s Office of
Madison County, Tennessee; runs
thence with east line of Lot No. 17
South 1 degree West 104.7 feet to
a stake at the southeast corner of
Lot No. 17 and the northeast corner
of Lot No. 18; runs thence with
east line of Lot No. 18 South 23
degrees 40 minutes West to a
stake at the southeast corner of
Lot no. 18 and in the west line of
Lot No. 29; runs thence with the
west line of Lot No. 29 North 39
degrees East 84.4 feet to a stake
at the southwest corner of Lot No.
52; runs thence with the west line
of Lot No. 52 North 3 degrees 8
minutes East 140 feet to a stake
in the south margin of Fox Ridge
Road at the northwest corner of
Lot No. 52; runs thence with south
margin of Fox Ridge Road and with
the curve of said Road in a westerly
direction 21 feet to a stake in the
south margin of Fox Ridge Road and
continues with the south margin of
Fox Ridge Road North 86 degrees
52 minutes West 76.25 feet to the
point of beginning. Being Lot No. 53
of Fox Ridge Subdivision, Section I,
platted as aforesaid.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 162 Fox Ridge
Road, Jackson, TN 38305
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
CINDY B. HOLT
MYRON S. HOLT
FIRST TENNESSEE BANK, NA
CARMEL FINANCIAL CORPORATION
WEST TN BONE & JOINT CLINIC
SPORTS ORTHOPEDICS AND SPINE
PORTFOLIO RECOVERY ASSOCIATES, LLC ASSIGNEE OF HSBC BANK

NEVADA, N.A. MIDLAND FUNDING,
LLC
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above. In
the event of inclement weather, the
trustee hereby announces that the sale
will be postponed for a period of two
weeks. In such situations, notices
will be mailed to interested parties
of record. W&A No. 326642
DATED March 26, 2018
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
Mar. 30, Apr. 6, 13, 2018 Fnn13736

Foreclosure Notices
Tipton County
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated April 10, 2015,
and the Deed of Trust of even date
securing the same, recorded April 13,
2015, in Book No. 1651, at Page 554,
in Office of the Register of Deeds for
Tipton County, Tennessee, executed
by Chiquita T. White, conveying certain
property therein described to Danny
Goulder, Attorney At Law as Trustee
for Mortgage Electronic Registration
Systems, Inc., as nominee for Moria
Development Inc, its successors and
assigns; and the undersigned, Wilson
& Associates, P.L.L.C., having been
appointed Successor Trustee by Wells
Fargo Bank, NA.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee, by Wells Fargo
Bank, NA, will, on May 15, 2018 on
or about 10:00 AM, at the Tipton
County Courthouse, Covington, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR certified funds paid at the
conclusion of the sale, or credit bid
from a bank or other lending entity
pre-approved by the successor trustee.
The sale is free from all exemptions,
which are expressly waived in the Deed
of Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Tipton County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Lot 13, Owen Subdivision, Section
C, as shown on plat of record in
Plat Cabinet F, Slide 179B, in the
Register’s Office of Tipton County,
Tennessee, to which plat reference
is hereby made for a more particular
description of said lot. This conveyance is subject to building lines and
easements in Plat Cabinet F, Slide
179B, in the Register’s Office of
Tipton County.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 199 Brook Hollow
Drive, Brighton, TN 38011
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
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liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
CHIQUITA T. WHITE
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above. In
the event of inclement weather, the
trustee hereby announces that the sale
will be postponed for a period of two
weeks. In such situations, notices
will be mailed to interested parties
of record. W&A No. 328780
DATED March 20, 2018
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
Mar. 23, 30, Apr. 6, 2018 Fnn13731
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Sale at public auction will be on April
30, 2018 on or about 11:00AM local
time, at the North door of the Tipton
County Courthouse in Covington, Tennessee, conducted by the Substitute
Trustee as identified and set forth
herein below, pursuant to Deed of Trust
executed by PATRICIA HARPER, to Mary
L Aronov, Trustee, on February 23,
2005, at Record Book 1199, Page 815830 as Instrument No. 71183 in the
real property records of Tipton County
Register’s Office, Tennessee.
Owner of Debt: U.S. BANK N.A.,IN ITS
CAPACITY AS TRUSTEE FOR THE REGISTERED HOLDERS OF HOME EQUITY
ASSET TRUST 2005-3, HOME EQUITY
PASS-THROUGH CERTIFICATES, SERIES 2005-3
The following real estate located in
Tipton County, Tennessee, will be sold
to the highest call bidder subject to all
unpaid taxes, prior liens and encumbrances of record:
Being a lot off of a 4.32 acre tract of
land conveyed to Jimmy Payne and
wife by deed from David Jones as appears of record in Deed Book No. 247,
Page No. 175 of the Register`s Office
of Tipton County, Tennessee, and said
lot being described as follows:
Beginning at a stake which is Aileen
Alexander`s N.E. corner and Jimmie
Payne & Lillian Paynes` S.E. corner,
and Horace Sterling`s west line;
thence North 2.5 chains to a stake in
Sterling`s line; thence West 2.0 chains
to a stake; thence South 2.5 chains
to a stake in Aileen Alexander`s north
line; thence East 2.0 chains to beginning corner, containing 0.5 acres.
BEING the same property conveyed to
PAUL PAYNE and his wife, ODESSA
PAYNE by Deed from JIMMY PAYNE
and his wife, LILLIAN PAYNE, dated
05/21/65, recorded 05/22/65, in
Book 284, Page 80, in the Register`s
Office of Tipton County, Tennessee.
Tax ID: 07-142HA-024.00
Current Owner(s) of Property: PATRICIA
HARPER
The street address of the above described property is believed to be 154
Roseland Acres Rd, Atoka, TN 38004,
but such address is not part of the legal
description of the property sold herein
and in the event of any discrepancy,
the legal description referenced herein
shall control.
SALE IS SUBJECT TO OCCUPANT(S)
RIGHTS IN POSSESSION.
THE RIGHT IS RESERVED TO ADJOURN
THE DAY OF THE SALE TO ANOTHER
DAY, TIME AND PLACE CERTAIN WITHOUT FURTHER PUBLICATION, UPON ANNOUNCEMENT AT THE TIME AND PLACE
FOR THE SALE SET FORTH ABOVE. THE
TERMS OF SALE ARE CASH. ANY TAXES
OR FEES WILL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PURCHASER. IF THE SALE
IS SET ASIDE FOR ANY REASON, THE
PURCHASER AT THE SALE SHALL BE
ENTITLED ONLY TO A RETURN OF THE
PURCHASE PRICE. THE PURCHASER
SHALL HAVE NO FURTHER RECOURSE
AGAINST THE GRANTOR, THE GRANTEE,
OR THE TRUSTEE.
OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES: CAPITAL
ONE BANK USA NA
THIS IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT
A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT

PURPOSE.
If applicable, the notice requirements of
T.C.A. 35-5-101 have been met.
All right of equity of redemption, statutory and otherwise, and homestead are
expressly waived in said Deed of Trust,
but the undersigned will sell and convey
only as Substitute Trustee.
If the U.S. Department of Treasury/IRS,
the State of Tennessee Department of
Revenue, or the State of Tennessee Department of Labor or Workforce Development are listed as Interested Parties
in the advertisement, then the Notice of
this foreclosure is being given to them
and the Sale will be subject to the applicable governmental entities’ right to
redeem the property as required by 26
U.S.C. 7425 and T.C.A. §67-1-1433.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender
or trustee. If the sale is set aside
for any reason, the Purchaser at the
sale shall be entitled only to a return
of the purchase price. The Purchaser
shall have no further recourse against
the Mortgagor, the Mortgagee or the
Mortgagee’s attorney.
MWZM FILE NO. 18-000235-670
MACKIE WOLF ZIENTZ & MANN, P. C.,
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE(S)
PREMIER BUILDING, SUITE 404
5217 MARYLAND WAY
BRENTWOOD, TENNESSEE 37027
PHONE: (615) 238-3630
EMAIL: TNSALES@MWZMLAW.COM
Mar. 30, Apr. 6, 13, 2018 Fnn13738
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Sale at public auction will be on May
31, 2018 at 10:00 a.m., local time,
at the north door of the Tipton County
Courthouse, 100 Court Square, Covington, TN 38019, pursuant to Deed
of Trust executed by Marlyn Stringfellow and Roy P. Stringfellow, wife and
husband, to Arnold M. Weiss, Esq.,
as Trustee for Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.,
dated December 7, 2010, of record in
Record Book 1499, Page 47, in the
Register’s Office for Tipton County, Tennessee (“Deed of Trust”), conducted
by Padgett Law Group, having been
appointed Substitute Trustee, all of
record in the Tipton County Register’s
Office. Default in the performance of
the covenants, terms, and conditions
of said Deed of Trust has been made;
and the entire indebtedness has been
declared due and payable.
Party entitled to enforce the debt: Nationstar Mortgage LLC d/b/a Champion
Mortgage Company
Other interested parties: Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development; Heirs
of Roy P. Stringfellow
The hereinafter described real property
located in Tipton County will be sold to
the highest call bidder subject to all
unpaid taxes, prior liens and encumbrances of record:.
Legal Description: Commencing at
a point in the centerline of Faulkner
Heights Drive (end of asphalt) and
being the Northeast corner of Tammy
Stringfellow, in Book 707, Page 501,
in the Tipton County Register`s Office,
thence North 80 degrees 32` 26”
West along the centerline of a dirt
road a distance of 179.08 feet to a
point, the Northwest corner of Tammy
Stringfellow (Deed Book 707, Page
501), thence along the East side of
said dirt road South 31 deg. 18` 49”
West a distance of 104.92 feet to a
set 1/2 inch rebar being the Northeast
corner of this .84 Acre Tract and being the Point of Beginning for this .84
Acre Tract; thence North 65 deg. 30`
45” West, a distance of 167.10 feet
to a fence corner (white picket fence)
being the Northwest corner of said .84
Acre Tract; thence South 38 deg. 03`
54” West, a distance of 157.05 feet
to a fence post on above said fence;
thence South 06 deg. 29` 28” West,
a distance of 104.56 feet to a fence
corner, thence South 89 deg. 43` 33”
East a distance 170.19 feet to a set
1/2 inch rebar being the Southeast
corner of this .84 Acre Tract, also
being in the West line of a 4.30 Acre
Tract, thence North 12 deg. 28` 57”
West, a distance of 36.37 feet to a
set iron pin; thence North 38 deg. 31`
40” East, a distance of 157.96 feet to
the Point of Beginning, encompassing
.84 Acres of land more or less. Also
conveyed is the following 50` Ingress

and Egress Easement: Beginning at
a point in the centerline of Faulkner
Heights Drive (end of Asphalt) and
being the Northeast corner of Tammy
Stringfellow, Deed Book 707, Page
501, in the Tipton County Register`s
Office, thence North 80 deg. 32` 26”
West along the centerline of a dirt
road a distance of 179.08 feet to a
point, the Northwest corner of Tammy
Stringfellow (Deed Book 707, Page
501), thence along the East side of
said dirt road South 31 deg. 18` 49”
West, a distance of 104.92 feet to a
set 1/2 inch rebar being the Northeast
corner of .84 Acre Tract; thence North
65 deg. 30` 45” West, a distance of 50
feet to a point; thence running along the
West side of easement (remaining at
all time parallel to the East side) North
31 deg. 18` 49” West, a distance of
154.92 feet to a point; thence South
80 deg. 32` 26” East, 229.08 feet to
a point the Northeast corner of this
easement; thence South 14 deg 11`
27” East, a distance of 50 feet to the
point of beginning of this 50 Ingress
and Egress Easement. This Easement
being a portion of a 6.77 Acre tract
conveyed to Marlyn Stringfellow at Book
1417, Page 542, in the Tipton County
Register`s Office.
Street Address: The street address
of the property is believed to be 453
Faulkner Heights Drive, Atoka, TN
38004, but such address is not part of
the legal description of the property. In
the event of any discrepancy, the legal
description herein shall control.
Map/Parcel Number: 084097 04202
Current owner(s) of Property: Heirs of
Roy P. Stringfellow
This sale is subject to all matters shown
on any applicable recorded Plat or Plan;
any unpaid taxes and assessments;
any restrictive covenants, easements
or setback lines that may be applicable;
rights of redemption, equity, statutory
or otherwise, not otherwise waived
in the Deed of Trust, including rights
of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; and any and
all prior deeds of trust, liens, dues,
assessments, encumbrances, defects,
adverse claims and other matters that
may take priority over the Deed of Trust
upon which this foreclosure sale is
conducted or are not extinguished by
this Foreclosure Sale.
THE PROPERTY IS SOLD WITHOUT ANY
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES,
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, RELATING
TO TITLE, MARKETABILITY OF TITLE,
POSSESSION, QUIET ENJOYMENT OR
THE LIKE AND FITNESS FOR A GENERAL
OR PARTICULAR USE OR PURPOSE.
The title is believed to be good, but
the undersigned will sell and convey
only as Substitute Trustee.
The right is reserved to adjourn the
sale to another time certain or to
another day, time, and place certain,
without further publication upon announcement on the day, time, and
place of sale set forth above or any
subsequent adjourned day, time, and
place of sale.
If you purchase a property at the foreclosure sale, the entire purchase price
is due and payable at the conclusion
of the auction in the form of a certified
check made payable to or endorsed
to Padgett Law Group. No personal
checks will be accepted. To this end,
you must bring sufficient funds to outbid the lender and any other bidders.
Insufficient funds will not be accepted.
Amounts received, in excess of the
winning bid will be refunded to the
successful purchaser at the time the
foreclosure deed is delivered.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender or
trustee. This sale may be rescinded by
the Substitute Trustee at any time.
THIS IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT
A DEBT, AND ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT
PURPOSE.
Padgett Law Group, Substitute Trustee
6267 Old Water Oak Road, Suite
203
Tallahassee, Florida 32312
PH: (850) 422-2520
FX: (850) 422-2567
PLG#18-001577
Mar. 30, Apr. 6, 13, 2018 Fnn13740
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Week of 4/2/18 - 4/8/18

puzzles

events
South Main Trolley Night will be held Friday, March 30,
from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the South Main Historic Arts District. Enjoy art exhibitions, live music, and shopping as
businesses, galleries, restaurants and shops stay open
late. Visit gosouthmain.com for details.
Abundant Grace Fellowship hosts
performances of “The Gospel According to Soul” Friday and Sunday, March
30-31, from 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. and
Sunday, April 1, from 6 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
at 1574 E. Shelby Drive. Produced by
Stage 88, the production combines the
gospel story of Jesus with the stirring
sounds of soul music from the 1960s
and ’70s. Tickets are $25. Visit stage88.
com.
SRVS Kids & Families hosts the 22nd
annual 5K Bunny Run and 1-mile Family Fun Run/Walk on Saturday, March
31, at 9 a.m. at The Grove at Oak Court
Mall, 530 Oak Court Drive. Registration
begins at 7:30 a.m. The event includes
a visit by the Easter bunny, egg hunt,
music, food trucks and more. Visit bunnyrun.racesonline.com for registration
fees and information.
Memphis Botanic Garden’s Family
Egg Hunt takes place Saturday, March
31, from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. at MBG, 750
Cherry Road. The event will include agedivided egg hunts for children 10 and
younger, a family egg hunt, magic show,
live music, crafts and more. Advance
tickets are $6 for members and $8 for
nonmembers (children under 2 get in

free). Tickets at the gate are $10, based
on availability. Visit memphisbotanicgarden.com/egghunt for details.
John Hiatt & The Goners, featuring
Sonny Landreth will perform Saturday,
March 31, at 8 p.m. at Germantown
Performing Arts Center, 1801 Exeter
Road. The concert celebrates the 30th
anniversary of “Slow Turning,” with Hiatt
and the Goners playing the album in its
entirety along with greatest hits. Buy
tickets at gpacweb.com.
Truth Booth will be set up in Memphis
Park, on North Front Street between
Court and Jefferson avenues, Tuesday,
April 3 from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. The interactive global project features an inflatable, portable speech bubble recording
booth that gives visitors the opportunity to share and record their truth. Visit
facebook.com/memphisgreenspace for
details.
Talk Shoppe will meet Wednesday,
April 4, from 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. at Pinot’s
Palette, 8225 Dexter Road, suite 103.
Jeff Armour of Armour’s Home Inspections will present “Home Inspections
101.” Cost is free. Visit talkshoppe.com.

Visit memphisdailynews.com for a special listing of MLK50 events.

jack daniel’s continued from P25

landscape, it is likely to get support from a
friendly Republican-controlled Legislature.
State Sen. Ken Yager, a Kingston Republican sponsoring the Senate version
of the barrels tax exemption, says he was
“disappointed” with the attorney general’s
opinion and plans to introduce the same
amendment as Alexander.
“We’re going to proceed and we’re
filing the amendment, probably the same

speech continued from P6

of elementary, junior high and high school
kids participate,” Rudd said. “Our library
staff has already reached out.”
While he was not able to attend, Avron
Fogelman provided this statement: "Growing up in Memphis, I had a special feeling
for what Dr. King accomplished, so I was
especially pleased to have the opportunity
to own this iconic speech in which Dr. King
first wrote the phrase most closely associated with the civil rights movement,"
Fogelman said. "This is the first time I have
shared this speech with the public, and I'm
delighted to share it with the University of
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one David Alexander has, on the Senate side, which we think will correct the
problem and the concern of the attorney
general.”
Asked if the Legislature is rewriting the
law to deal with the Jack Daniel’s situation,
Yager says, “That’s what bills do.”
Sam Stockard is a Nashville-based reporter
covering the Legislature for the Nashville
Ledger and Memphis Daily News. He can be
reached at sstockard44@gmail.com.

Memphis for its month-long exhibit honoring Dr. King on the 50th anniversary of his
assassination.”
Upcoming university-related events
happening during the anniversary of his
assassination include a symposium and
luncheon hosted by the U of M Cecil C.
Humphreys School of Law at The Peabody
hotel on April 2. The keynote address will be
given by the Honorable Eric Holder, former
U.S. attorney general.
On Saturday March 31, a screening of
“At the River I Stand” will be held at the
Halloran Centre, followed by a panel discussion moderated by Dr. Cornell Brooks,
former president and CEO of the NAACP.

The Weekly Crossword
ACROSS
1 Snide remark
5 Waikiki wiggle
9 Small sample
14 Burn soother
15 Part of CPU
16 Rack up, as debt
17 Fireplace fodder
18 Unwritten
reminder
20 Vile smile
22 NAREB member
23 See eye to eye
24 Staircase part
25 School session
28 Disparage
30 Chocolate
source
31 Dog-scolding
word
34 Pickup shtick
35 Eye site
36 Putting up with
38 Abandons
39 Cease and
_____
40 Cheesy
sandwich
41 Turn red, maybe
42 Full range
43 Phony sort
45 Mideast bigwig
46 Tropical tuber
47 In the ___ of
(amongst)
51 More than a few
53 Geologic period
54 Haitian, for one
57 Folklore fiend
58 "Not ___!"
59 Knowing about
60 Feudal estate
61 Gabbana's
partner
62 Must-have
63 Pedal pushers
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3 Daltrey of The
35 Brazilian soccer 48 Stray calf
Who
legend
49 Rock fragments
4 Be suitable for,
37 Water pill
50 Shrinkage, to a
old-style
38 Barren
retailer
5 Droning sound
40 Glacial deposit
52 Wall climber
6 Precise
43 Presidential
54 Bunch of bills
7 Family history
grant
55 It may be inflated
8 Reach, as a goal 44 Sucker deal
56 Sign of approval
9 Pinball error
46 Gymnast's goal
10 Mark up
11 Golfer's tally
Answers to Last Week’s Crossword:
12 Egyptian boy
S L A P
H O P E
E A S T
king
N A S A L
A U R A
S L O E
13 Before, to a
O P I N E
S T O C K P I L E
sonneteer
B A D D E B T S
H E R E O N
19 "Is that ___?"
Z E E
L E E R
G I N
21 Pragmatic one
M O O N L I T
T A P S
26 Threadbare
L A R I A T
L O U D
B O P
27 Bullwinkle, e.g.
E L E C T O R
T R A I L E R
29 Fabric fuzz
N O T
S U E T
N I N E T Y
30 Halloween wear
T A R N I S H
D E A R
31 Policeman's
L A G
P E E N
A V E
shield
S P I N E T
L E G A L I S M
Week
of
4/2/18
4/8/18
32 At right angles
P A S T A
L E A S E H O L D
to ship's keel
E V I L
E N T E R
A L T O
33 Ouster
E A S E
T A R T
T E E M

SUDOKU

Edited by Margie E. Burke

Difficulty: Easy
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DOWN
1 Modeler's wood
2 Word with tag
or string

6

9
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31

6

HOW TO SOLVE:

7
2 8

1

Each row must contain the
numbers 1 to 9; each column must
contain the numbers 1 to 9; and
each set of 3 by 3 boxes must
contain the numbers 1 to 9.
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Answers to Last Week’s Sudoku:
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50 Years After King's Death,
What Have We Learned?

W

hen sanitation workers Echol Cole and
Robert Walker were
crushed by a garbage
truck compactor on
Feb. 1, 1968, it sparked a 64-day strike
that reverberated throughout Memphis
and beyond.
On one side were those committed to
long-term, enduring change; on the other,
those steadfast in their desire to preserve
the status quo. Caught in the middle were
Memphians trying to make the best life for
themselves, their families and their communities on a day-to-day basis without
the luxury of looking much beyond the
next paycheck.
The days after Dr. Martin Luther
King’s assassination on April 4 should
have taught us more about each other,
and about the power one person has to
create powerful change. But 50 years
later, many would say we still have a long
way to go.
One lesson we take from 1968 is that
freedom isn’t defined by a majority vote.
Transformation rarely begins with those
in power, but rather with a groundswell of
visionaries who recognize freedom – and
the gifts it brings – is of benefit to all.
Jostled and crowded in our chaotic
Downtown streets 50 years ago, King was
tested as he had never been by any other
city. The challenge was more urgent
because more was at stake. King’s views
on justice had been broadening during
the last year of his life, and some in the
movement dissented from his evolving
views.
Those close to him advised him
not to return to Memphis, just as they

had advised him not to come in the
first place. But in the struggle of 1,300
Memphis sanitation workers, King saw
his cause as well as a broader vision for
the nation. And in his fateful return, he
saw a way through the chaos to a more
hopeful, just place.
The journey and the destination remain ours. So does the challenge.
We have work to do – all of us. Uncomfortable realities have defined us as a city
for so long that they’ve become a narrative
that robs many of us of hope.
For our young people, it turns a normal desire to explore the world into a
permanent exodus for too many, while
others feel they’ll never have a chance to
break free of the neighborhood they’ve
always called home.
The income gap between black and
white Memphians continues, no matter
the national economic conditions. Fortyeight percent of black Shelby County
children live in poverty. Those are facts
of life in present-day Memphis, not the
Memphis of 1968.
But amid the longstanding problems,
something else has endured: the promise
and hope of a city whose struggle against
long odds has both inspired the world and
been the focus of its grief.
With the opening of I Am A Man
Plaza this week, Memphis finally acknowledges with words in stone that 1,300
sanitation workers were on the right side
of history.
Fifty years after 1968, it is up to us
to be the transformative visionaries.
Let’s begin making the changes that put
Memphis on the right side of history as it
is being made.

Gunnysacking
DAN CONAWAY
MEMPHASIS

THE UNITED STATES OF GUNNYSACK.
So you and your spouse are having a
disagreement that escalates into an argument that moves up in decibels and moves
into things flying off tables and dogs fleeing
the room … and your spouse is winning …
so you reach deep into your shared past
and come up with something smelly, or
several somethings, totally unrelated to
the matter at hand to counter … and now

nobody wins.
In short, whether or not we refinish
the floors really has nothing to do with the
name you called my sister 20 years ago.
Gunnysacking.
So you’re getting older and the world
and your place in it aren’t what you
thought they’d be, the times you remember
are preferable to what you see ahead, and
you feel like the people in charge are – at
best – talking down to you or – at worst –
ignoring you … and now there’s an election
… and a candidate reaches deep into your
darkest fears and attaches each and every
one to an opponent or ominous other
along with a strong-arm guarantee to right
the world again … and now nobody wins.
In short, the fact that you don’t have
enough for retirement and a cup of coffee costs four bucks really has nothing
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This week in Memphis history:

1968: “I looked down at Martin’s face. His eyes
wobbled, then for an instant focused on me.
‘Martin, It’s all right. Don’t worry. This is Ralph. This
is Ralph.’ His eyes grew calm and he moved his
lips. I was certain he understood and was trying to
say something. Then in the next instant, I saw the
understanding drain from his eyes and leave them
(Paul Schutzer)
absolutely empty.”
Source: “And The Walls Came Tumbling Down,” Ralph David Abernathy
1977: A demonstration of different types of voting machines at the Memphis Cook Convention Center draws representatives of eight companies. The
technology on display includes “punchboard voting, computer voting and an
improved booth machine.” The punchboard machines had been used in three
dozen local precincts in the 1976 elections, with the Shelby County Election
Commission moving to replace the lever machines with the punchboard
system. But Shelby County Commissioners refused to approve the money
to buy the new equipment. That would remain the case until the mid-1980s,
when the lever machines were replaced with electronic voting machines, not
punchboards.
1958: A Daily News tabulation of passenger car titles through March shows
a total of 4,137 forwarded or current titles. Chevrolet is the top brand, with
1,374, followed by 1,026 Fords, no Jaguars or Isettas, one Porsche, one King
Midget, 37 Edsels and a single Crosley.
1920: Captain Kit Dalton, who fought with the pro-Confederate Quantrill’s
Raiders during the Civil War and joined the James Gang of outlaws after the
war, died in Memphis at 166 Court of “cardio-renal disease.” His age was unknown. A $50,000 reward had been offered for Dalton’s capture dead or alive.
His tombstone at Elmwood Cemetery reads, in part: “Since they could not capture him, he was later pardoned by several governors, with his promise that he
would lead an exemplary life, which he did during his last 20 years in Memphis.”
Source: Shelby County archives

to do with Mexican rapists and same-sex
marriage.
Gunnysacking.
So you’re completely committed to a
cause right and just to you that is completely out of the question to them … and
they won the election … so you reach deep
into your righteous indignation all the way
down to your condescending superiority
and use it to further separate you from
them … and now nobody wins.
In short, the merits of national health
insurance and a woman’s right to choose
really have nothing to do with orange
comb-overs and sixth-grade vocabulary.
Gunnysacking.
Even if you haven’t heard the term,
you’ve probably been guilty of it. We all
have a collection of real and imagined
personal slights and wrongs stored in
our subconscious, or ugly information
left unmentioned. Gunnysacking is when
we draw on those ugly things to win an
argument and overcome an opponent,
going low and playing dirty. Any merit in
the conflict and any true resolution are

thereby lost.
One side bemoans a president who
grabs women by the genitals, cheats on
his current wife with the next wife and
then with porn stars, lies like the rest of
us breathe, thinks of the world’s despots
as role models and measures the future in
coal dust … and the other side reaches into
the Hillary gunnysack for their defense or
blames the notoriously liberal FBI for the
state of the union.
What passes for national discourse is
as silly and strident as that argument you
had in the kitchen the other night while
dinner burned.
Cooler heads on both right and left
must honestly address what’s passing
for leadership or there will be little left to
serve us.
I’m a Memphian, and we’re at the bottom of the gunnysack.
Dan Conaway, a communication
strategist and author of “I’m a Memphian,” can be reached at dan@wakesomebodyup.com.

The 2018 Regional Strategy Summit
Powered by the Mid-South Mayors’ Council
Convened by ULI Memphis

Regional insight.
Outside of the box.
A regional strategy summit: join us for innovative ideas on
land use, transportation, and workforce development
across the Mid-South.

Thursday,
April 26, 2018
Halloran Centre,
8:30am - 1pm

(Registration at 8:00am)
TICKETS
Early Bird (Through April 10)–$100
Registration (After April 10)–$125
Four Keynote Speakers and Lunch

RegionSmart.org
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SEMINAR SERIES

THE STATUS OF HEALTH CARE
THURSDAY, APRIL 12TH
3:30 PM @ Memphis Brooks Museum
Wine & cheese reception to follow
#MEMhealth

Health care is complex and changes often, driven
by the needs of employees and what employers

Michael
Ugwueke

and insurance companies are willing to cover. In

President and CEO
Methodist Le Bonheur
Healthcare

experts will discuss the many changes made to the

The Status of Health Care seminar, our panel of
Affordable Care Act since the new administration
has taken office and the impact of those
changes on organizations, hospitals and patients.

Katy Laster

Timothy J. Finnell

Attorney
Evans Petree PC

Managing Partner
Group Benefits LLC

SPONSORED BY:
PRESENTED BY THE DAILY
NEWS PUBLISHING CO.

SEATING IS LIMITED – REGISTER ONLINE NOW
seminars.memphisdailynews.com

